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.About anyone so great as Shakespeare, it is probable that we can 

never be right ; and if we can never be right, it is better that we 

should from time to time change our way of being wrong. 

- T. S. Eliot 

What we have to do is to be forever curiously testing new 

opinions and courting new impressions. 

- Walter Pater 
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BARDOLPH' S FARE WELL TO THE 
LATE SIR JOHN 

Almost, the fuel is gone that fed the fue, the pyre still smoking. 

But, to think he could burn down to this, this rasher of bacon striped, 

Shrivel' d, charred to the crisp he was, yet was not: 

Sir John - nay sure, this is thy hell - lirst, bobbling of "greeo liclds" 
Thou now manurcth, then smoking white quick tum"d to greasy tll.llow 

Billowing hugoly, black"ning th• .. ,th and me, dubb' d "Knight of the Burning 

Lamp." 

Thou like Falstaff, falling staves, Lad of the Oldcastle quite undone 

From bald pat• melting down to rooking dst•ro burning. thy pitcher broke, 

Thy happy girdle snapp'd, a jolly world of gut$ fall 'n far below thy knees: 

Above my sniveling here, methinks I yet can hear thy rib-splint'ring laugh 

Crackling yet, whistling, popping, spitting a volley of bright oaths 

'Gainst our entwbile friend, trait'rous turncoat to use us so-

··sweet Hal," prince who'd promis'd thee the hanging of the thieves

A hanging sure for me high I close espy upon yon gibbet tree. 

Great heart exploding, Mad Jack roiling, roist'ring carthwacd, 

Thy vap'rous ashes rise high enough almost to shroud these steps for me. 

- WALTER HADEN 

,,, 
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THE FOOL, FOLLY AND THE WORLD 
UPSIDE-DOWN IN 

MEASURE FOR MEASURE 
by Jean Klene 

Although the good books of Enid Welsford, William Willeford, and 
Robert H. Goldsmith1 tell us much about the history of the fool and his con
tributions to Shakespeare's plays, we still feel that much remains to be dis
covered about this fascinating character. I would like to explore ways that the 
fool seems to be, not only an embodiment of the folly he both represents and 
points to, but also a kind of dynamic metaphor of the world turned upside
down, a very popular idea in the Middle Ages. We can think, for example, of 
the witty fool Feste in Twelfth Night, who proves Olivia a fool for continually 
r:iourning her brother who is ''in heaven" (l.v.52-68) ,2 of the poignantly enig
matic Fool in King Lear who leads the protagonist to an awareness of his own 
inverted actions, of the gravediggers in Hamlet who equivocate on the play's 
themes of death and decay (V.i.1-170) , and of Autolycus, the clever rogue 
who gulls shepherds and shepherdesses with his ballads in a way analogous 
:o Shakespeare's gulling (?) of his audience in the tall Winter's Tale. The 
n2tural fools in Shakespeare's plays, those less endowed with intelligence, 
o iten parody by their actions the folly of the aristocrats in the same play. 
Consider, for example, the way Dogberry "discovers" villains Conrade and 
Borachio, while the "honorable gentlemen" Claudius and Don Pedro merely 
.:ontinue in their mistaken ideas, the way Touchstone probes the pretensions 
of his more romantic superiors by his union with Audrey, and the way the 
"devil-porter" in Macbeth suggests the hell that the protagonist has created in 
his own castle. Regardless of intelligence or the lack of it, any down points 
to folly and the inversions it produces. Regardless of genre, the action in many 
plars tells us that the world has gone topsy-turvy; and sometimes statements 
of inversions echo one another from comedy to tragedy and vice versa. Con
sider, for example, two statements: "nothing is but what is not" and "nothing 
uu.t is so is so," the former by Macbeth (I.iii.141-42) and the latter by Feste 
10 Twelfth Night (IV.i.9) . Before looking at more ways in which the idea of 
ID inverted world appears in many plays and especially in Measure For 
.\le.:iure, we should digress briefly to examine this topos, a popular medieval 
one which is suggested by the costume, the words, and the very being of the 
fool in Shakespeare's works. 

The idea of the world gone topsy-turvy meant many things to the Middle 
Ages and the Renaissance: Saturnalia and seasonal celebrations (about which 
C. L. Barber has written in bis well-known Shakespeare's Festive Comedy and 
~likhlil Bakhtin in Rabelais and His World3 ), the "fight over the breeches" 
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between husband •nd wife, the huntcc hunted by an ani.rrol, 6sh ffying in the 
iir llnd birds swimming in the sea, and the triumph, it J~st in fantuy, of the 
weaker over the stronger.• Curtius tells us that the world upside-down is • 
lament for the times and a description of the effect of disorders on the globe, 
a lament which iJ as old as Archilochus who, in 648 B.C., thought nothing 
was impossible, now that Zeus had cover«! the sun. More re<:ent scholanhip 
by CiuS<eppe Cocchiaro and Hedwig Kenner tells us that the motif goes back 
at least to two or three thousand years B.C.; and they support their assertions 
by illustrations from Swnerian and Egyptian ort.• Role reversals, especially 
between animals and men and between men and women, predomina.te in 
those i.Uustr.1tions. 

The quc:stioo of inversion .i.s cosmic audacity, serio ludtrt, nccc.ssa.ry 
stop-valve to revolution, and a variety of aspects essential to society occupies 
anthropologists and social historians, a number of whose provocative essays 
arc included in the book, The R.tversible World: Symbolic l11vtrsio11s in Ari 
aJld Societ7, ,-dircd by Barbara Babcock.• What we make of the devils dis· 
cussed by Dante and Augustine, according to the .. up" and "down" described 
by Aristotle, is a different, though a related question. These creatures are 
comic without realiiing it, functioning with rump facing God - the final 
defiant posture - but in tot.11 impotence.' 

In Greek and Latin litecature the world upside-down is expressed princi• 
P"llY by adyna1a, i.e., impoJtibilia or conditions th11l could not possibly come 
about1 a.s, for example, the discussion of the scepter which can never agaio 
bear leaf nor branch because it has bcei-1 cut off from its tree in the mouot:aios 
(Iliad, I, 233-41). Medieval and Renaissance writers sometimes lament the 
evil of their times in impossibilia :iJso. Langland, for example, has the char
acter Reason do this in Piers Plo,111111111 (B Passus IV, 11. l 13-1)) aod Shake
speare the Fool in Kh1g Lear.• In tbe latter work, the impossibles constitute 
• utopia of social conditions: 

When every ~ in l.11.w is ri8,ht, 
No squire m debt nor no poor knight: 
When danders do not live in tOD.h"Ut'S, 
?-:oc aJtpu.sts cornc: not to throngs; 
When USUttfS tell thcir .ICQld i'th' field, 
And bcawds and whores do churches build. 

(1Il.ii.8)-90) 

Other utopias, concentrating more on sensual delights, were call~ t.hc 
.. Land of Cok•yne [cakes]." A sotiric sermon so titled dates from 127'·1300; 
the theme is also illustrated by • well-known Bruegel p.'linting similarly titled. 
According to Stith Thompson, the folklore, literature, and art of every cuJ. 
turc abound in a variety of visions ; but some are not ts bcnC'\•olcnt. Consider, 
for ,xasnple, the "jung,ter Ta(' apocalyptic horrors - where seas run blood 
an.l stones spout spectacular venom - included by Bichlold-Stiubli in their 
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Handworterbuch des deutschen A.berglaubens.9 From the many examples, we 
may categorize the reversals as follows: parts of the universe to other parts 
or internally changed (utopias like the "Land of C.Okayne" or "Schlaraffen
lands," underworlds, worlds of the antipodes, etc.), human relationships, 
i.e., men to the universe, to men, and to other animals. 

Most humanists are familiar with some examples of the world upside
down in the arts of the medieval and Renaissance periods. This somewhat 
chronological survey will be interrupted in order to touch on illustrations in 
a variety of artistic modes. A famil iar visual image lies in Bruegel's "Nether
Jandish Proverbs" (1559) , a painting itemized in 1663 in the Antwerp col
lection of Peter Stevens as "Le Mondt Renverse." The center of interest 
here is a blue orb projecting its cross below instead of above. The 
eye focuses on the blue globe against the plain white wall because the 
uncluttered space dearly contrasts with the rest of the picture, crowded 
with overlapping men, women, and children busy about their perversities. 
The connection between the world upside-down and the morality play is 
made by another Bruegel work: the unexplained " Rhetorica" in Temperantia, 
which suggests the connection because it displays the inverted orb on a ban
ner hanging in front of a morality play being staged.10 Literary critic Carleton 
Brown connects the early morality play "The Pride of Life" with the sermon 
on the "Twelve Abuses," abuses familiar in medieval complaints. Musicolo
;ists may know the song "Benedicite ! What dremyd I this nyght? Methought 
:he worlde was turnyd up-so-doun," partiaJly reproduced with music in Music 
;nd Poetry in the Early Tudor Co11rt. Historians of the dance may have 
studied illustrations in the performing acrobats of Bruegel's works. A written 
record of the dance "Le Monde Renverse" appears in 1620, according to a 
srudy of the baroque age by Jean Rousset. Students of early churches have 
ample evidence in the sculpture of the capitals at Strasbourg, woodcarvings 
of misericords all over Europe, and paintings in Scandinavian churches. 
Gothic manuscripts abound with examples in their margins, as we can see by 
skimming Images in the Margins of Gothic Manuscripts, by Lilian Randall. 
Over and over again appear rt>presentations of role reversals, especially 
between men and animals (most frequently the hunter hunted or caught) 
md between husbands and wives. Thomas Nashe puts the name of the topos 
m d the technique of role-reversals together in a complaint illustrating how 
popular the motif was in lhe late sixteenth-century: "it is no maruaile if 
euery Ale house vaunt the table of the world upside downe, since the child 
beateth his father, and the Asse whlppeth his Master. "11 

Seventeenth-century printing methods made possible the inexpensive 
broadsheets which popularized the image even more. One sheet might con
ta.io any number of small pictures, beginning usually with a man (whose 

3 
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rounded body fills most of the square or oblong) standing on his bead. These 
engravings have been reproduced and discussed in comprehensive studies by 
Giuseppe Cocchiara, with special attention to those in Italy; by William 
Coupe, in Germany; and Helen Grant, in Spain. Ian Donaldson uses them 
for an interesting study of seventeenth-century comedy, and David Kunzie 
an article from an art historian's point of view. Judging by books of popular 
imagery from many European countries,12 these prints were still frequently 
used in the eighteenth-century with a variety of sociological and philosophical 
ramifications. 

Whenever Shakespeare includes the explicit phrase, "world upside
down," or a variation of it, the character using it is making a statement about 
moral and social chaos; and it appears mainly in the history plays, an appro
priate part of their medieval settings. The Bastard in King John, for example, 
explains in his famous soliloquy on the "mad world" and its "mad kings" 
how the orb swings off its path when he declares that the world "of itself 
is peised [or balanced] well, / Made to run even upon even ground," but 
that man's desire for "advantage," his sense of "commodity" or gain brings 
about a "sway of motion" and makes the world "take head from all indiffer
ency, / From all direction, purpose, course, intent" (Il.i.561-80). Richard III 
has a number of similar uses of the metaphor in the mouths of the citizens 
(II.iii) , who are untainted by the corruption of the nobility and hence the 
prophecies of Margaret. Among the specific statements of the aristocrats is 
one used perversely by Richard's lackey, Sir William Catesby, when he tries 
to test the loyalty of H astings: 

It is a reeling world indeed, my lord, 
And I believe will never stand u_prigbt 
Till Richard wear the garland of the realm. 

(III.ii.37-39) 

Proverbial statements of the inverted world frequently occur in the mouth of 
Richard himself, who enjoys audaciously warning everyone at the same time 
that he deflects the blame from himself by the use of poverbial truths: 

the world is grown so bad 
That wrens make prey where eag.les dare not perch 
Since every Jack became a gentleman, 
There's many a gentle person made a Jack. 

( I.iii .69-72) 

The lament expressed in the history plays about a world gone 
awry through man's selfishness is the same cry that Lear's Fool makes in a 
variety of ways, ways discussed by William Elton in his book, "King Lear" 
and the Gods.13 The realization of the consequences of man's selfish actions 
is the painful one that Lear finally reaches when he makes his famous 
apostrophe to "Poor naked wretches," asking "pomp" to take physic 
(IIl.iv.28-36) . 

4 
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la the comedies, where the world is turned topsy-turvy for a while, 
· .... :oo.igh release to clarification," as C. L. Barber explains it,1' we see the 
~.mer madness of A Midsummer Night's Dream, where the love
?'000· not moral chaos, makes things go awry: human lovers exchange 
?'-~nas and the fairy queen Titania is tricked into love with the asse, Bottom 
~ &guise. In Twelfth Night disguises create a world in which "nothing 
~ is so is so" (IV.i.9) . The comedy that I would like to look at more 
~ .... '"ISdy, however, is Measure for Measure, written and produced around 
16()4. 15 a play that puzzles many critics. Anne Barton, in the Riverside intro
.:u..~ion to the play, says that Shakespeare illustrates a dissatisfaction with the 
rocl"jc form here, especially in the perfunctory way by which he brings 
togrther the final couples ; and Barton suggests that Shakespeare went on from 
:his plar to write what he was more interested in, the great tragedies.18 I 
agree with her speculations and suggest that one of the strongest links 
bctv,een this comedy and the tragedies is the use of the popular medieval 
ropos: the world upside-down. 

The playwright keeps reminding us that the whole play is but a "game" 
or a ··trick," apparently following Sly's definition of a comedy as a "Christmas 
g-imbol or a tumbling-trick" (Taming of the Shrew, Ind. ii.135 ) . Thus we 
an expect surprises and reversals. The action begins with the Duke's abdica
ci~ described by Lucio as a "mad fantastical trick'' of the man "to usurp 
the beggary he was never born to" (III.ii.88) . Once the Duke is gone and 
the deputy Angelo condemns Gaudio to death, Isabella suggests that Angelo's 
a.ctions are not far from the "angry ape" whose ''fantastic tricks before high 
heaven" makes the "angels weep" (III.ii) . In pleading for life, Claudio 
presses the question of values with his sister Isabella in terms of Angelo's 
choice: 

If it were damnable, he being so wise, 
Why would he for the momentary trick 
Be perdurably fin' d? 

(III.i.112-14) 

In concealed response to Angelo's choice is the bed trick arranged by 
the Duke-in-disguise with the help of the novice Isabella, an episode Shake
speare adds to Whetstone's popular story of "Promos and Cassandra."17 The 
Duke insists to both Isabella and the jilted Marianna that " ' tis no sin," so 
9.·e know the question of its being a sin must exist (and we recall Gertrude's 
criticism as she watches the Player Queen in Hamlet: "The lady doth protest 
too much, methinks" [III.ii.222]). We will take up the problem of the bed 
trick later, after looking at more uses of "trick" and Shakespeare's explicit 
connection of it to the whirling world, as, for example, in the statements of 
Lucio, the fantastic, when he responds to Pompey's cry for bail: 

How now, noble Pompey? What, at the wheels of Cesar? 
Art thou led in triumph ? What, is there none of 
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Pygmalion's images newly made women to be had now, 
for putting the band in the pocket and extracting it 
dutch'd? What reply? Ha? What say'st thou to this tune, 
matter, and method? ls the world as it was, man? Which 
is the way? Is it sad, and few words? or how? The trick 
of it? 

(Ill.ii.43-'2) 

One of the last explicit references lies in Lucio's defense of himself 
against the Duke's accusations of slander: "I spoke it but according to the 
trick" (V.i.504) . 

As often in Shakespeare's plays, low life d,aracters parody major themes; 
and we will look at two: fust, the nature of justice, and secondly, the problem 
of integrity in marital relationships. Questions of good and evil become ludi
crous in the farcical trial of the clown Pompey, the bawd brought in by 
Constable Elbow, an officer of the law who says he " leans upon justice." The 
malapropisms and inane repetitions of Elbow's accusations prompt Angelo 
to leave in impatience and disgust. Even the serene old Escalus finally cries 
out, "Whid, is the wiser here: Justice or Iniquity" (Il.i.172) , much in the 
way that Lear cries out in IV.vi. of King Lear: "change places and hancly
dandy, which is the justice, which is the thief," an outcry that concludes with 
the topsy-turvy "great image of authority: a dog's obey'd in office." These 
and other lines of Lear's about how "furred gowos hide all" sound very 
much like those just cited in Measure for Measure as well as like another 
statement by Pompey: 

'Twas never merry world since of two usuries the merriest 
was put down, and the worser allow'd by order of law; 
a furr'd gown to keep him warm, and furr'd with fox 
and lambskins too, to signify that craft, being richer than 
innocency, stands for the facing. 

(III.ii.S-10) 

The blurring of distinctions between Justice and Iniquity is further under
lined in the prison scene where the "unlawful bawd" Pompey learns to be a 
"lawful hangman" like Abhorsoo. Because the latter worries about Pompey's 
discrediting of the hangman's profession, the Provost insists, "Go to, sir, 
you weigh equally; a feather will tum the scale" (IV.ii.1-26). 

The Duke has often expressed wonder about the paradoxical nature of 
things, but he does this especially when his own reputation is in jeopardy: 
"There is scarce truth enough alive to make societies secure, but security 
enough to make fellowships accursed. Much upon this riddle runs the wisdom 
of the world" (III.ii.213-16). 

The second theme mentioned, that of integrity io marital relationships, 
bas a kind of inverted parody in low-life characters in that Constable Elbow 
seems to be the only married man in t:4e play expressing both a legal and a 
loving relationship with his wife. She "might have been accused in foroica-

6 
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::oo. adultery, and all uncleanliness" in Mistress Overdone's establishment, 
:x:t Elbow's wife, says her husband, is not a "woman cardinally given." And 
s.::-.ingely enough, in another kind of inversion, the Duke in disguise and the 
::::n-to-be Isabella parallel the bawd Pompey in bringing Angelo and 
~urimna together. Shakespeare seems to be underlining this in having the 
scene of the Duke's explanation to Isabella in IIl.i immediately followed by 
:.::e scene in which the Duke meets Pompey and tirades about his being 
1 " '11,·icked bawd" (III.ii.17-25). And when Pompey tries to be legalistic, 
s.iying, "but yet, sir, I would prove-" the Duke ruts him short, insinuating 
dut Pompey's "proofs" are from the devil. This gives us pause in responding 
!o the Duke's coupling of Marianna and Angelo, which is- as the Duke 
explains it - certainly legal, but hardly humane. The Duke himself, in 
soliloquy, suggests how Machiavellian the tricking is (and Shakespeare may 
be underlining this by the twenty-two jangling tetrameter lines): 

With Angelo ronight shall lie 
His old betrothed, but despised 
So disguise shall be th' disguised 
Pay with falsehood false exacting, 
And perform an old cootracting. 

(IlI.ii.26I -6S) 

This same kind of quibbling about legal action conducted with questionable 
·craft" comes to os in Alt's Well Thal Ends Welt, first by Helena-

Let us assay our plot, which if it speed, 
Is wicked meaning in a lawful deed, 
And lawful meaning in a lawful act, 
Where both not sin, and yet a sinful fact. 

(UI.vii.44-48) 

- and then by Diana, who concludes scene two of Act IV by stating, 

in this disguise I think't no sin 
To cozen him that would unjustly win. 

(75-76) 

Cozening or cheating another, especially in the most intimate of human acts, 
:uinot be Christian, though it may indeed be legal. Were Measure for Meas
,.,e a fabliau like Chaucer's "Miller's Tale," or even a kind of fantasy, like 
.i Jfidsummer Nighfs Dream, the manipulation might be more acceptable; 
:x:_r in the relatively realistic plot - at least in the first half of the play - the 
.-:eception of Angelo seems decidedly distasteful, even though the hypocritical 
.-:eputy deserves being tricked. 

Before coocluding, we should look bridly at another aspect of the motif 
,;i.·hich leads into statements made in tragedies also. Isabella plays with the 
notion of "impossibles," those adyna14 common in classical uses of the world 
~pside-down, when she meets the Duke after he has discuded his disguise 
and returned to the city: 

7 
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Make not impossible 
That which but seems unlike. 'T is not impossible 
But one, the wicked'st caitiff on the ground, 
May seem as shy, as grave, as just, as absolute 
As Angelo; even so may .Angelo, 
In all his dressings, caracts, titles, forms, 
Be an arch-villain; believe it, royal prince. 
If he be less, he's nothing; but he's more, 
Had I more name for badness. 

(V.i.H-59) 

When the Duke muses that her madness does have "the oddest frame of 
sense" and that "many that are not mad / Have sure more lack of reason" 
(V.i.61 and 67-68), his observations strike resonances to observations about 
the madness of Hamlet (Hamlet, II.ii.203-04) and that of Lear (King Lear, 
IV.vi.174-75), characters who also illustrate a certain amount of "reason in 
madness." 

Finally, the Duke assures us that no great change has come about in 
Vienna because of the exchange of power, for as he wandered about the city 
in bis disguise, he has "seen corruption boil and bubble" - like the witches 
in Macbeth - "till it o'errun the stew." The laws continue to be "as much 
in mock as mark" in V.i.316-17 as the Duke said they were in I.iii.23-31: 

Now, as fond fathers, 
Having bound up the threat'ning twigs of birch, 
Only to stick it in their children's sight 
For terror, n.ot to use, in time the rod 
Becomes more mocked than feared; so our decrees, 
Dead to inftiction., to chemsel ves are dead, 
And Liberty plucks Justice by tl1e nose; 
The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart 
Goes all decorum. 

( I.iii.22-31) 

The swiveling quality of things prevails throughout the play, from the 
beginning title to the concluding marriages: the Duke is marrying (probably) 
Isabella even though they have had no dialogue whatsoever about it (although 
I believe she knows more of Vincentio by V.i than she possibly could of 
vows) , Angelo is marrying a woman he bas "despised" (IIl.ii.262) in the past 
and never says one kind word to in the present of the play, and Lucio is tied 
to (literally, in some productions) Kate Keepdown in a marriage he equates 
with "pressing to death, whipping, and hanging" (V.i.517-18). The wed
ding of Juliet and Oaudio is the only one for which we have any sense of 
preparation or satisfaction. 

And what do we make of the reversals, the "tricks" and the questionable 
quality of much of the action? To me these things suggest clearly that Shake
speare was oot deeply concerned with comedy but rather that he was probably 
impatient to get on with what interested him more at the time: the tragedies. 

St. Mary's - Notre Dame 
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FARCE AS FUNCTION IN MEDIEVAL 
AND SHAKESPEARE AN DRAMA 

by Josie P. Campbell 

The intention of this paper is to pr~nt a theory of the fwictional use 
of farce as method in medieval d=, using The Second Sh•pherds' Play as 
an example, and to demonstrate briefly a similar use of farce in sud1 dis· 
parate Shakcspea,can plays as I Henry IV and A i\fidS11mmer Nighfs Dream. 

By .. functional," I mean simply the integrative use of farce as a 
structural device or "rocthod" that not only iJluminates the dramitic action 
that precedes it but a.lso pr<:pares foe what follows.• In The S«ond Shtp· 
herds' Play, as well as in the Shakespear<:an plays mentioned above, farce 
also functions as paradigm, emblematically revealing the tensions of the play 
as it unfolds before us, although we arc not always conscious of the effect 
until the farce is played out and the drama is over. In addition, the integra
tion of farce paradoxica.lly creates in the audience a sense of dissommce within 
the total dramatic structure that leads to the creation of a critical but at the 
same time empathic audience. Farce, of course, by the very nature of its form, 
contains within itself d issonance, for it is always being p layed off aga.inst 
something common to it ret diffetent from it. Such dissonance not only 
allows but encourages the audience to be conscious of numerous possibilities, 
within the wodd of the play and by extension, of life itself, through opening 
up a .. particular horizon, which is modified, if not completely changed"' by 
what follows. 

Although the form of farce is ei<ttcmely 6cxible, some aspects of it 
remain fai rly constant. Farce moves precariously on the surfaces of life 
10 the point where it seems to be all surface, but always the surfaces come 
in contact with barely submerged r,:alities of a quite d ifferent order. Because 
of this, farce tends to be highly subversive and radical in nature; it r<:pre· 
sents the counter•culture, fighting against the established spiritual and social 
order, which helps to explain why there is latent violence threatening to erupt 
in farce and why there is often a good bit of lighting, cracking of heads, 
and other such knock.about action. As Derek Brewer suggests, the comedy of 
farce comes about b«'ause of the d ialectic between the spiritual, intellectual, 
and moral aspects o f our minds and the equally physical and voracious nature 
of our bodies.• Making use of the incongruities between bodily functions and 
spiritual and social aspirations, farce presents us with radicalism, freedom, 
and ruthlessness. One need only to think of O,aplin, the lovable tramp with 
his out·•t·the•clbows elegance, who could also be sly, witty, and cruel. Behind 
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his soulful eyes and snappy gestures lurked cold common sense. Any attempt 
to coma.oticize or sentimentalize the various aspects of farce, either in The 
Second ShepherdJ' Play 01: in Shakespeare's plays, is to miss the signifu:a.nce 
of the farcical action, to trivialize its meaning and function. 

Io a recent essay, Maynard Made, Jr., suggests how the distance between 
secular and sacred elements in T he Second Shepherds' Play is dramatically 
minimized, with the shepherds providing a ''comfortable mediation" between 
the audience's lives in Wakeiield and the "radical distant event of Christ's 
birth."• Mack's essay is significant in that it attempts to deal with the dramatic 
movement of The Second Shepherds' Play rather than tceatiog it ln symbolic 
terms as Ross and others do, 5 and although I am in general agreement with 
Mack's views, there are several elements of the play that I perceive differently. 
The first has to do with the farce itself. 

On the surface, the farcical sheep-stealing acts out the tensions pre
sented in the opening of the play. Each of the three shepherds' soliloquies' 
introduces the reader to a world of inhospitable nature, of inevitable change, 
of sinfulness, of abuse of power, and of arrogant authority. The laments of 
the three shepherds make clear their feelings of impotence and frustration 
against nature's cruelty and society's abuse. 

The opening scene featuring the three shepherds invites pity, but it is 
the consummate actor Mak who really brings the play alive, and he remains 
the focal point throughout much of the drama. Because the "interpcetive cen
ter'' or "thematic core" of the drama, the birth of Christ, is displaced or put 
to one side,7 attention is riveted on Male's topsy-turvy utopian wodd of a 
sheep in every cradle ( or at least in his) . At the same time he rushes us 
toward his notion of utopia, Mak makes us equally aware of life's miseries, 
for he turns out to be the dramatic embodiment of the thcee shepherds;8 in bis 
own soliloquy, he gives a rerun of the shepherds' complaints: inclement 
weather, crying children, a shrewish wife, and grinding poverty. H e is also 
a suspicious character, who - like the shepherds, incidentaUy - "waJkys 
on the more" and "se[s] sodan syghtys."' Io addition, like Daw before bim, 
Mak faJls quickly into the posture of a servant who usurps authority " thrugb 
mantenance / of men that are gretter." But Mak, if be is like the shepherds 
in words, is unlike them in action, as he casts a "magic'' speJI (although one 
doubts its efficacy) on the already sleeping shepherds. As Mak works his 
magic, drawing a circle around the shepherds, he seems to be at one with 
them and yet apact from them. H e is outside the circle, to be sure, but he bas 
created it and, with bis hand uplifted over the shepherds' beads, gives them 
an inverted benediction. When Mak asserts that he was "oeuer a shephecd," 
but fully intends to be one, be is suggesting that he will absorb the roles of 
the three shepherds before him. At this point the play begins to open out-
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•ud toward the possibilities Mak will present as an actor. H ow will he 
plar the shepherd? 

\X' e are not left in doubt for long. Whereas Coll, Gyb, and Daw merely 
compwned about their lot, Mak does something about it. In seizing the 
miu.w,·e - as well as the sheep - he steals the opportunity to assert control 
o--« natural and social ills, if only for the moment. In one sense, he does 
.-tut the three shepherds, and probably many members of the audience, 
would like to do: he takes what is needed for an empty stomach as an 
immediate solution to the sense of injustice and misery. In order to fill his 
CIC'C\l, however, he must take from his own brothers, who are no better off than 
be is. The world, it appears, needs saving from itself. 

What to me has always seemed somewhat absurd in this play is the gul· 
ib11ry of the three shepherds. Obviously, they know Mak is not to be trusted, 
~ they are slow to accuse him of playing them false. Either we are to 
bciJC'\·e in Male's magic, which is difficult to do given the action of the play, 
oc 11.e must conclude that the shepherds fail to recognize Male's avariciousness 
bl:(~ it is all too human; that is, he is too close to themselves in need and 
~blr in desire. The only real difference between the three shepherds and 
M.u.: is that Mak acts out his antisocial feelings, whereas the three shepherds 
mc:ely verbalize them. If Mak represents the "otherness" of the three 
iDepherds, they may wish to "fordo" their sight, for the discovery of the 
· bom)·d lad," which brings an end to the farce, comes about not because 
oi their suspicions but because of two other important elements in the play. 
Oo .1 theatrical level, Mak and his wife, Gyll, play their roles too well; they 
L"" too convincing in "transforming" the sheep into their child. As a result, 
the shepherds are transformed into men of good will, who in a spontaneous 
~ -ure of love return to give the little "day stame" a gift. This brings about 
~ wi-transforming of "lad" to sheep again, along with the unmasking of 
M.&lc f com friend to sheep-stealer. The resolution of the farce itself comes 
• d1 the shepherds tossing Mak in a blanket, a punishment that is itself a 
,ok.e of implicit "transformation," but a punishment that is also far less 
tr"cre than they might with justification have meted out.10 

At this point in the play, the audience has seen a dramatic episode 
complete in itself, where the world demands radical action to alleviate social 
IDJ:.istice and physical misery. One form of action that appears to work -
&loost - is trickery and theft. On the surface, such action seems terribly 
£::ractive and marvelously funny, in terms of daring, of quick-wittedness, 
aod of audacity. But the trickster is too good at trickery and is caught short 
~ the inherent sympathy and charity of those he has wronged. Perhaps 
bco.use the shepherds recognize that they are indeed all one, caught in the 
wne poverty as Mak, the trickster's negative act (the loss of the sheep) is 
countered with the positive act of love (the gift of life) . Mak does not 
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bargain on the intrinsic goodness of his fell ow men, and perhaps the shep
herds as well as those in the audience are just as su.rprised.11 The discovery 
of the stolen sheep leads to a discovery of the spontaneous generosity of 
which men are capable. 

But the farce itself is not the complete drama, as Maynard Mack, Jr., 
suggests, for it appears to go nowhere. The closure of the scene brings sleep 
to the shepherds and the disappearance of Mak, along with all his vitality. At 
this point, it is absolutely essential that the farce, if it is to have any meaning 
beyond its surface, be absorbed into a larger drama, for the sheep-stealing 
is the hinge of the total play; the farce reshapes the style and matter of the 
opening scene as it looks toward the dosing scene. The action of the farce, 
which dearly displaced the Christ Child's birth, is in turn displaced. Put 
another way, the farcical sheep-stealing which turned everything upside 
down is now turned right-side-up. For example, Male's prophetic dreams 
of the birth of what .finally is a "hornyd" child are replaced by Old Testa
ment prophecies of the birth of the Christ Child. The integration of the 
world of farce into the total drama of this particular play paradoxically makes 
the audience all the more conscious of the difference between the initiative 
of Mak and the initiative of God: one takes for the moment, One gives for 
all time. 

D ramatically, the differences and the similarities would have been most 
effectively brought home to the audience if Mak not only had doubled in 
roles but tripled in them. There would surely have been time for him to 
play the role of the Angel, which repeats in language and gesture, but on a 
quite different plane, many of Male's earlier pronouncements; but it would 
also have been possible, and equally appropriate if the loquacious Mak had 
played the silent ( at last! ) Joseph, with Gyll transformed into Mary. u This, 
of course, would assume that Joseph is in the final scene; even though the 
text gives no indication of his presence, nativity tableaus in art so often 
include the figure of Joseph that it would not have been unusual - and it 
would certainly have been dramatically effective - to have had him in the 
stable scene in The Second Shepherds' Play. 

As the shepherds move from the fields to the stable, they most likely 
move to the locus where Mak and Gyll have already played the inverse of 
the holy family. If the glittering surfaces of the farce in The Second Shepherds' 
Play turn the nativity scene upside down, how much more effective to have 
the nativity scene burst through those surfaces to transform them into the 
richer and right-side-up meanings that have been contained beneath them. 

In The Second Shepherds' Play, the Wakefield Master never falters in 
his control of a dramatic form that uses its inherent dynamic structure to 
create in the audience a sense of renewal and rediscovery of themselves in 
relation to the world of play and of life. The farcical elements of the drama 
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ue intentionally dissonant with the sacred elements to the degree that they 
.innot be completely aligned. However, the action of the farce is no less 
serious than the action revolving around the sacred presentation of the nativ-
1:y at the end of the play, for in fact, the farce is shown to reveal the same 
uuerior truth that the Advent contains. The farce itself concerns the birth 
oi something new, the positive act of the spirit of love, generated paradoxi
~y from loss - the inevitable physical or material loss present in all bodily 
gratification. The movement in the farce from loss to renewal presents us 
with a paradigm of the more radical action contained within the mystery of 
the Incarnation where God becomes man according to the flesh, but remains 
God according to the spirit. The whole point of the Wakefield Second 
Shepherds' Play is to make clear that the Incarnation was not a "radical dis
cant event," but rather an event for all time, for the past emerges in the 
present only to move forward into the future to be rediscovered over and 
over again: "we shall this recorde / where as we go." 

Although medieval drama has always seemed the impoverished cousin 
of great Elizabethan drama, a quick glance at several of Shakespeare's plays 
shows that he was working with similar dramatic structur~ particularly in 
his use of farce. In I Henry IV, for example, the drawer scene between Hal 
a.nd Francis (II.iv) does much more than merely provide transition from one 
scene to another. It is paradigmatic of the tensions of the total drama. Hal's 
torment of Francis, as he calls him in one direction with the voice of the 
court, and Poins in another direction with the voice of the tavern, has a 
self-consciously cruel and mocking edge to it, especially when we recall 
Hal's awareness in his soliloquy early in the play that begins, "I know you 
all, and will a while uphold (Toe unyok'd humour of your idleness ... :·1, 

Although Poins does not grasp the meaning of the drawer scene, the audience 
and Hal do, for the action reveals emblematically the Prince's precise posi
tion, between the crown and Eastcheap. Hal's apparent awareness of the simi
larity of his place and that of Francis at the drawer's expense could, at this 
point, rob him of sympathy, but the scene looks backward to Hal's soliloquy, 
while at the same time it looks forward to the moment when Hal must "pay the 
debt [he] never promised." In this case, Francis may have the better position, 
although he certainly does not know it, for he willingly promised himself 
for a limited time of indenture. The Prince by birth is indentured for life. 
The response of Francis to the Prince's call, "Anon, anon," must inevitably 
be the 'Prince's response to his father and to the kingc\om and thus is weighted 
with much more meaning than the drawer can possibly be aware of. 

A great deal of the criticism of I Henry IV deals, in one way or another, 
with the possibilities of choice: Henry's and Hotspur's world or Falstaff's. 
Yet, one of the crucial farcical scenes, the drawer scene, suggests that choice 
is limited and circumscribed, a fact that is reiterated over and over in the play. 
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The bit of farce played out in the drawer scene is expanded upon in the 
topsy-turvy playing out of the same tensions when Falstaff takes on the 
role of Henry playing father to Hal. As Falstaff tries to protect his own 
interests, he admonishes Hal, "Banish plump Jack, and banish all the world." 
The Prince's response, " I do, I will," promises the closing off of a good 
many options. 

We need to guard against the offhand praise of the "Buidity" of Shake
speare's dramas, if by this we mean uninterrupted linear dramatic movement, 
for, as in medieval drama, the farce that Shakespeare uses is meant to be 
disruptive at the same time that it is integrated into the play. Perhaps one of 
the reasons that the drawer scene is so frequently cut from performances of 
I Henry IV is that modem directors do not recognize its importance. Medie
val and Shakespearean drama is multi-level; when farce is used, it is so 
beautifully interwoven into the larger drama that it appears nearly seamless. 
But not quite, for some of those seams are intended to be detected ; they are 
meant to interrupt the flow of the drama, lending to it a dynamism that allows 
us to experience events in new and unexpected ways. Frequently we cannot 
understand the full meaning of the farce except retrospectively. In A Mid
summer Night's Dream, Bottom's "translation" into an ass is a paradigm 
of the themes and tensions of the play, but its meaning is understood only 
insofar as we come to understand the multiple transformations in the play. 
Bottom himself cannot explain his transformation, his wondrous dream of 
being an ass, any more than the young lovers caa explain their falling in 
love and acting like asses in the forest. Puck's Bat biological explanation, 
"Jack shall have Jill," is not entirely satisfactory, or Hermia and Lysander 
would not have run away into the forest in the fust place. Basically, perhaps, 
there remains a mystery behind the transformative power of love that cannot 
be articulated, only discovered by each of us in the audience. Hippolyta is 
surely speaking of that mystery, but not resolving it, when she says: 

But all the story of the night told over, 
And all their minds transfigur'd so together, 
More witnessetb than faocy's images, 
And grows to something of great constancy; 
But, howsoever, strange and admirable. 

(V.i.23-27) 

The reverberations of medieval dramatic tradition are present not only 
in I Henry IV and in A Midsummer Nighf s Dream, of course, but in such 
plays as Macbeth, in the porter scene, and in Hamlet, when the grave-diggers 
make us suddenly aware that all humanity .finally must come to the hands of 
those "ancient gentlemen," who "bold up Adam's profession. " Farce, as used 
by the Wakefield Master and later by Shakespeare, often functions emblemati
c.ally, while at the same time its dissonance tends to detour the play in which 
it is contained as it heightens the need for dramatic resolution. In The Second 
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She pherdJ' Play, the three shepherds fall asleep after tossing Mak in a blan
ket. Literally, of course, they physically exhaust themselves, while dramatically 
sleep provides a neat transition to a re-organized world. After all, Male's 
entrance into the play had demanded all along an explanation and reorgani
zation of what is an old story. Sleep functions imPortantly, then, to bring 
the farce to a dose as it brings the shepherds into the world of waking 
dream and memory, into the presence of a symbolic order of being that is 
as real as, even more significantly real than, the world according to Mak. The 
shepherds appear to become embodiments of the powerful knowledge they 
are awakened to as they agree to become the voices of the significance of that 
knowledge. When the shepherds awaken from their sleep with renewed 
memory, after the farcical sheep-stealing scene, the drama is revitalized and 
the audience's expectations freshened, as their anticipation is aroused for 
something extraordinary to happen. 

Similarly, in Shakespearean drama, the use of farce opens the play 
outward: the audience discovers through the dissonance within the structure 
itself new possibilities. Even Bottom understands how such dramatic struc
tures work, and although he cannot articulate it, he can sing of it in Peter 
Quince's ballad: " It shall be called Bottom's Dream, because it hath no 
bottom; and I will sing it in the latter end of our play, before the Duke .. .. " 
Who in the audience would wish to miss that song any more than the 
audience in Wakefield would have wished to miss Mak's song or the Angel's 
that followed it? 

University of Rhode Island 
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Notes 

1 See Robert C. Stephenson's ''Farce as MA!tbod," in Comedy: Meaning and Form, 
ed. Robert W. Corrig.i.n (Scranton: Chandler Publishing Co., 1965), pp. 317-326. I am 
indebted to Stephenson for my working defuiition of farce throughout the paper. 

z Wolfgang Iser, 'rhe ImpUed Reader: PaJterns of Communication in Prose Pinion 
from Bunyan 10 Beckell (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univ. Press), p. 278. It is 
apparent from Iser's work that he is concerned with the work of an and the viewer/ 
reader and not simply the printed text and reader. 

a See Derck Brewer's "Afterword" to Medieval Comic Tales, trans. Peter Rickard, 
el al (Totowa, N. J.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1973), pp. 140-49; several of my com
ments on farce are from this work, although Brewer discusses medieval comedy and not 
specifically farce. One should also read Mikhail Bakhtin's provocative RPbe/nis and His 
W or/d, trans. Helene lswolsky ( Cambridge: The M.I.T. Press, 1965 ) , especially pp. 
1-144. Although Bakhtin's book is about Rabelais, it is also about medieval humor and 
farce. 

' "The Second Shepherds' Play: A Reconsideration," PMLA, 93 (Jan. 1978), 
78-85. For a summary of critical approaches, see Lawrence J. Ross, "Symbol and StruC· 
ture in the Secunda PasJ()TUm," Comearalive Drama 1 ( 1967-68}, 122-43; reprinted in 
Medieval English Drama: EIJays Cr11ical and Conlextual, ed. Jerome Taylor and Alan 
H. Nelson (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1972), pp. 177-211. 

11 See Ross's essay, passim. 
o For a discussion of various types of soliloquies in drama,, see Morris Arnold, 

The Soliloquies of Shakespeare (N.Y.: n.p., 1911), passim. 
7 See Jonathan Culler, Struc1tmalis1 Poetics: Slru.cturalism, Linguistics, and 1he 

S1udy of Literalure (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1975), pp. 248-51, for a discussion 
of the role of "displacement" of the interpretive core of literature. 

s William Empson has pointed out that Mak is "a fundamental symbol of 
humanity," (English PaSlo1'al Poetry [N.Y.: Norton and Co., 1938), p. 36); Mak is 
also cerrainly a mirror image of the three shepherds, but with much more 2est and 
energy. If the three shepherds represent one possibility ( or strategy) of identity, Mak 
represents another, quickened, rapscallion version. 

11 .AJI quotations of The Second Shepherds' Play are from the Secunda Past()Tum 
in The Wakefield Pageants in Jhe T owneley Cyc/JJ, ed. A. C. Cawley (Manchester : 
Manchester Univ. Press, 1958), pp. 4Hi3; line numbers will be included in the text 
where necessary. 

10 Maynard Mack, Jr., misses the relevance - and the humor - of the blanket 
tossing, a traditional way of hastening childbirth. Since Mak has already worked so 
hard to persuade the shepherds of the childbirth of the "transformed" swaddled sheep, 
and nearly succeeded, what could be more appropriate or funnier (at least to the 
audience}, than to toss the sheep-stealer and to "transform" him into a woman(ish 
role ) ? On another level, of course, the action does hasten a child's birth, that of the 
Lamb of God. 

11 Edmund Taft (Pennsylvania State University ) convincingly argues that the drama, 
is unified around the shepherds' simple but spontaneous gesture towards Mak; that act 
is as surprising in its way as God's act of love. Taft's essay, "Surprised by Love: Unity 
and the Sense of Time in the Second Shepherds' Play," is forthcoming in the Journal 
of Popular Cu/Jure. 

12 See John Spiers
1 

Medieval English Poetry: The Non-Chaucer/an Tradilion 
(London: Faber and Faoer, 1957), p. 399. 

u AU quotations from Shakespeare's plays are from Shakespeare: Twen1y-1hree 
Plays and 1he Sonnets, ed. Thomas Marc Parrott (N.Y.: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953); 
act, scene, and line numbers are given in the text where necessary. 
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FROM FESTIVITY TO SPECTACLE: 
THE CANTERBURY TALES, 

FRAGMENT I AND A MIDSUMMER 
NIGHT'S DREAM 
by James Andreas 

Ann Thompson, in what is probably the definitive study of Chaucer's 
decided influence on his most illustrious successor, Shakespeare's Chaucer: 
A Study in Literary Origins (1978), tells us there is no doubt whatsoever 
"that Shakespeare not only read Chaucer, but knew his work unusually well 
md was influenced by it in several different ways."1 Her book thoroughly 
documents explicit substantive, structural, and genetic relationships between 
the work of the two poets, particularly Shakespeare's use of Troiltu and 
Criseyde in Troilus and Cressida, and the "Knight's Tale" in A Midsummer 
Sight's Dream. It is apparent that the canon of our greatest poet is laced 
from beginning to end, from Two Gentlemen of Verona to Two Noble 
Kinsmen, with substantial allusion to his greatest predecessor.2 

Even granted such influences, Professor Thompson admits that the study 
of explicit borrowings may be a somewhat specious business in the case of 
authors whose success depended heavily on orally delivered or performed 
material. For instance, several notable scholars, Charles Muscatine among 
them, have proposed that O:iaucer's comic narratives are most probably 
derived from orally improvised recitations of specinc texts such as, for 
instance, the old French fabliaux, rather than from direct manuscript trans
missions. 3 Similarly, most of the Elizabethan dramatists who work with 
Chaucerian spurces, Shakespeare included, often seem to rely more heavily 
on memorized rather than printed versions of his narratives. Without the 
evidence of relatively fixed texts for written or printed manuscripts, the study 
of speci1ic literary sources or even informal "borrowings" can hardly be 
considered scieoti1ic. In short, we must agree with Goran Hermereo who 
concludes in his book, Influence in A,-t and Literature, that it is nearly impos
sible to be definitive in the matter of pinpointing explicit literary influences.' 

So, with the question of source study temporarily suspended if not 
resolved, I wish to pursue a comparative investigation of Chaucer and Shake
speare, focusing on the techniques each deployed in creating the fascinating 
interplay of serious and comic materials that constitute their best work. That 
Shakespeare was a festive, celebrative poet has been well documented, but 
it is generally conceded that his greatest comic achievement was his ability to 
transform the materials of folk, camivalesque "pastimes" (the word itself 
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is Shakespearean) directly into dramatic events. "As C. L. Barber argues, the 
mood in these 'idyllic' comedies is a mood of holiday, or 'release,' 'making 
the whole experience of the play like that of a revel'; the leading characters 
are set free from some of their previous social or psychological constraints.'~ 
However, is it not possible that such a tiaOSfonnatioo had been partially 
accomplished for him in critical-literary terms during the millenium of the 
Middle Ages that preceded his work? Is it not possible that an resthetic pro
cedure for a literary recreation of festivity was available to the Elizabethan 
period through a number of channels: namely, late classical scholarship and 
the medieval grammatic tradition, the successful conventions of medieval 
folk drama, and finally in the poetic example of the period's greatest prede
cessor, Geoffrey Chaucer? I am concerned in this paper with the last of 
these options, partirularly in the possible use of both the romantic and farcical 
motifs Shakespeare might have found in the first fragment of the Canterb11ry 
Tates published by William Thyone in The Workes of Ge/fray ChaJJcer 
(fourth edition, 1598). (Shakespeare also had at his disposal the celebrated, 
heavily annotated edition of Chaucer published by Thomas Speght in 1598). 6 

After abandoning the Plautine slapstick of The Comedy of Errors, Shake
speare seems to have reached out toward his native tradition for comic 
materials. His early and lifelong devotion to Chaucer is evident in an almost 
obsessive concern ·with the materia of the "Knight's Tale," a most appro
priate vehicle for Shakespeare's often Puritanical, social, political, and even 
religious views. He deals with the struggles and betrayals of two young 
"squires" or knights for the favors of a single passive heroine in the early 
Two Gentlemen of Verona and in his late collaboration with John Fletcher, 
The T wo Noble Kinsmen. The plot is somewhat complicated in A Midsum
mer NighJ's Dream by the addition of another heroine, but the structure of 
the fable remains the same. According to Geoffrey Bullough, Shakespeare 
draws most heavily on Chaucer for the romantic interests in his play, specifi
cally, for the marriage of Theseus and Hippolyta.7 

There are numerous analogies between the "Knight's Tale" and A 
Midsummer Night's Dream, analogies obviously beyond the scope of Bul
lough's purpose in the Sources. Generally, however, the touch and darkness 
of Chaucer's Boethian tale of "woe" and "fortune" have been softened in 
the play. Shakespeare's final view of Theseus in The Two Noble Kinsmen per· 
haps outdoes even the Chaucerian prototype, for here the character strikes 
the pose of an Elizabethan General who would decapitate the loser in the 
lists "and all his friends" as well.8 Yet in the comedic Dream, where fantasy 
has its humorous triumph, Shakespeare limits his presentation of Chaucer's 
pre-emptive, disciplinarian Theseus to a demand that Hermia follow her 
father's wishes in choosing Demetrius for a mate, ''either to die the death, 
or to adjure forever the society of men."'9 This is, of course, precisely the 
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fate Emily prays Diana to grant her in the "Knight's Tale." And corresPond
.nglr, ns we shall see later, the parody of the romantic element by Shake
' ?C·ire·s "mechanicals" represents a substantial dilution of Chaucer's vulgar 
':>:z rlesque of the "Knight's Tale'' in the three subsequent fabliaux of the 
n:sc fragment. 

The plots of both the tale and play involve the confusions of young 
'.(l\'ers who are hardly distinguishable one from the other. Shakespeare adds a 
<e::ond female to complicate the chaos which uncontrolled passion obviously 
1nrroduces into society. But the judgments are much more stringent in 
Chaucer's version, and this time the narrator refuses to shrink from the 
severities of his "auctor's" text as he had in Troilus and Criseyde. The young 
sciuires are jailed for their improprieties, and are forced to rechannel the 
\·iolent instincts generated by their rivalry into the appropriate ritual of the 
:ourney. Finally, Arcite must pay the ultimate price for military honor with 
his life. There is, of course, comic aside and intrusion in the "Knight's Tale," 
such as the hilarious use of the rhetorical device of occ11patio throughout the 
nlrrative, but the "text" and its elaborated moral sentiment, that one must 
necessarily endure and accept the given order of things, is tough, and Chaucer 
..!elivers it without much ado. In fact, he shaves down his Boccaccian source 
by some seven thousand lines. 

There is, I suppose, more concern with character delineation and motiva
:ion in the play, at least in terms of the presentation of the respective heroines. 
Helena and Hermia have more "character" than their male counterparts and 
.ire allowed to play far more active roles in their courtship than the hapless 
Emily who would, if given a choice in the matter, prefer to remain chaste as 
bd her prototype, Diana. And H ippolyta, Chaucer's finally subdued "quene 
of femenye," is presented as an equal of Theseus in the play. This apparent 
insensitivity to women is perhaps surprising considering the fact that Chaucer 
is clearly the most sensitive spokesman for women among all our great Poets, 
.rnd the creator, after all, of Criseyde, the Prioress, and the Wife of Bath. 
But in his romances, the portraiture of women generally seems fixed according 
:o some textually necessary dictate; Emily, Constance, and Griselda are pawns 
::i a predetermined world run by males who mediate between this world 
.md a transcendent theocratic order. Shakespeare, on the other hand, has 
..!iluted the demands of his fable here, and his women accordingly play more 
2etermining roles. In this context, I have heard E. Talbot Donaldson remark 
rhl t Shakespeare was incapable of creating a heroine who was a "cipher," 
-...·hcreas. Chaucer, with all his rollicking respect for Dame Alice, clearly 
-...·ould, when convention demanded such a heroine. My feeling is that 
Chaucer was capable of sustaining a happily bifurcated world view, respect
::ig the conventions and demands of the prevailing ideology on the one hand, 
Jnd holding them up to momentary ridicule, on the other. His humor is the 
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perfect embodiment of the traditions of serio-ludere where play is tolerated 
largely as a "refreshing" (a favorite Oiaucerian term) interval between more 
serious considerations.10 

And .finally, in terms of the romantic interest, there is the handling of 
the divine element in the tale and the play. In Oiaucer's narrative the gods 
are agents of destiny as fully removed from the action of the tale as repre
sentatives of the divine are from mundane events in medieval picto rial art.11 

When Chaucer is true and "faithful" to a given text, as he is in virtually all 
of his romances, the fatalistic element in the narrative tightens and the char
acters move like chessmen on a board in foreordained patterns. The archetype 
provided to express this textual rigidity is divinely ordained action far beyond 
human reach. Jupiter, Saturn, Mars, Venus, and Diana all quibble over the 
outcome of events in the poem, but are not present in the human drama they 
animate. Their actions are not justified ; they simply must be accepted, or 
social chaos and misery will be "of necessitee" the unfortunate result. 

By way of contrast, Shakespeare has domesticated and naturalized his 
gods and goddesses, and elaborated ranks and orders of divinities to cor
respond to the degrees of mankind in the play. Shakespeare, in short, has 
made local fairies of Oiaucer's Olympians; yes, even of the Athenian immor
tals. In both The Two Gentlemen of Verona and The Two Noble Kinsmen, 
Shakespeare, of course, dispenses with the gods altogether. Oearly, by the 
Elizabethan period, due to the energies of incipient Puritanism, Bultmann's 
"demythologizing" was in full swing. 

Geoffrey Bullough proposes an interesting suggestion concerning the 
source for such a diminution of the gods - Chaucer's "Merchant's Tale." 
Toward the climax of the tale, when Damian is about to enjoy May in the 
pear tree, Pluto and Proserpina emerge from the underworld to argue about 
the wiles of women and the issue of marital infidelity, thus participating in 
as well as influencing the events of the narrative.u Bullough's hypothesis is 
valuable, for it suggests the synthesis of romantic and comic motifs Chaucer 
had achieved in this tale and others like it such as the Shipman's, Nun's 
Priest's, and especially the "Franklin's Tale." It is precisely this synthesis 
which affords Shakespeare a model for combining rather than juxtaposing 
serious and parodic materials in most of his comedies. Shakespeare's fairies 
not only intervene, but are themselves intertwined in the human affairs they 
determine. And Titania, a fairy goddess, plays the unfaithful wife, the role 
of May or even Alison in the "Miller's Tale," although her husband can 
hardly be considered a cuckold since he himself arranges the whole tawdry 
but delightful business. 

It is in the matter of the disposition of the specifically comic material 
that the greatest disparity between the two poets is manifest, and 
this disparity provides an index of the distance western civilization has 
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come from Chaucer to Shakespeare in terms of its ability to appre
: :.i:e the "grotesque" as a human, celebrative phenomenon as opposed to a 
r .:!53r and even subversive attack on established values. Both poets take pains 
:o establish what might be called a "liminal" or marginal context for their 
t:".1jor comic ventures.13 That is, their characters during the middle frame of 
:he tripartite structure that is visible in most of their comedic work, inhabit 
1 ltind of limbo, between the Taha.rd and Canterbury in Chaucer's poem, or 
J.foot in the enchanted forest of A Mid111mmer Nighf1 Dream and As You 
uke It. What we have here is a collective precedent for the ambulant pica
:es<JUe form which develops out of it. In Chaucer's poem, the liminality of the 
rilgrimage or, as Victor Turner has called it, the moment of "anti-structure," 
1$ textually framed by the orderly presentation and dramatization of hierarchy 
io the "General Prologue" and the "Knight's Tale" on the one hand, and on 
the other, by the final pieties of the "Parson's Prologue" and tale.u There is 
:oosiderable theoretical precedent for all of this. Aristotle had discussed 
:omedy as an outgrowth of open-air, processional, improvised phallic rituals, 
10d Cicero, Quintilian, Horace, Macrobius, Evaathius, and the medieval 
grammarians echoed and amplified his thinking throughout the High Middle 
:\ ges.15 Ovid was a major material source and inspiration for both poets 
-a,ho emulated the witty, urbane side of their prototype as well as the moral
ized Ovid of the mythographic tracts.1e 

There is a series of interesting parallels between the tragi-comic coun
terpoint the two poets sustain in narrative and play. With the completion of 
the "Knight's Tale," the Miller "that fordrunkeo was al pale" rudely inter
rupts the Host who is about to turn decorously to the Monk for the next 
n.urative. The Reeve follows suit, interrupting to "quite" the Miller. All 
:hree of the subsequent fabliaux, it has been frequently noted, represent 
parodies of the action and structure of the "Knight's Tale." In both the 
fibliaux of the Mlller and Reeve we have two young "clerkes" successfully 
pursuing the wife and/or daughter of the Thesean figure. The bawdy fables 
here do more than merely invert the social order of the high-minded nar
rative that precedes them; they momentarily cancel out the effects of the 
"e:irnest" message of that narrative by repeating, compressing, and making 
"game" of its events with an artistic force that demands the attention due 
:nore serious forms. 

Shakespeare also concludes his entertainment with a grotesque parody 
of the elitist elements in the play. Once again menials are allowed to dis
rupt courtly proceedings, and speak their piece. Instead of a Miller, Reeve, and 
Cook we have a carpenter (recalling, in fact, the Reeve), a joiner, weaver, 
tinker, and so forth. Their names, Bottom, Snout, Starveling, however, are 
emblematic, as is their character delineation, whereas 01aucer takes such pains 
to name and differentiate his "mechanicals" that one of our greatest 
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Chaucerians, John M. Manly, spent a long, profitable career trying to identify 
exact historical models for Oswald the carpenter and Roger the C.ook, not 
to mention the tapster, H arry Bailly.11 It is interesting to note that the Host 
addresses the Miller as "Robyn, my leeve brother," thus suggesting that the 
Miller, consistent with the historical tradition of the lord of misruJe, is spon
taneously appointed the master of revels, a function Shakespeare assigns the 
supernatural "master of revels," Robin Goodfellow who directs events from 
the top down, under orders from Oberon. 

The dramatic interchange between elite and low is retained by Shake
speare whose comic characters are introduced, however, as a festive enter
tairunent or spectacle for the gentle folk in celebration of the multiple mar
riages at the play's end. The Miller also enters the "game" of the Canterbury 
competition like an actor in the Corpus Christi plays, amateur productions 
staged, on the other hand, by, if not exclusively for, the rising middle class. 
"Ne abyde oo man for his curteisie, / But i Pilates voys he gan to crie. " 18 

His tale is framed by and shot through with allusion to this processional, 
marketplace theater; the scam of Nicholas turns about the mock-prophecy 
of Noah's flood, Absolon plays a strutting Herod in the local pageant, and 
his name recalls the most famous filial rebellion in the Bible, Absalom's 
betrayal of his father David, an appropriate allusion for comedy which 
inevitably gives witness to the "fantasy triumph" of young over old and the 
natural over the civil order.19 

That brings us finally to the action of the respective "interludes," the 
"Pyramus and Tbisbe" of the "mechanicals" and the fabliaux of the Miller 
and Reeve. The material of the fabliau:x is, as Chaucer warns us, of "har
lotrie" and possibly offensive to the "gentil wight." So too Theseus feels 
obliged to apologize for the coarseness of the production which, however, 
shall be corrected in the reception by the nobles. "The kinder we, to give 
them thanks for nothing. / Our sport shall be to take what they mistake. " 20 

As Willard Farnham notes, the Princess doesn't even feel this obligation. 
"She wants merely to laugh at and look down upon clownish incompetence.''21 

In The Two Noble Kinsmen, Shakespeare apparently loses interest in 
comic counterpoint altogether. Although Fletcher seems bent on introducing 
"japes" and "tricks" in his contribution to the play, namely in the "morris" 
of Gerrold and his countrymen, Shakespeare merely doubles up on the tragic 
theme of love unrequited in the case of the jailer's daughter who falls 
"madly" in love with a preoccupied Palamon. In a lighter play, this character 
would undoubtedly have been "antic." 

There is no such element of condescension in the exchanses between 
nobility and "churles" or commonfolk in the Canterbury Tales,' outrage, 
contention, offense and .even insult to be sure, but ·never condescension. We 
must remember that it is the Knight himself who restores a sense of good 
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will and "game" to the pilgrimage when he invites the Host to embrocc the 
knavish Pardoner. The Miller and his Nicholas may be relatives of the late 
medieval character ''Vice," but only in the sense that they /,ad and in fact 
precipitate the K"Vcls; there is no moral implication in the designation at this 
point, and indeed, during the liminal moment of ''game" that the narrator, 
ho$t and pilgrims continually clamor for, judgmental social morality s«ms 
temporariJy to have little sway. 

And of course, the fiction of the fabliaux is of a far more animali,tic 
and "vulgar" variety than the "geutle" trogedy the menials would present, 
however awbvacdly. Nevertheless, Bottom in the practice for the play 
becomes amorously involved with another's wife, as Nicholas seeks to bed 
Alison. To the husband's insultin the tale an injury is added, for the old 
Carpenter suffers a broken arm as he launches forth on "Nowelis flood." 
Oberon, on the other hand, emerges unscathed and gives Bottom an ass's head 
,o boot. Bottom and asses of course play imPortant parts in the "Miller's 
Talc" which converts the "blows" exchanged between Palamon and Arcite 
into the relatively harmless, nether variety. In the plight of Bottom, such 
10ality is only verbally echoed ... 

We could continue, but it 5ttms clear at this point that Chaucer and 
Shakespeare go about linking relatively serious and comic materials in strik
ingly different ways. In Chaucer's poetry there is a con.stitnt tension between 
high and low. romantic and erote<que. and ~nuture and anti-~tnrrture., a 
tension that is strtined to the breaking point at crucial moments during the 
nirrative, but is nevertheless always maintained. This is a dfalecticaJ tension, 
• species of ,o,uordia diI<orJ (a 6ne Ovidian desigoation), and it sets the 
pilgrimage in motion and provides the narrative with its dynamic, temporal 
,·iulity and • good deal of its realistic momentum. Shakespeare, on the other 
hand, seems to resolve these Chtucerian Polarities, holding them, ,s it were, 
in solution within an ,-!itist framework. As Nevill Coghill ha., brilliantly illus· 
!rated, the sources for Shakespeare's early comedies are clearly medieval, both 
in theory ,nd in practice, but th= festive, "gay' pastimes bave become 
<ntcrt,inments to watch and to be judged by the "gentits:·n In Th, T,nning of 
th, Shrrw, A J\fidJ11mm,r Night', Dr,am, and perhaps most conspicuously, 
Hmry W, Shakespeare's aristocrats are content to direct rather than partici
pate in what Olaucer calls the "felaweship" ond "game" of pilgrimage, fes
tinl, and carnival. 

To be sure, u,e techniau "'<juircments of nUTative and dramatic comedy 
differ vastly, but I do not think they account for the obviou., di,tinction in 
comic tonality between the two poet$. Shakespeare retains Chaucer'• parodic 
tendencies. in fact. defers to these tendencies; however, he circumscribes comic 
incidents as plays within plays or simply inserts them as often unrelated 
instances of "relief" in the dramatic action. Rather than technical distinctions, 
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1 believe we might moce pro6tably owninc the dw1ge in social attitude two 
hundred ye>l5 of English histocy cx=ioned; for by Shakespeare's time, 
England bas indeed become G~.u Brit.in with an cmpi.re to prota:t, a Puri
tan conscience to J:CSpcct, and a prog.ram of humanist cefonn to implcmcnL 
In such a period, Olauccr's "gothic" humor and st.range incongruities must 
have and did indeed seem "exotic" at best and downright dangcrow at 

worst." 
The University of TCllllesscc at Martin 
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KING JOHN'S BASTARD 
by Richard Levin 

The Bastard, Faulconbridge, is one of Shakespeare's most memorable 
ch.u-acters, and therefore he and King John warrant more careful attention 
th.in they are sometimes given. Popular interest in Faulconbridge centers 
:::erely on his bluff, plain-spoken manner and what seems to underlie it, real 
ioy.1lty to his king and to England. He is admired, in short, for the very vir
xes Iago treacherously presents to the world: "He speaks home, madam, you 
=-ir relish him more in the soldier than the scholar."1 In one view, he remains 
:..~roughout the play free of taint; in another, after momentary indecision, he 
"'·ercomes temptation and commits himself wholly to the good.a We are 
.uked to believe that in spite of many opportunities to participate in the 
~orruptioo, he serves a cause higher than himself, and his personal success is 
incidental. This account of the selfless Bastard is put with particular force 
b)' James Calderwood and William H. Matchett. Both notice the simultaneous 
i.ul of John and rise of Faulconbridge, and then claim that the latter, arriv
t.ng at the brink of power, turns to support the rightful heir. These scholars 
t:JCe with the greatest perspicuity the Bastard's rising star, but, like other 
cities, they do not seriously question his motives, nor the rectitude of his 
course. 

Examination of the Bastard must begin with proper appreciation of 
ShJ.kespeare's theme in King John, which is politics, or, more particularly, 
se-lf-interest in politics, self-interest so strong that ,it must always be cloaked 
m professions of generosity, morality, or honesty. King John tests our 
1bility to penetrate appearances. We must decide whether the Bastard's self
;!cprecatory manner conceals not real regard for virtue but real cynicism about 
r:. I believe that he plots for all the success he achieves. If I am right, then 
:he play avoids sentimentality and melodrama, and is possessed instead of a 
wdooic wit that we enjoy if we read alertly. I will devote the greater part 
of this essay to proving these allegations against the Bastard, and towards the 
md will discuss how my .findings inllaence appreciation of the play, and of 
the far greater plays which immediately follow it in the Shakespeare canon. 

The first half of the play, until the renewal of hostilities between France 
1nd England, teaches one lesson openly and plainly: however appearances 
deceive, men follow their self-interest. The Bastard watches this lesson unfold, 
1nd if we are to understand his subsequent actions, we must watch carefully 
:oo. At the outset, it appears that Phillip, King of France, his son, Lewis, 
1.0d the King of Austria all support Arthur's claim to the English throne on 
principle. They swear religious oaths and express love and protective regard 
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for Atthur. Yet they protest too strongly, and neglect to say a word about 
their own interests. For example, Austria, having murdered Arthur's uncle, 
Coeur-de-lion, may have a hidden motive when he promises to conquer 
Eogbnd .. even till that utmost corner of the West'' (II.i.29). And France 
arouses suspicion when he prepares to attaclc Angier$ before waiting to learn 
whether John will cede power to Arthur (1.l.i.37-49). 

Our doubts are soon confirmed. To protect their city, the citi2ens of 
Angiers suggest th•t France and Eogland should form an alliance, by having 
John's niece, Blanche, marry the Dauphin. John, seeing the alliance as • way 
fatally to weaken Arthur, offers as a dowry all the English possessions in 
France except Angiers. Phillip takes these advantllgeous terms, leaving Attbu.r 
without support. The Bastard's .. commodity" soliloquy-to which I will 
return - accurately describes how self-interest prevails. Then, as if to con
lirm the cynicol assessment, conditions shift and the men shift with them. 
The pope·s legate enters and when John refuses to appoint the pope's candi
date Archbishop of Canterbury, the legate excommunicates him and makes 
it lawful for anyone to take his life. Phillip, fearful of popal power, b«aks 
with John and the two sides make ready for war. Shakespear< is emphatic: 
fortune is never stable, and men change to accommodate their interests. 

Yet the indictment may be too sweeping. Ccrtllin events in John are 
difficult, perhaps imp<>$Sible, to assess. Self-intcr,st may prevail, or mo,c 
generous or honorable impulses. To prepa,c for the more intricate and cru
cial episodes later in the play, I again take some early instances. The legate 
may do the pope's bidding in order to aid his own career, or he may be a 
true servant of the pope, or of God, or of both.• Certainly the legate arrives 
at a politically opportune moment, for if France and England were to con
firm their alliance, the legate could no longer play one off against the other. 
He promptly replaces the proposed alliance with another that gives him 
greater in8uence. He also remains unmoved by Phillip's plea to prevent more 
carnage, and later he anticipates with satisfaction the murder of Arthur and 
the consequences he expects to follow from it. Nevertheless, the legate pro
claims in exalted language that the defense of the O,urch preempts all mun
dane considerations, and he perhaps speaks with utter sincerity. We arc 
unable to penetrate to the truth. The lcg•te's entrance leads us to another 
difficult judgment. Phillip •ppears genuinely tom between the new alliance 
and Uie legate's demands; yet he may merely be testing the legate's fumness, 
for when the latter insists, Phillip quickly capitulates. 

The two mothen of the play also have puzzling motives. They love 
their children, certainly, and Constance is deeply grieved by Arthur's plight 
when the mirriagc is agreed to. Nevertheless, in the fortunes of the children 
lie the fortunes of the motheG, and Eleanor describes both mothers when 
she accuses Constance of wanting her son Icing so she can rule (ll.i.122-2~). 
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lbc:sc examples illustrate the atmosphere of uncertainty Shakespeare creates, 
and I tum now to the Bastard and to those characters who cast direct light 
00 him. . 

He enters the play when he and bis brother, Robert, bring their inheri
taoec dispute to the king. Robert, although younger, claims he should inherit 
the father's land because Faulconbridge is illegitimate. Before the scene is 
O'l'cr, John, impressed by Faulconbridge, offers him a notable opportunity, 
and although critics occasionally remark on his alacrity in responding to the 
~ of worldly honor, they do not seem to suspect that he has schemed, 
perhaps together with his brother. When Robert begins by questioning the 
qitimacy of his brother, Faulconbridge's .first words, rather than denying 
l.obert's charge, support it by casting "doubt" on his own birth, and thereby 
am Eleanor's rebuke: "Thou dost shame thy mother" (I.i.63-64). Faulcon
bridge promptly strikes a physical pose which he claims shows that he and 
ba brother do not have the same father: "Compare our faces and be judge 
,owseU" (79). Eleanor's reply is crucial: "He hath a Irick of Coeur-de-lion's 
bee; / The accent of bis tongue affecJeth him" (85-86 ; italics added). 
Giossing affecJeth as reiembles, editors, such as E. A. J. Honigmann in the 
S"'· Arden John, assume that the Bastard naturally speaks like Richard, a 
reading that ignores the double-entendre: we can also understand Eleanor 
co ~r that Phillip affects the accent of Richard. Similarly, the trick of his 
&cc may refer not to its characteristic expreuion but to the deceptive angle 
• which he holds it better to resemble Richard. Robert caref uUy complements 
b brother's effort by providing testimony to show that Faulconbridge is 
ilcgitimate. He says that King Richard once sent Sir Robert on a diplomatic 
masion and stayed with his wife and seduced her. Phillip was born of that 
muon, Robert claims. The strategy works. Although Faulconbridge has legal 
ngbt to the inheritance, John lets him renounce his lands to become "Sir 
ljdw-d, and Plantagenet" ( 162). If no one else understands him, his 
ccocher does. She quickly follows him to court, and arriving just after the 
~ge is done, she accuses him: "Hast thou conspired with thy 
brother . . . / That for thine own gain should defend mine honour?" 
( 2 -H -42) . I believe that she is our best guide to the plot which allows 
Robert to obtain the family's lands, and Faulconbridge the Plantagenet name. 

Our suspicions should be strengthened by the Bastard's soliloquy. At 
int the ingenue's affection for his "new made honour" seems tempered by 
:he sharp satirical eye he casts on the world be prepares to enter. He laughs 
both at the anticipation of proferred flattery and, in bis best self-deprecatory 
manner, at the pleasure it will give him (184-204). However, the Bastard's 
witty sketch of "worshipful society" concludes surprisingly. Not content with 
his knighthood, the very obsequiousness he bas pictured others offering him. 
hr will now offer to others, for to do so "fits the mounting spirit like myself" 
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(206). The speech takes on an even more menacing tone when Faulconbridge 
promises so to master the art of .Battery that he will seem to talk from inner 
conviction ( 210-13) . No sooner has he made this admission, however, than 
he withdraws it. Suddenly he is all innocence: he will study "deceit" only to 
learn how to avoid it ( 214-15) . What are we to make of this volte-face? 
Much modem criticism asserts that Shakespeare uses soliloquy to give unequi
vocal guidance to the audience, but I believe that this soliloquy, at least, is 
clearly contradictory, and sets up a teasing relationship between the Bastard 
and ourselves, forcing us back on our own judgment. The Bastard appears 
plain-spoken and d1arming, but is he to be trusted? 

Men dissatisfied with their fortunes will always look to the battlefield 
(II.i.69-71), a fact we should bear in mind while watching the Bastard, 
whose .first opportunity comes in France. He immediately picks a quarrel with 
Austria, the murderer of his putative father, who wears Richard's lion's hide. 
Faulconbridge either honorably desires revenge, or wants to identify himself 
more strongly with Richard, by killing his murderer and wearing the lion's 
hide himself. lo any event, he is certainly eager for war with France, and 
disappointed when, after a skirmish, Angiers still refuses to take sides. He 
makes of this an opportunity, however, for he comes forward and suggests a 
temporary alliance between France and England to destroy the city. He mocks 
his own dealing in "policy" ( 396) , as if he were acting in a manner foreign 
to his simple nature. But he is outdone only because from Angiers Hubert 
makes a still more brilliant counter-stroke, the marriage proposal. Out
maneuvered, Faulconbridge describes Hubert admiringly, but calls atten6on 
to the underlying weakness of his position: "I was never so bethump'd 1uith 
words" ( 466; italics added). When the king accepts H ubert's suggestion, 
the Bastard returns to taunting Austria, until the legate's entrance finally leads 
to battle and the Bastard's chance. He saves Eleanor from capture, kills 
Austria, and gets his reward from John, who sends him to plunder the 
English monasteries. 

The Bastard's state of mind while in France is most fully revealed by 
the "commodity" soliloquy. Having watched self-interest prevail among the 
kings he announces "commodity" as a universal principle, picturing it in a 
striking image as a bawd who whispers in the ear and finds the price of one 
and all. Theo Faulcoobridge puts the key question: "And why rail I on this 
commodity?" ( 587) . H e promptly answers that he does so only because his 
chance has not yet come. Many critics rush to defend the Bastard from 
himself. Tillyard is among the roost generous: the Bastard, not a prig, has 
the "English fear of being too openly serious and righteous."' Other critics 
also exonerate him, but less fully: not yet committed to either good or evil, he 
is susceptible to temptation and will soon rob the monasteries. But I believe 
that because the Bastard is beguilingly plain-spoken, we have not heeded the 
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iiul uimission which he makes. He will model himself upon the kings: "Since 
bigs break faith upon commodity, / Gain, be my lord, for I will worship 
cbtt '. .. (597-98). This couplet concludes the speech and captures it epigram
cu.:1c.illy. The speech celebrates the excited discovery that kings are no dif
ic:mt from other people-or, conversely, a king is only a man who has 
-g:.i.incd" a crown. The Bastard's is a "mounting spirit" and if we will listen, 
~ is always telling us that he is unsatisfied with what he has. 

When the English prevail and Arthur is captured, it would seem that 
~ is secure on his throne. However, we are soon instructed that fortune 
ru::.i.ins unstable and peace can be far more complicated than war. If peace 
f'('O''CS so, John will have a serious liability, for he is not very dever. At the 
~ ing of the play, for example, his mother bluntly informs him that the 
c ~irening league between France and Arthur might never have existed if 
.kx-.n had earlier offered France "very easy alguments of love" (1.i.36). John 
:s ilso a poor negotiator, a fault which Phillip notices and exploits 
4il.i,5.n.53). And the Bastard may draw some conclusions of his own not 
i :-.:im the king's knighting him but from the readiness with which John grants 
~:r.1 the Plantagenet name. We keep in mind the king's weaknesses when, 
u:::r the French defeat, the legate takes the Dauphin aside and rouses his 
i,llen spirits by analyzing how John will fail. John will be unable to resist 
a mlering Arthur and that deed shall have dire consequences for him. No 
OfP(>rtunity to overthrow him will be "so small" that the English people 
~ :!I not embrace it; they "shall revolt from him, / And kiss the lips of 
cucquainted change" (III.iii.151, 165-66) . The legate's analysis is crucial 
:o the rest of the play and stands out boldly, for it is authoritatively spoken 
and remarkably astute. The speech distinguishes the politically sophisticated 
t:()(D the naive, as we can see when the legate mocks the doubting Lewis: 

Ho"'· green you are and fresh in this old world!" (145). The ability to 
=-i.:lerstand the consequences of murdering Arthur is the test put to characters 
r:2 the latter part of the play, and our test is the ability to discover who under
s:mds the implications and acts accordingly. 

Before returning to the Bastard, we must look at two men whose for
r..!lles shed light on his. Hubert, like Faulconbridge, is an arriviste who seeks 
:o rise in John's service.~ They both face a moment of decision, and, if we 
ce to believe the critics, they both break with John on moral grounds. It is 
helpful to begin with H ubert's first appearance, as a citizen of Angiers. He 
displa}'S a nice sense of irony when he refuses to acknowledge either John or 
Phillip's claim to the city: "We are the king of England's subjects"; "he 
du.t proves the king, / To him will we prove loyal" (Il.i.267, 270-71). 
:\ fter the skirmish the kings again try to get him to commit himself, but he 
his watched the battle and knows that no side has the advantage: "Both are 
&like, and both alike we like" ( 331 ) . We learn to expect that he will only 
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back a winner, and, sure enough, no sooner do the English prevail, than 
Hubert swears an oath to John (IIl.ii.33), who has a use for him. John 
hesitates to make it known, but encouraged by Hubert (III.ii.66-68; cf. 
IV.ii.237-38), asks for the murder of Arthur. With Arthur, Hubert sets off 
for England. 

We next see them in a dungeon of a castle, Hubert preparing to blind 
the prince. The famous scene has been praised for its humanity and con
demned for its sentimentality, but no one to my knowledge has suggested that 
Hubert still hangs between John and Arthur and has no intention of harm
.ing Arthur at this time. It is true that in two asides Hubert advises the 
audience of the growth in him of tender emotion, but the confessions bear 
no relation to his actions, for he does not fulfill his promise and rush to 
complete the crime before compassion overtakes him. The delay itself is 
hardly conclusive. But no one has ever satisfactorily explained why Hubert 
talks only of blinding Arthur whereas be had promised the king to murder 
him. The explanation of some editors, that the blinding will lead to murder, 
seems glib. It is equally puzzling that Hubert and Arthur have become, in 
very short time, astonishingly good friends, so good in fact that Arthur can 
plead with Hubert employing a Petrarchan conceit: "O, spare mine 
eyes, / Though to no use but still to look on you!" (101-02). Arthur denies, 
perhaps too strenuously, that his love is "crafty love" (53), but "love" has 
been employed iteratively in John to disguise political calculation, used, I 
believe, even by Arthur in this way (Il.i.16; cf. 20, 34, 91; III,ii.13, 64-65, 
77). Arthur's love may well be "crafty," and if his may be, so, surely, may 
Hubert's be. In the scene that intervenes between John's orders and the dun
geon scene, the legate analyzes the danger of killing Arthur, and we may 
plausibly conclude that Hubert silently makes the same calculations. Hubert 
lets Arthur plead with him, and inadvertently admits he will not relight the 
fire (lines 104, 111). Hubert then relents as if reaching a foregone conclu
sion - "Well, see to live" (IV.i.121), and, before leaving, impresses on 
Arthur his affection and the danger he undergoes for him. Arthur's subse
quent behavior, by the way, suggests he does not trust Hubert. Feeling hjm
self in great danger, he attempts what turns out to be a fatal jump in an 

effort to gain freedom. 
Although Shakespeare does not mention that the historical Lord Salisbury 

was a half-brother of King Henry II, Salisbury does appear in Tohn as a 
great lord who might prosper during the minority of a king. Like Hubert, 
be calculates his moves. He enters the play nominally loyal to John, but 
eager to remain on good terms with Arthur and his mother. When C.onstance, 
outraged at the marriage treaty, angrily leaves the kings, John sends some
one after her. This person is not identified in the Folio, but Salisbury delivers 
the message. Before doing so, he takes great trouble to commiserate with 
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Ula.stance and acts very much as if be were her ally, until be abruptly 
muses to denounce the monarchs, and instead informs her of their wishes, 
almost as if be were giving a command (II.ii.66) . Like Hubert, be has not 
committed himself irrevocably to either side. 

In fact, no sooner do we suspect that Hubert manipulates the blinding 
tcme than we find Salisbury moving to become Arthur's protector. He tries 
ID get John to free Arthur, meanwhile assuring John that he gives him good 
..nice, as indeed he does. When Hubert enters and reports Arthur's murder, 
Sows.bury breaks with John, for he sees that the murder endangers all who 
11re associated with the king's cause (IV.ii.101-02) . The impression that this 
a a political rather than a moral decision is strengthened when, shortly after
w-uds, we find that Salisbury has already received treasonous overtures from 
L:-T.·is and the legate. Later, Lewis seems to have taken Salisbury's measure 
wticn he secures his loyalty by offering him "the purse of rich prosperity" ; 
and later still, Salisbury exhibits a dazzling ability to adapt to circumstance 
when, informed by Lord Melun that Lewis plans to murder him, he not only 
cums to the English side, but returns with another young candidate for the 
th..-one, John's son, Henry. To this development we shall turn in due course. 
Oi Salisbury's maneuvers so far we need ooly add that they come accompanied 
bf appeals to exalted moral principles. For example, to the French king, 
Sows.bury expresses anguish at needing to fight bis own countryman. But 
S,alisbwy obviously would not want the king to think he takes disloyalty 
b.ghtly and his fears are well grounded, for Lewis apparently plans to have 
11am murdered (V.ii.14-20). Critics have divided over Salisbury's motives 
iD tbe play ; I myself think caution most advisable.e 

True be has one characteristic that might seem to reflect an honest 
aature: on occasion he commits himself openly, as when he breaks with John 
comcdiately upon hearing of Arthur's death. But he has, as we have seen, a 
political motive at this time, and I take his haste as evidence of an imprudent 
cwure. We may pick up discussion of the Bastard by noting that he comments 
oc Salisbury's flaw. N o sooner has the Bastard, at the king's request, arrived 
11. the castle seeking Salisbury, than the latter denounces John. Faulconbridge 
rq>lies with gnomic advice: "Whate'er you think, good words, I think, were 
best." And he goes on to warn against the dangers of "impatience" 
( rV.iii.28, 32). I wonder, then, whether the Bastard has motives no more 
budable than Salisbury's, and is simply more self-possessed and more aware 
oi tbe dangers treason might hold for him. Certainly when the Bastard 
rcrums after pillaging the monasteries, he studies for h imself the signs of 
John's deteriorating position. H e knows of the civil unrest surrounding the 
prophecies of John's death; he knows of the French invasion; and be has 
~ from Salisbury that Arthur "is kill'd to-night / On your suggestion" 
(IV.ii.165-66) . 
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We should pause over the Bastard's handling of this piece of news. He 
is not troubled by conscientious scruple, as he would be if be were morally 
committed, nor, on the other hand, docs he seem selfishly to calculate the 
danger to himself. Our inability to attach a motive to him should m>ke us 
cautious, and I think we are gradually Jed to a possible explanation that the 
Bastard is working wiU, Hubert and therefore believes that Arthur is still 
alive. Notice that Faulconbridge impresses on John the dangtr posed by 
Arthur's death, and that Hubert immediately enters and adopts the same 
strategy as a preliminary to winning John's gratitude for keeping Arthur 
alive. Meanwhile the Bastard has arrived at the castle where Salisbury has 
discovered Arthuis corpse. When Salisbury tries to get Faulconbridge to con
demn the crime, the Bastard docs so, but adds a striking proviso: "if [the 
death] be the work of any hand" (IV.iii.)9). This eaveat arises either from 
exempbry caution or the Bastard's knowledge of Hubert's inooeroce. Sup
part for the latter explanation is forthcoming. Hubert enters and the Bastard 
goes to bis instant defense, against the d.rawn sword of Salisbury. (Later, 
Faulconbridge sweau to John that Hubert had not known of Arthur's death 
[V.i.43]) . 

When I.he lords leave, Faulconbridge does accuse Hubert. My conjecture 
about their alliance wou.ld be upset were it not that the dialogue is comic.1 

The Bastard describes abhorrence for the crime in a series of ludicrous con
ceits; h e displays mock anger and perhaps parodies Salisbury's outrage. Mean
while, Hubert struggles to get in a word edgewise, and when he speaks, he 
denies ever having thought o( murdering Arthur, a renruk I t3ke to be 
witty because literally true! If the two men were not allies, surely the Bastard 
would be skeptical? Instead he breaks off the conversatfon, instructs Hubert 
to pick up the body, eoo,sjdei, a course of 3dion, and then exits instructing 
Hubert to follow him. 

Critics extract from this difficult and ambiguous speech an exemplary 
Bastard who repudiates John as a mao but resolves on doing everything pos· 
siblc for England"s good. I sugg<"St as an altcm,tive possibility that the Bas
tard's thoughts are centered not on the well-being of England but on his own 
well-being. He s«s clearly that John's reign is fatally weakened by Arthur's 
death and thit all who have any claim to power will hover around John like 
vultures. He docs not name the candidates 1nd therefore we must think who 
they are. Lewis has played a very active role ever since the legate explained 
that through marriage to Blanche he had acquired a claim to the throne. 
Salisbury will be present among the invading French troops. And what about 
Faulcon bridge himself? He is "Richard, and Plantagenet," and is • t the 
moment the man behind the throne. Towards the end of the speech be docs 
appoint himself a JldSSive role: "Now happy he whose doo.k and crinture 
can / Hold out this tempest." But bis last words make tantalizingly vague 
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omtion of "a thousand businesses ... in hand," and on that determined 
ei:.: he exits, instructing H ubert, "follow me" (157-58). 

During Act V the Bastard rises in prominence as John declines. The 
61:s:J:d"s ambition is reflected in bis eagerness for battle: he is exuberant 
• ~ he hears that the legate's negotiation is rejected, and he taunts Lewis. 
f":;.:ing ensues and we soon have reason to suspect that the Bastard uses 
cc opportunity to engage in political maneuvering. He sends a very curious 
CIO.S.lge instructing John to leave the field and to inform him of his destina
C..:<: (V.iii.5-7). Matchett ( 249) imputes a commendable motive to the 
&u.:ud : he fears that John's "very appearance [will] dishearten the soldiers." 
-~ i:tedly, John is ill with fever, but Shakespeare carefully shows that the 
&u..1rJ is virtually assured of victory before sending his order (9· 13), and 
Cle king's retreat must do grievous damage to his authority. The Bastard's 
1ca:6·e is still to seek. 

The mystery deepens, for that evening Faulconbridge himself suddenly 
o:n::-:ps and with his army travels from the battlefield at St. Edmundsbury 
IO 1.--: 1rea near Swinstead Abbey, where he arrives before dawn. The unreal
en;.;Jlr great distance makes us aware of the Bastard's haste; more surpris
s:._f ~ill, H ubert is out searching for him, and when Hubert fails to recognize 
k:=. in the dark, Faukonbridge identifies himself as follows: "If thou 
~ I Thou mayst befriend me so much as to think / I come one way 
oi :.~ Plantagenets" (V.vi.9-11) . To Calderwood (355) , the Bastard speaks 
c ~:.:mble recognition that " 'one way' is not sufficient to justify an aspira
oor.. :o the crown." This is a possible g loss, but surely not the only one! A 
t.:.?:ising intimacy exists between the two men - Hubert addresses the 
&&:surd as his "sweet sir," a term of endearment we have been taught to 
-=-~:ust (I.i.199) - and the conspiratorial air between them suggests a hid
~ plot, as does the Bastard's urgent inquiry, "What news?," "What's the 
_..-s?" (16, 18). The reply is that the king has been poisoned. Much earlier 
ic :he play, Faulconbridge employed a striking figure of speech to refer to 
lr.ery: he promised to rise in the world by the administration of "sweet 
poison'" (l.i.213) . Whether or not we recall that language now, we may 
~er whether Hubert reports, not an unexpected development, but the 
a::isfactory completion of an assignment. 

We shall never have the answer. Perhaps, as in The Troublesome Rlligne 
,f King John (often regarded as Shakespeare's source) , a monk kills John, 
foe John is surely hated in the monastery. Or Salisbury perhaps poisons him, 
foe Hubert at this moment reports his surprising return: "The lords arc a.11 
:ome back, / And brought Prince Henry in their company" (33·34). 
S&.iisbury can never expect to thrive under the king he betrayed, while with 
John dead he can hope to extend his influence over young Henry. Our uncer
tainty a.bout what has happened is complete, and as if to make the point, 
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Shakespeare plants a detail or two that make us wonder whether Hubert, once 
again, avoids a firm commitment to either side. When Lord Melun is 
wounded, he confesses to the English lords that Lewis has sworn to murder 
them. He urges them with great insistenc.e to return home, adding "Commend 
me to one Hubert with your king" (V.iv.4-0). It is unlikely that at approach
ing death Lord Melun lies (yet at V.v.10-11 Shakespeare carefully leaves 
him the sole authority for Lewis' planned betrayal), and unlikely that Hubert 
intrigues with Salisbury, but the details are curious and unsettling. In short, 
Shakespeare weaves a confused web that we cannot untangle. 

The Bastard responds to the news of Salisbury's return with enigmatic 
words: "Withhold thy indignation, mighty heaven, / And tempt us not to 
bear above our power" (37-38). "Us" at first appears to refer ironically to 
Salisbury: Salisbury had better be careful! But Faulcoobridge goes on to 
make parallel "our power" (38) and "my power" (39) - he confesses that 
his aany has been seriously damaged in crossing the Lincoln Washes. The 
remark then may be witty self-deprecation: " I had better be careful!" His 
regret over his army's loss is certainly significant, and when he mentions the 
accident again, he admits that he had been moving "upon advantage" - a 
word he earlier offered as a synonym for "commodity" (V.ii.62; cf. II.i.577). 
Although he has had reverses, he need not be discouraged. Might he not 
know what the legate knew: "When fortune means to men most good / She 
looks upon them with a thceat'ning eye" (III.iii.119-20)? 

The Bastard goes to the king and the lords and informs them that "the 
Dolphin is preparing hitherward" (V.vii.59). But we soon discover that this 
assertion, made foe the first time, is untrue. The king dies and Faulconbridge's 
lament for him is obviously insincere: "Art thou gone so? I do but stay 
behind / To do the office foe thee of revenge, / And then my soul shall 
wait on thee in heaven, / As it on ea.rth hath been thy servant still" (70-73). 
Not only is the language greatly exaggerated, but the Bastard has repeatedly 
referred to John's damnable murder of Arthur and has gladly identified him
self with the devil throughout the play. I suggest he is trying to deflect atten
tion from his own worldly ambitions. He promptly asks with greater urgency 
for an army: "The Dolphin rages at our very heels" (80). Salisbury replies 
laconically: "It seems you know not, then, so much as we," and explains that 
the French have already sued for peace. Faulcoobridge pleads once more for 
an army, but, meeting opposition, tries a new strategy. He attempts to divert 
the lords to the king's funeral while he goes to negotiate (96-98). Although 
the Bastard swears loyalty to Henry (101-05). the struggle for power is not 
over. In the final speech of the play, a famous one, he seems patriotic, but his 
real purpose is to cast aspersions on the lords, who, having committed treason 
once, may do so again. Whether young Henry, like young Arthur, is 'wise 
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.n the ways of this "old world" and can play one faction off against another, 
:.s a question King fohn does not aoswe.r. 

Appreciation of the Bastard's secret plotting, if accepted, alters our 
:esponse to fohn. By sharply dividing the Bastard from the other characters, 
crthodox criticism creates a romantic and melodramatic play. The visibly 
.:orrupt serve as a foil against which the Bastard's patriotic service shines 
!:Y.ight. His stout leadership rescues England from calamity, and at the end 
of the play it appears that if others follow his example, England will be 
united and invincible. But if the Basta.rd proves no different from the rest, 
then the play wittily undermines .romantic notions. Measured against reality, 
our illusions about the Bastard, and his own moral pretensions, appear ludi
crous. The play becomes more instructive, as well as more amusing. fohn no 
longer distorts by limiting its examples to obvious maneuvers for power. 
Rather, the play adds an exemplary account of subterfuge in politics. Nor 
does the didactic value of the play end when we have uncovered all the 
scheming, for at that point some of John' 1 more interesting questions arise. 
For example, politics has been called the art of the possible; if all men a.re 
imperfect, then a leader must be chosen from among imperfect men .. Does the 
Bastard's energy, ability, and desire for power suit him to rule ? We perhaps 
recoil in horror at the suggestion, but who, among the candidates who pre
sent themselves, would we choose? The play forces us to weigh the com
peting claims of virtue and 11irlu, and offers no reassuring conclusions. 

fohn, generally dated 1596-97, stands at the gateway to one of Shake
speare's most productive periods, which produced the four great romantic 
comedies, beginning with The Merchant of Venice, and the last three plays 
of the Lancastrian tetralogy. The comedies, with their heroes and heroines 
and villaios, juxtapose love and hate, good and evil, and they end with 
obstacles overcome and marriages celebrated. Io the Laocastrian plays, intec
oal disorder, consequent upon the overthrow of Richard II, is laid to rest, and 
Hal emerges as a king "full of grace and fair regard." Nevertheless, in all 
these plays, melodrama occasionally blurs. Shylock appe-c1.rs as a sympathetic 
character, the Venetians as fcdcless, and Falstaff's good spirits and ready affec
tion cast doubt on Hal and the political world he embraces. The mainstream 
of twentieth-century criticism interprets these situations as enriching com
plexities that do not upset the basic structure of the plays. But the collapse 
of melodrama in John casts doubt on the stability of the melodramatic 
formula elsewhere. 

T ohn suggests some of the questions we should ask in the later plays. 
Do Shakespeare's characters, even those that seem most se!Bess, ever act with
out regard to their self-interest? When, in The Merchant of Venice, Antonio 
signs Shylock's bond, he seems generously to risk his life for his friend, 
Bassanio. But Antonio is perhaps partially motivated by the desire to demon-
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!trate his devotion at a time when Bassanio's affections are likely to be trans
ferred to a woman. Conversely, Portia, when she defeats Shylock and saves 
Antonio's life, may be anxious to prevent Antonio from gaining, through 
death, a hold on the affections of her new husband. We can also consider 
self-interest that takes the form of secret scheming reminiscent of the Bas
tard's. Viola appears to act selflessly when she woos, for the man she loves, 
the woman he loves. She arrives at Olivia's court disguised as the male page, 
Cesario, and within a few moments the countess is head over heels in love 
with her. Is it chance, or design, that allows Viola to eliminate the possibility 
that Olivia will change her mind and accept the duke's overtures?• 

Shakespeare's characters will always invite differing interpretations, but 
we must be careful that our underlying assumptions about Sbakespeare do 
not unduly limit oor appreciation of the plays. Modem criticism has generally 
denied that Shakespeare expresses the kind of cynicism about political and 
social life caught in the word Machiavellian and found in many of Shake
speare's contemporaries, such as Marlowe and Jonson. Yet the "commodity" 
soliloquy sums up a certain cynical view of the world superbly well. If this 
speech identifies even the Bastard's motives, then we may have also over
looked important aspects of Shakespeare's dramatic strategy in subsequent 
plays. 

The University of California - Davis 
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Notu 

1 01h,l/4 ll.i.16,-66. Throughout this essar. I quote Shakc,~re's pl11.ys from rhe 
New Arden editions.. 

t 11,e 6.tit account is represented by E. bt W. Ti.llya..rd, Sbd11j>rtzr,,s lli.Jto,7 
Pl<flt (London: O..uo and Windusl, 1944, pp. 21~·H, Adrien Boofour, Tb, Rom! 
:~ Swi,w,ad A.bh,7, ELH, 18 (19)1 , 2H•74 1nd Gunnard Boklund, 'the Trouble• 
)Ocllc Ending of Kini /t1hn," S11,Jia N'°pbiloli,,, 40 (1968), IS,; the latter a«vunt 
by James Calderwood. "Commodity and Honour in K;•, JobR," uro, 39. No. ; 
(1960), ~41.,6, Williim H. Ma.tchttt, "R.ichird's Di"jdcd Htrit2.3~ jn Ki#g ;oh11,11 

£JC, 12, No. 3 (1962), 2;1~H, and Hush Richmond, Shdup,4rt's Polilfo, PlflJt 
(New York: Random Hoose, 1967) , pp. 104·19. 

• Richmond, pp. 10}-()4, takt'l a 8fflt"rou$ view of the legate:'$ motives, white 
Boklund, all• him the "archpoliticlan" of th• play (p. 183). 

'Tillyard, p. 228. 
•1'hc term •ni11ilu is E. A. J. Honigmann'Ji in his New A.rdeo C'dition of J<Jhn 

(Loodon, Mcthum, 19).4). p. xxxvi. My discu.uion of Hubnt is blilsed on the attribu· 
uon 0£ lines suuc,ted h, John Dover Wilson, od., Kint John (Cambriclg<: CambridJ,e 
UniW:rw.i1y l>ra,, 19S'1) pp, IC.iv vii, •nd uloprc:d br llonigNl'n, pp. xxxvi·vii: ,.Fie 
first c:iti:a:m of Art 11 is 1dc:ntifitd with Hube.rt. I bdicvc thi5, readmg i.s cornet, but 
n·c:n if lt were not. mr intcrpmation would be substantially unafl«ud, a.s Hubttt 
ha, bttomc the speaker by the time An&icn ,equiVOC"atts at 11..i.32~·33. 

• S.lishury is defonded bf Bonjour, p. 264, and "'t>C~ed by Calderwood, pp. 
l4H8. 

'R. L S,nallwood, <d. N,w Penguin Ki•s John (Harmondsworth, Micldl«tr, 
1974), idmti6es the tone, but goes no f'urthCT than to say it provide$ a "s.liAht relax.a· 
cion o( teruion" (p. }7). 

• I diK\I" the qutttion more fully in "Viola: Dr. Johnson's 'Exccllcnt S<.b(ffler.'" 
DNrMm U11h1trsil1 /0111nttl, 71, No. 2 (1979), pp. 213·22. 
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THE THEME OF DESTRUCTION 
AND REBUILDING IN KING LEAR 

by N ancy D. Hargrove 

King Lear has been called "the largest and the most profound of all 
[Shakespeare's] plays."1 Its great scope and its universal quality bear out this 
assertion, as do the grand themes which move powerfully across it. One of 
its most important themes, that of destruction and rebuilding, has often been 
overlooked and has not received the penetrating analysis which it deserves. 
The theme not only is a brilliant unifying device and a powerful comment on 
human experience, but it also sheds much light on Lear's character, a subject 
of much debate among the critics. The play begins with Lear himself as the 
destroying agent, but almost immediately the powers of counter-destruction 
take over and assault the old king. The forces of destruction and counter
destruction function in two ways in the play. First, they serve a negative end 
in that they tear down and obliterate order, relationships, and human beings 
themselves. Second, however, they lead to a positive end, for they work to 
destroy the weaknesses in Lear, his pride, his false sense of values, and his 
violent anger. Thus destruction itself prepares the way for a kind of rebuild
ing or reconstruction; the rebuilding grows out of the very heart of the 
destruction. From the ruins of his former self, Lear changes to some extent 
into a new person. He is not, as some critics would have it, a totally purged 
and miraculously perfect man at the end, for echoes of the Lear of Act I, 
scene i are still present at the plays close. However, he does learn from the 
experience of destruction, and he is to some degree reborn. Through his 
su1Ieriogs he gains a new concept of human values and of human relationships. 
The real tragedy of Lear is that he is not able to use what he bas learned ; 
he has, in effect, learned too late and this is the agony of the final scene. At 
the end, as Sewall suggests, Lear is both victim and victor.2 Thus, as destruc
tion aod rebuilding are interlocked throughout the play, they are significantly 
bound together in its closing scene and, most important, in its essential 
meaning. 

The first scene sets up the framework of the play, for here we see King 
Lear in all his pride, violence, and moral blindness. We also see the kiog 
himself set loose the forces of destruction, both good and evil, which wiU 
violently strip him of these characteristics in the process of the drama. As he 
enters in Act I, be is a grand and authoritative figure, a "massive fortress of 
pride. "8 H is vanity is revealed in his desire to be publicly loved by his 
three daughters : 

Which of you shall we say doth love us most? 

Our eldest-born, speak first. ' 
... Goneril, 
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furthermore, he demands this outward show of affection in exchange fo, a 
;,onion of his kingdom, "That we our largest bounty may extend / Where 
c;ture doth with merit challenge" (l.i.H-4) . ln thus equating love with a 
:naterial commodity, Lea, shows his moral shallownC$S and his false sense of 
,·,lucs. Cordelia's "Nothing, my lord"' (l.i.89; Italics mine) emphasizes by 
contrast Lear's materialistic concept of love, as does his answer, '"Nothing 
~·ill come of nothing" (I.i.92). Not only are Lear"s p,ide and superficial 
nluC$ revealed in this scene, but also bis violent aoge, and his inflexibility. 
When Cordelia refuses to comply with his wishes, he looses upon he, a 
tor1ent of fury: 

Htrl!' I di5Cltim •II my paremal care, 
Propinquity and proptrty of blood, 
And as o. sttangtr to my heart and me 
Hold 1.htt, from this, for cvec. 

cr.;.11,-is) 

And when Kent begs him to reconsider his '"hideous rashness·· (l.i.lH) , 
Lear reveals his inflexibility in saying, 

SitM:e thou ha$l S<>u8ht t0 m:i.ke us brC11.k our vow, 
Wbi<h Wl dNrJI ntvtr )'ti, . .. 

. . . talc~ thy reward. 
(Li.171-2, 17); Itahcs mine) 

Hi> rejection of Burgundy's >uggestion with "I have sworn; I am .6nn" 
(l.i.246) underscores this rigidity. 

TI,us the fost scene presents those aspects of Lear which will be 
destroyed in the process of the ploy. This scene also reveals the unleashing 
of the dc:stmctivc forces, ironk,JJy enough by Lt-ar himself. Lear destroys 
first of all the o,der in the state and along with it his kingly power; as 
Sewall notes, "The first actions of the play show hierarchy broken and order 
impe,iled."• kar's opening sp«ch would have been particularly ominous to 
the ordcr,conscious Elizabethans. He says: 

Know that we h&vc divided 
In three our kingdom: and 'ti.s our fast intent 
l'o shake aU cares snd business from our sgc ... . 
, , . (N]ow WC will divest US, both Of rNf~, 
ln1tr,s1 of tm/tory, rarts of Jlatt. 

(I.i.38,40. 50.1; Italia mine) 

Second, the king obliterates his parent,child relationship with Cordelia in a 
curse containing im~aes of destruction: 

The lniba.cous Scythian, 
Or he thi.t m:akcs his generation mess.es 
To gorge his apf:d.it.e, shall to my bosom 
Be a.s wdl ncighbor'd, pitied, t.nd relieved, 
As thou my somttimt daug.btcr. 

(l.i.118·22) 

Not only is the severance emotional, but it is also physical, for Lear exile,s 
Cordelia from the kingdom. TI1ird, he breaks the man.state or servant,marter 
relationship in the parallel banishment of Kent, who has dared to question 
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Lear's judgement: "[1]urn thy hated back / Upon our kingdom" (l.i.178-9). 
Kent's reply with its image of disease and murder stresses the destructive 
element in Lear: "Kill thy physician, and the fee bestow / Upon thy foul 
disease" (I.i.166-7). Ironically, the first hint of the destruction of Lear's san
ity is also given in this scene by Kent, who says, "[B]e Kent unman
nerly, / When Lear is mad" (I.i.146-7); this comment implies that Lear 
sows the seeds of his own madness. 

Thus by the end of scene i, destruction is abroad in the world and the 
forces of counter-destruction are already gathering, as Goneril and Regan 
plot to take Lear's remaining power: "Pray you, let's bit together: iJ our 
Father carry authority with such dispositions as he bears, this last surrender 
of his will but offend us .... We must do something, and i' the heat" 
(I.i.317-22). In the next scene a passage spoken by Gloucester seems to sum 
up the general atmosphere of destruction which now broods over the play: 

[L}ove cools, friendship falls off, brothers 
divide: in cities, mutinies; in countries, 
discord; in palaces, treason; and the bond 
cracked ·twixt son and father .... [TJhe 
king falls from bias of nature; there's 
father against child. We bave seen the 
best of our time; machinations, hollow-
ness, tceacbery, and all ruinous disorders, 
follow us disquietly to our graves. 

(I.ii.115-24) 

The remainder of Act I and all of Acts II and III are steeped in destruction. 
As Sewall notes, Shakespeare suggests here "the terror of the human condi
tion. The insistent beast imagery . . . , the pictures of man reduced to 
beast . . . , the thundering chaos of the storm, the scenes of bestial cruelty 
. .. and of pitiful madness show how precarious order is. This is the destruc
tive element, the blight man was born for. "6 

While in scene i Lear was the destroyer, the active agent, in the rest of 
the play he is the destroyed, as everything turns upon him in counter-destruc
tion. As he has destroyed his kingdom, his youngest daughter, and human 
values, so he is destroyed as king, father, and human being. The first steps in 
the stripping of Lear are taken by Goneril in scenes iv and v of Act I. His iden
tity as king fades quickly. When Lear asks, "[W]ho am I, sir?" (I.iv.86), 
Oswald identifies him not as "your highness" or "your majesty" but as "My 
lady's father" (I.iv.185-). While Lear asks Oswald the question rhetorically 
at this point, he asks it in earnest later in the scene: "Who is it that cao tell 
me whom I am?" (1.iv.250) . His loss of title and identity reflects his loss 
of kingship and respect as does the slow but steady diminution of his follow
ing of knights, set into motion by Gooeril: 

44 

[B)e then desired 
By her, that else will take tbe thing she begs, 
A little to disquantity your train . 

( l .iv.270-2 ) 
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fu,ther, as I.ear has destroyed the parent-child rclatiooship with Cordelia, so 
now in a move of counter-destruction Goneril begins to destroy her re.lation
ship with him as father. She takes the commanding ,ole of the parent and 
forces him into the position of the child who must obey. Lear «acts with a 
violent destruction of his own, demand ing physical sterility for Gon«il in • 
curse 6lled with savage animal imagery. He calls her a ··Detested kite" 
(J.iv.284) and begs narure to 

SusJ)<Od tl>y purpose, if thou didst inteod 
To make thi• cce::t.ture fruitful! 
Into ~r womb convey stc-rility ! 
Dty up in her the organs ol i.ocreaso . 

(l.iv.298•301) 

Finally, Lear is partially destroyed as a dignified human being. His misery, 
frustration, and humiliation reduce him to impotent tears: 

I am ashamed 
That thou tu.st p0wer to shame my manhood. tbu.s; 
'fmt these hot tears. which br-cik from me perforce. 
Should make th<.-c worth them. 

(l.iv.~18·20) 

His approaching loss of reason, the most devastating destruction o f his 
humanity, is also suggested several times in these scenes. It is most power• 
folly brought out by I.car himself when, in response to a stinging remuk 
by the fool) he cries, "O, Jct me not be mad, not mad, sweet heaven!" 
(l.v.}0) . 

Ironically playing over the whole of these two scenes are the quip$ of 
the fool which point out le3r's dt"Struction of order, his rnateria.lism, and his 
foolishness. The fool pinpoints Lear's mistake in giving away his kingdom 
through the joke about the two parts of an egg: "When thou clovest thy 
crown in the middle, and gavest away both parts, thou borcst thy ass on thy 
back o'er the d irt: thou hadst little wit in thy bald crown, when thou gave.st 
thy golden one away" (I.iv.174-8 ) . Again he remarks on Lear's reversing the 
parent<hild relationship when he chides him for malong "thy daugbtets thy 
mother: for when thou gavcst them the rod, and put'st down thine own 
brttehcs" (l.iv.187-90). Finally, the fool chooses Cordelia's word, "nothing," 
to stress I.ears materialism. When Kent complains that the fool's song is 
nothing, he wsw<'rs, "You gave me nothing foe it. Can you make no use of 
nothing, nunclel" (l.iv.143-4). Still blind to his matttialism, Lear ironically 
(and, it .SC(.ms, without tealizins it) repeats a!mott exactly hjs earlier 5tate4 

ment to Cordelia, "Why, no, boy; nothing c,n be made out of nothing" 
(I.iv.I ) . The whole reversed situation is neatly summed up by the fool when 
he sayt, "May not an o.ss know when the cart draws the horse? Whoop, Jug! 
I love thee" ( l.iv.244-5) . 
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Although the element of destruction dominates this part of the play, 
there are glimmers of reconstruction even here. Already Lear is beginning 
to see his mistake about Cordelia as well as about his kingdom. In scene iv, 
he refers to his treatment of Cordelia as folly: 

0 most small fault, 
How ugly didst thou in Cordelia show! 
That, like an engine, wreoch'd my frame of nature 
From the fuc 'd place; drew from my heart all love, 
And added to the gall. 0 Lear, Lea.r, Lear! 
Beat at this gate, that let thy folly in, 
And thy dear judgement out! 

(1.iv.288-94) 

And in scene v he mumbles almost incoherently, "I did her wrong -
(1.v.25). As for his kingdom, he makes a bitter (and futile) threat to 
recover it again by force when, in a fragmentary and seemingly incoherent 
statement to the fool, he says, "To take 't [my kingdom] again perforce! 
Monster ingratitude!" (l.v.42). 

In Act II, we see the second great movement of counter-destruction, 
this one set in motion and engineered by Regan. As Lear's world disintegrates 
piece by piece, he makes an anguished attempt to bold it together by refusing 
to see the whole truth. He clings blindly to the belief that Regan still cares 
for and respects him despite her actions to the contrary. She first strikes a 
terrific blow to his kingly authority by putting Kent in the stocks. Kent him
self points out to her that this action will be an insult to Lear: 

You shall do small respect, show too bold malice 
Against the grace and person of my master, 
Stocking bis messenger. 

(II.ii.137-9) 

Gloucester echoes this feeling when he warns Regan: 

Your purposed low correction 
Is such as basest and contemned'st wretches 
For pilferings and most common trespasses 
Are puoish'd with: the king must take it iH, 
That he's so slightly valued io his messenger .... 

(Il.ii.149-53) 

She, of course, pays them no mind, and Kent is put in the stocks. When 
Lear is fust confronted with this sight, he absolutely denies four times that 
his daughter and her husband are resPonsible. Finally, he mutters, "They 
durst not do't; / They could not, would not do't; 'tis worse than murder" 
(Il.iv.23-4) . This last image indicates the devastating effect which the truth 
will have uPon him when he is finally forced to see it. For the moment, 
however, he still holds to his illusion, addressing bis second daughter as 
"Beloved Regan" (Il.iv.135} and complaining to her of Goneril's treatment 
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of him. Even when she strikes a blow to his fatherly authority by treating 
him as a child and asking him to apologize to Goneril, 

0, sir, you are old; 
Nature in you stands on the very verge 
Of her confine; you should be ruled and led 
By some discretion, that discerns your state 
Better than you yourself. Therefore, I pray you, 
That to our sister you do make return; 
Say you have wronged her, sir, 

(II.iv.147-55) 

he refuses to see that she is at least as bad as Goneril. In utmost blindness, 
he says to her: 

No, Regan, thou shalt never have my curse: 
Thy tender-hefted nature shall not give 
Thee o'er to harshness .... 

(II.iv.173-5) 

In this scene, we realize that Lear has not yet significantly altered his 

weak character traits. In addition to the inflexibility revealed. in tbe '?f.C"'-Ou$ 

lines, he still holds to his materialistic concept of love, reminding Regan of 
the gift of land he has given her: 

(T]hou better know'st 
The offices of nature, bond of childhood, 
Effects of courtesy, dues of gratiwde; 
Thy half o' the kingdom hast thou not forgot, 
Wherein I thee endow' d. 

(ll.iv.180-184; Italics mine) 

His violent anger is yet in evidence in his second curse on Goneril: 

All the stored vengeances of heaven fall 
On her ingrateful top! Strike her young bones, 
You taking airs, with lameness! 

(II.iv.164-6) 

And his pride is revealed in his response to Regan's suggestion that he 
return to Goneril : 

Return to her, and .fifty men dismiss'd? 
No, rather I abjure all roofs, and choose 
To wage against the enmity o' the air; 

. . . Return with her? 
Persuade me rather to be slave and sumpter 
To this detested groom. 

(Il.iv.210-12, 218-20) 

However, the crushing weight of destruction and suffering which will 
lead to some changes falls upon him at the end of Act 11 as both daughters 
unite against him and force him to a realization of the truth. Their stripping 
him of his retinue of knights is an objective correlative for their stripping 
him of kingship, fatherhood, and humanity: 

Gon. What need you five and twenty, ten, or .five, 
To follow in a house where twice so many 
Have a command to tend you? 

Reg. What need one? 
(ll.iv.264-6) 
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This argument over the number of knights has another significant meaning. 
As Hillegass notes, 

Ostensibly Regan and Goneril have been arguing about the 
number of followers their father will be allowed, but in 
faa the subj~ is how much_ love they need give, or 
waste, on their father. There 1s thus a parallel between 
this scene and I,i. There Lear was dispensiog his love 
in terms of land, which the daughters had to "earn" by 
the amouot of rhetoric with which they could vow cheir 
love for him. Here the daughters are dispensing love 
in terms of the followers they will allow Lear. In both 
cases love is treated as a commodity.7 

Lear cries out in agony at the shock of realization: "O, reason not the 
need" (II.iv.267). H e stands there a humiliated old man, fighting to keep 
back the tears, unable even to vent his anger in a curse: 

I will have such revenges on you both, 
1bat all the world shall - 1 will do such things, -
What they are, yet I know not; but they shall be 
The terrors of the earth. 

( II.iv.282-5) 

The .final irony is that he is banished as be has banished Cordelia and Kent. 
His last line, "O fool, I shall go mad!" (Il.iv.289), suggests the disrupted 
state of his mind, as his false world of love, authority, and security comes 
crashing down about him. The Lear of Act I, sc. i, has been destroyed piece 
by piece, and he is left a suffering but still vehement old man ; the forces 
of counter-destruction have completely overwhelmed him. 

In the storm scenes of Act III, we .find the climax, the culmination, of 
the destruction and of Lear's suffering. In these scenes whose atmosphere is 
that of cosmic disintegration, Lear is reduced to ruins. And yet in the very 
heart of this devastating destruction, there are glimmers of rebuilding. Despite 
his madness, Lear learns something in the three major storm scenes. As 
Spencer notes, "The movement is not aU downward, there is a counter- move
ment upward. Lear himself is not merely stripped, he is purged, and hence 
there is a possibility of redemption. "8 

The first great storm scene opens with Lear, whose own world has been 
destroyed, demanding universal destruction in a cosmic curse: 

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage! blow! 
You cataracts aod burricanoes, spout 
Till you have drench' d our steeples, drown' d the cocks! 
You sulphurous and tbought-executiog fires, 
Vaunt-couriers to oak-cleaving thunderbolts, 
Singe my white bead! And thou, all-shaking thunder, 
Smite fiat the thick rotuodity o· the world! 
Crack nature's moulds, all germens spill at once, 
That make ingrateful man I 

( III.ii.1-9 ) 

The storm itself functions in two ways. First, its violence serves as an objec
tive correlative for the passionate turmoil in Lear's own mind, deprived of 
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ii$ s2nity. It mirrors "the tempest in [his) mind" (lll.iv.12). Second, the 
sto,m fo«es Lear to look anew at himself and bis fellowmen. Hillegass re
m,rk, that the storm causes Lear to considtr his own position as well as the 
position of 

.. un.a.«ommodattd ma.n·· in gflleral. Like Ol0$t tflllgic 
heroes, Leu begins the play s«we in tot knowledge or his 
J>OW~r Md plttt: in the world - k.oowledge which prove$ 
to M trag.i¢l1Jy misguided, His dau.ghters have begun the: 
proctts 0£ forcin, hlm toward :1 n~ appraisal, and the 
Storm romplctes it.• 

In this act there is a certain amount of s,,lf-pity on the part of Lear. At 
the beginning of scene iv, for exampJe, he agooizes over his own sufferings: 

Filia) ingratitude! 
Js it not t.$ this mouth $bOuld tear this hand 
For lifting food to 't ? 

(Ul.iv.14,6) 

Yet, through these petson2J sufferings. he is able to feel sympathy for oth<rs: 

Poor nU:cd wrctchl'll, whcresoc'cr you a.tt, 
thJ.t bide the pcltin,'l of thi$ pitiless storm, 
How sh.t.ll your housclcss Mads and unfed sides. 
Your loop'd and window'd r.,ggedntSs, defend you 
From SC'3.SOOS su.ch :is these? 0, 1 ha.vt 1a'cn 
Too ljttle ca.re of this! 

(111.iv.28·3>) 

This is a sign of rebuilding, for he goes outside himself to consider the 
plight of other human beings. 

Further, his tcariog off his clothes is a symbol of ultimate destruction 
mingled with r«onstruction. On one level, he completes literally the strip· 
ping of himself begun by Goneril and Re~n. He is no longer Lear as king 
but Lear as "unaccommodated man . . . no mme but such a poor, bare, forked 
animal a.s thou art. Off, off, you lend.ings! come, unbutton here" 
(111.iv.112·4). On a s,,cond level, he is dC$trOying for himself the false 
values by which he ha.1 so long been covered, represented, of course, by his 
clothes. Thus, even in the heart of this overwhelming physical, mental, and 
emotional d~ction, the process of rebuilding is evident. 

The rebuilding theme is ,.,,en stronger in .II.ct IV, although cdloes of 
dest ruction rumble quietly but persistently in the background, reminding us 
of the past and warning us of the future. The reconciliation scene is tile ccn· 
ter of the act, and it is carefully prepared for in the preceding scenes. The 
return of Cordelia is a strong movement toward restoration, reinforced by the 
presence of the doctor and by the imagery of medicine and reruming he,tlth 
(IV.iii.iv.). Further Kent indicates a new humility in Lear when he 5'lYS 

that "burning shame / Detains him from Cordelia" (!V.iii.48·9). Finally, 
in scene iv we again see Lear himself and s,,ns,, that he h4J learned something 
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through his suffering. He realizes the terrible truth, that his older daughters 
flattered him and his vanity accepted it: 

They flattered me like a dog . .. . To say 'ay' and 'no' t.o every 
thing that I said! . . . When the rain came to wet me once, and 
the wind to make me chatter; when the thunder would not peace 
at my bidding; there I found 'em, there l smelt 'em out. 
Go to, they are not men o' their words; they told me I was 
every thing; 'tis a lie, l am not ague-proof. 

(IV.vi.96-107) 

He also sees that weakness and even evil are found in everyone, including 
himself (IV.vi.161-75). Yet Bashes of the old Lear are everywhere visible, 
as in the violent "Then, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill!" (IV.vi.191). 

However, the heart of this act is scene vii, a scene of rebuilding and 
reconciliation in which images of restoration abound ; Lear's sleeping ( a sym
bol of peace and well-being) , his fresh clothes in place of the weeds and 
flowers, the soothing music in contrast to the chaotic crashing of the storm, 
the presence of the doctor, all these suggest a move toward renewed health 
of body and soul. As Sewall points out: 

The scene of [Lear's) awaken.inis and reconciliation with 
Cordelia is as dose to redemption as tragedy ever gets . 
. . . [l)t is wrought out of the dialectic of experience and 
through no conversion or doctrine or miracle - except it 
be the one miracle that tragedy witnesses, the miracle of 
the man who can learn by suffering.lo 

What makes this scene so heart-rending is the humility which Lear has 
learned. When he awakens to find Cordelia with him, we see that he has lost 
much of his fatal pride and power. In its place is a new and moving humility, 
evidenced by his kneeling before her and saying, 

I am a very foolish fond old man ... . 
Do not laugh at me. . . . 
If you ha,ve poison for me, I will drink it. 

(IV.vii.60,69,72 ) 

In addition, he recognizes his own guilt in having treated Cordelia so 
harshly: 

I know you do not love me; for your sisters 
Have, as I do remember, done me wrong: 
You ha11e some cause, they have not. 

( IV.vii.7;-5 ; ltalics mine) 

Cordelia's murmured "No cause, no cause" (IV.vii.76) is perhaps the most 
moving line in the play. Lear exits with a remark which combines both his 
humility and his realization of his own mistakes: "Pray you now, forget and 
forgive: I am old and foolish" (IV.vii.85). Thus in this act we see the 
rebuilding of Lear's relationship with Cordelia as well as a kind of rebirth 
in his soul. 
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Ia discussing Act V, we must deal with two controversial problems: 
what has Lear learned and what is the play ultimately saying to us. Some 
critics contend that Lear learns little if anything, that the play is basically 
destructive, and that it ends on a note of extreme pessimism.u At the other 
pole, even more critics feel that Lear is totally transformed into an almost 
angelic creature, that the play is redemptive, a.ad that it ends on a note of 
optimism. Bradley, for example, feels that Lear is purified; he says, "There 
is nothing more noble and beautiful in literature than Shakespeare's exposition 
of the effect of suffering in reviving the greatness and eliciting the sweet
ness of Lear's nature."12 And Harold S. Wilson assigns to Lear a "love made 
perfect through suffering."1'3 I feel, however, that both g.roups of critics 
oversimplify the play, and I suggest that Lear himself and the play are much 
more complex and much more meaningful than these two views indicate. 
First, Lear doei learn, but he by no means becomes perfect. Second, although 
he learns, he learns too late. And third, the play is both optimistic and pes
simistic, for destruction and rebuilding are mixed throughout and especially 
in the ending. 

That Lear has to some extent been educated and transformed by suffer
ing is dear when we compare the man of Act I, scene i with the later Lear. 
The obdurate pride and vanity have been largely destroyed and in their place 
has grown a new humility. Lear says to Cordelia, "When thou dost ask me 
blessing, I'll kneel down, / And ask of thee forgiveness" (V.iii.10-11). In 
place of the old materialistic concept of love, there is a new "spiritual" con
cept seen in his "enlarged sympathies for the bumble and the oppressed"u 
and especially in his attitude toward Cordelia. Yet Lear's love is by no means 
perfect, for it is never completely free of hatred and bitterness. When Cor
delia asks if he wants to see his older daughters, he replies passionately, "No, 
no, no, no!" (V.iii.8), and a few lines later he declares, "The good-years 
shall devour them, flesh and fell, / Ere they shall make us weep: we'll see 
'em starve first" (V.iii.24). Further, Lear still has his fiery violence and anger. 
He impulsively kills the slave who is hanging Cordelia, and, when he enters 
with her body, his lines echo the cosmic curse of Act III : 

Howl, bowl, howl, bowl I 0 , you are men of stones: 
Had I your tongues and eyes, I'ld use them so 
That heaven's vault should crack. 

(V.iii.2~7-9) 

Thus both destruction and rebuilding are evident in Lear's transformation. He 
has changed for the better, but he is not a perfect being. 

The greatest irony ( and agony) of the play is, I think, that Lear does 
learn but that he does not get to use his new knowledge. As Sewall points 
out, "it was fated that Lear learn too late."15 Now that he possesses a meas
ure of humility, patience, and compassion for poor wretched human beings, 
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he oo longer has a kingdom wh<re be can exercise these virtues as a eood 
king for he has been conquet<d by the opp<><ing forces and is a prisoner. 
Even if he shouJd have Lhe chance, he is too worn out aod too near death 
to restore order; it is up to Edgar and Albany·to put the kingdom to rights. 
As far as his new-found concept of love is concerned, it is too late to do 
anything with it except love Cordelia. In tbis way, he an redeffll himself 
somewhat. Thus, her death is all the more painful and ironic, for it robs him 
of his last means of earthly S2lv•tion. When she dies, there is no way for 
him to use his new knowledge. Hence his heartbreaking a1,>0ny and frustni
tioo as he despcrote.ly searches for some sign of life in her: 

This leather stirs; she live$ ! jf it bi? so. 
II iJ " ,hrm,~ wbirh (U),1 rtdt-tm "" Jq,y()u,J 
rh.x1 twr I "'111, Jel,. 

(V .iii.265•7; Italic, min<) 

I think Bradley is right in S2ying that Lear dies in an ecstaSy of joy in the 
belief that Cordelia lives:" "Do you see this? Look oo her, look, her 
lips, / Look then,, look there !" (V.iii.310-11). 

It is both fitting and powerful that Lear should d ie in the spirit of 
rebuilding. Yet faithful Kent is there to remind us of the double theme, 
that destl\Jction and reconstruction dwell together. In sharp contrast to Lear's 
dying joy stands the agooy of his immediate past: 

Vex not his ghost: 0, Jct hi.m pass I he hates him much 
That would upoo the rad< oi this tough world 
Stretch him out Jonge.r. 

(V.iii.31)·)) 

Thus the ending of the play is a combination of dtStruction and rebuilding, 
of optimism and pessimism. It shows what a man can learn, for Lear does 
attain truer values, humility, and a measure of gentleness at the end. He 
enters ··a new dimension, achieve[s] a richer hum.,nity."" Yet the play also 
shows the limitations of m,n. For Lear, it is too late to restore order to his 
kingdom, and he is only allowed to exercise his new cssential love brieBy. 
Thus the play presents a mature and complex vision of human life, a vision 
which is more profound than that of any other Shakespearean tragedy. 
Maynard Mack perhaps best sums up the final meaning of the play when he 
says, 

)2 

T~~y i,ever reUs us what to think; i.t shows us what we 
a.re and ma.y be. And what we a.re ,nd may be was nevC"t 
... more mcmocably fix.at upon a stage than in this lcoeel
i.ng old m.tn. whose heard>tcak is pr«:i.sely the rowurc of 
wha.t, in ou.r world of rclato:lnes.s, it i.s ~ibfe to lose 
and pos5ible to win. The victozy and the def'cat are simul
taneous and inseparable.a 

Mississippi State Univer.sity 
Mississippi State, Miss. 
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SHAKESPE ARE'S TIMON .OF ATHENS 
A ND RE NAISSA NCE · DIOGE NIANA 

by P eter P auls 

The view that Shakespeare's Timon of Athens is an unfinished play bas 
now generally replaced the numerous nineteenth-century multiple authorship 
theories.1 Recent critics have nevertheless continued to disagree on many aspects 
of the play. The problem of Shakespeare's sources has proved to be particularly 
vexing. Some scholars point to the barrenness of Plutarch's account and Shake
speare's omission of many of the det.ails in Lucian. In spite of these anomalies, 
others contend that Lucian and Plutarch were the main sources.2 However, 
just which parts of North's Plutmch Shakespeare may have used has also been 
disputed.oa R. W . Bond believes that Shakespeare knew Boiardo's lJ Timone, 
but he readily admits that Shakespeare's hero is very different from Boiardo's.' 
There has also been much disagreement over another p<>ssible source, the 
anonymous academic play, a comic treatment of the Timon story. Muriel 
Bradbrook has theorized that it followed, rather than preceded, Shakespeare's 
version. More recently, James C. Bulman has argued that "the academic 
comedy, crude though it may be, is the stuff that Timon of Athens was made 
on."5 Certain minor accounts, some of them little more than allusions to the 
Timon legend, have not gone unnoticed, but to what extent these influenced 
Shakespeare has been very difficult to determine. 8 

The above-mentioned sources, even when taken together, could not tul"e 

provided Shakespeare with an entirely satisfactory model for his tragic Timoo. 
In Lucian, Timon becomes "a churlish miser." 7 Boiardo's additions to Lucila 's 
dialogue are not to be found in Shakespeare's play.8 Plutarch's accounts, 
mere interjections in his Life of Marcus Antonius and his Life of AlcibW~,. 
are extremely brief. The anonymous play cannot be accurately dated and. 
in any case, is very differeot in tone. I propose in this paper that Sbakcspe1rc·s 
conception of Timon is based not only upon Lucian, Plutarch, and pos.sibty 
even the Timon comedy but also upon the numerous allusions to Timoo and 
Diogenes in Renaissance literature generally. Many of these casual references 
to Timon are found in what has been called "Renaissance Diogeniana." a.a 
amorphous body of literature which described a similar legendary misanth~ 
and also frequently compared and contrasted these two reclusive philosophers. 

Such "subsidiary material" can play a significant role in shaping a work 
for which the initial, di rect sources do not: afford sufficient detail. Oo thr 
whole, the association of the two cynics had an ennobling effect on TltDOD 
since Diogenes had in many of these treatises undergone a remarkable meta-
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morphosis from a scorned and ridiculed man-hater to a philosopher who was 
noble, stoical and dignified. Although Professor Bullough cites John Lyly's 
play, Alexander, Diogenes and Campa.rpe, as a possible source for Shake
speare's Timon of Athens, the significance of Renaissance Diogeniana to Shake
speare's conception and portrayal of Timon has not been recognized. If 
Shakespeare used Lyly's Diogenes as a model for his lesser cynic, Apemantus, 
as Bullough suggests,11 it is also quite probable that he used other more heroic 
sixteenth-century portraits of Diogenes in the characterization of his major 
protagonist. 

The tendency to associate D iogenes and Timon was not a uniquely 
English phenomenon; there are nwnerous examples of it in continental litera
ture. Montaigne, in his "Of Democritus and Heraclitus," comments on the 
similarities and differences between Diogenes and Timoo. Montaigne ulti
mately expresses his preference for Diogenes as the more astute and more 
just critic of humanity.10 Stefano Guazzo is another continental writer of the 
Renaissance who links Timon with Diogenes.' Like Montaigne, he prefers the 
philosophy of Diogenes. H e grants freely that many great men of the past 
loved "solitariness" but points out that such men often became melancholy 
and unnatural. Timon, "the melancholike Athenian," is for Guazzo the exam
ple par excellence of such a solitary individual who eventually rejects all inter
course with mankind.11 Guazzo, or rather his fictional instructor, Annibal, con
cedes that the learned always avoid the company of the ignorant but adds that 
the truly wise seek out the company of the erudite.12 Lodovico Guicciardini, 
in bis H ore di Ivcreazione, presents Diogenes and Timon as philosophers 
with quite similar views. Diogenes is cited time and again as the sworn 
enemy of wealth and pleasure and the champion of poverty and virtue. 
Timon of Athens is described as somewhat more austere but his philosophy is 
almost identical to that of Diogenes.18 

The association of Timon and Diogenes in English Renaissance literature 
was probably derived from translations of these and other continental writings. 
One cynic often reminded English writers of the other. This is obviously the 
case in Thomas Cogan's The Haven of Health where the author compares the 
misogynistic views of Timon to those of Diogenes.14 Robert Greene, in The 
Royail Exchange, even confuses the two, attributing one of Diogenes' sayings 
to Timoo.15 Thomas Lodge, in his CaJharos: Diogenes in His Singnlaritie, 
presents Diogenes and Tirnoo ·as world-haters and enemies of evil and corrup
tion in the state.16 Richard Brathwait in The English Gentleman condemns 
the three greatest malcontents and misogynists of all time, namely, Timon, 
Diogenes and Arminius of Carthage.11 Brathwait's observations suggest that 
the linking of Timon with Diogenes and other legendary cynic . philosophers 
was often based on their anti-feminist pronouncements. 
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The misogynistic, crabbed, and excessively bitter Diogenes is most often 
found in the writings of those who took what Professor Lievsay has termed 
the "Low View" of the famous philosopher.18 However, according to Lievsay, 
the more common Renaissance view of him was that which considered him 
"a corrector of manners and morals, a kind of Greek Cato."19 He was 
regarded by many as a serious philosopher, "at the worst differing from the 
Sto1cs only in having less finesse, and at the best reaching very near the 
Christian ethic. " 20 

TI1e Renaissance accounts which present such idealized portraits of 
Diogenes provide the most numerous parallels with Shakespeare's presentation 
of Timon. Samuel Rowlands and Richard Barckley make much of Diogenes' 
fruitless search for the honest men of Athens, a search in which Diogenes 
discovers not even one honest steward.21 Ulpian Fulwell, Thomas Elyot, and 
Thomas Lodge all portray Diogenes as an austere, stoic figure who shows noth
ing but scorn for Fortune and the worldlings who climb her h.ill.22 This is the 
Diogenes who dismisses the arguments of Alexander with the same contempt 
that Shakespeare's Timon shows for the professional soldier Alcibiades. This, 
too, is the Diogenes described most succinctly io Guicciardini's anecdote: 

Diogenes being demanded who were the noblest men in 
the world? be answered: Those which despise riches, 
glorye, pleasures, and finally lyfo: And whiche overcome 
the things contrary to these: To wit, povercye, iofamye, 
grief, and death, enduring them with an unconquerable 
courage.za 

The essential action of Shakespeare's play is the transfo rmation of Timon 
from an ingenuous phiJanthropist to a railing cynic and, finally, to a reclusive, 
stoic philosopher who in many respects resembles this noble Diogenes of the 
English Renaissance. The Timon of the first two acts is prodigal in his 
bounty and naively idealistic in his view of mankind. The Timon of the 
third and fourth acts is extreme in his hatred but he is rhetorically superior 
to the professional cynic, Apemantus, and the misogynistic Diogenes of those 
who took the "Low View." In the final scenes, Timon again transcends the 
merely abusive, railing cynic as he remains adamant in his rejection of For
tune. Although Timon ultimately goes beyond the staid, rational position of 
the philosopher in his last defiant gesture, there is also in bis death the 
"unconquerable courage" of which Guicciardini's Diogenes speaks. Shake
speare's Timon is the philosopher in his scorn for riches, glory and even life 
itself but be lacks the imperturbable calm and balance of the wiser Diogenes. 
While bis defiance of Fortune is admirable, his intransigent hatred of human
ity, rather than the evils of humanity, is not. It is this flawed nobility which 
makes Shakespeare's Timon tragic. 

Much of the first scene of Shakespeare's play is devoted to showing 
Timon enjoying the favours of Fortune, great wealth and the adulation of 
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men, what the world has always considered essential to happiness. He is, 
in fact, described as one of the "Happy men,"2~ but there are hints, even 
in this opening scene, that Fortune is not to be trusted: 

Poet. When Fortune in her shift and change of mood 
Spurns down her late beloved, all his dependents 
Which lahou.r'd after him co the mountain's top 
Evm on their knees and hands, lee him sit down, 
Not one accompanying his declining foot. 

( l.i.86-90) 

There is also an intimation in the first scene that Timon will, in the 
end, refuse to be the plaything of such a .fickle goddess. When he hears of 
a friend who desperately needs his help, he demonstrates his nobility and 
constancy in both word and deed: 

Tim. Noble Ventidius. Well, 
I am not of that feather to shake off 
My frieod when be must need me. I do know him 
A gentleman that well deserves a help, 
Which be shall have: I'll pay the debt, and free him. 

(I.i.102-106) 

Shakespeare's Timon refuses to admit that man is the inevitable victim of 
Fortune, for he sees men in society as standing together against such a 
chaotic and unpredictable force. When one of his own servants proves an 
unequal match for the daughter of a wealthy old Athenian, he comes to his 
defense as readily as he came to the aid of his friend Ventidius: 

Tim. This gentleman of mine hath serv'd me long. 
To build his fortune I will strain a little, 
For ' tis a bond in men. 

(I.i.14'.5-147) 

This high-minded view of man is soon to be severely tested. When the 
positions of Timon and V entidius are exactly reversed in the next act, Timon 
still remains optimistic. H aving been refused aid by the senators, he is none
theless confident that the noble Veotidius will welcome the opportunity to 
repay a debt of gratitude. He cheerfully dispatches his servants to his one
time beneficiary with a special word of reassurance for his more pragmatic 
servant, Flavius: "Ne'er speak or think / That Timon's fortunes 'mong 
his friends can sink" (Il.ii.234-235). 

When Timon next appears in Act III, Scene iv, he has been trans
formed, it is obvious, from a bountiful, magnanimous benefactor into a 
furious misanthrope. In the scenes that follow, he scourges his fellow 
Athenians and mankind in general with some of Shakespeare's most vitupera
tive language: 

The gods confound - hear m7 you good gods all -
Th' Athenians both within an<l out that wall; · 
And grant, as Timon grows, his hate may grow 
To the whole race of mankind, high and low! 
Amen. 

(IV.i.37-40) 

)7 
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Timon's invocation of the "good gods" would, of course, exclude the god
dess Fo-rtuna. Had he railed only against her, his prayer would have been as 
conventional as the first player's in Hamiel: 

Out, out, thou strumpet Fortune! All you gods, 
Io general synod take away her power; 
Break all the spokes and fcllies from bet wheel, 
And bowl the round nave down the hill of heaven, 
As low as to the fiends ! 

(Hamlet, II.ii.:515-:519) 

Timon's hatred of Fortune is so all-consuming, however, that he rages also 
against all those who fall victim to her charms. There is a brief moment of 
compassion and some hope for redemption when Timon excludes bis faithful 
servant from the general curse: 

Forgive my general and exccptless rashness, 
You perpetuaJ-sober gods ! I do proclaim 
One honest man. Mistake me not, but one. 
No more, I pray- and he's a steward. 
How fain would I have hated all mankind, 
And thou redeem'st thyself. But all, save thee, 
I fell with curses. 

( IV.iii.499· 505) 

It is his persistence in cursing to the very end which so alienates Timon 
from humanity. However, if he is unlike Diogenes in his impatience and 
his misdirected hatred, he is very like the philosopher in his contempt for the 
super.tidal values of his fellow Athenians. Timon steadfastly refuses to sur
render to the lure of Fortune, even when by means of a procession of visitors 
she "wafts" him to her again "with her ivory hand" (I.i.72). His Diogenes
like steadfastness contrasts sharply with the slavish fear of the senators who 
would use him only to stand between them and the wrathful Alcibiades. The 
second senator unwittingly describes himself more accurately than Timon in 
the following words: · 

Sec. Sen. At all times alike 
Men are not still the same. 'Twas time and griefs 
That fram'd him thus: time with his. fairer hand 
Offering the fortunes of his former days 
The former man may make him. 

(V.i.120-124) 

In his refusal to submit to the rule of Fortune, Timon acquires a noble 
stature which gains him the grudging admiration, if oot the love, of his 
fellows. In· his constant rejection of such men, be gives the lie to Fortune 
and all "Whose eyes are on this sovereign lady fix' d" (l.i. 70). 

This contempt for Fortune and the world is very· typical of the Diogenes 
of the English Renaissance. Guicdardini's Diogenes explicitly admonishes 
men "to sette foorthe agay,nste· Fortune, the constancye of th_e mynde," and 
Anthony Stafford's "heavenly dogge" is described as one whose "happiness 
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was ever the same, and he ever himself. The cruel! effects of Fmtunes malice 
could never make him change his mind, nor his countenance."" Ulpian 
Fulwell's Diogenes eveo = language remarkably similar to that of Shake
speare's Timon.: 

On favouc alwaye did 1uteod witJ1 fayoed friendly face 
The flatttre.r.s with op and knet: to .sue for Fortunes grace. te 

Tunoo, in his repudiation of the company of men, also speaks of his former 
friends as "fools of fortune," and "cap-and-knee slaves" (111.vi.92·93). Like 
Shal<espeare's Timon, fulweU's Diogenes can no longer be tempted by 
worldly pleasure: "No sugred band of fortunes toycs may once my mind 
remove ... .., Tht constant Timon uses much the same imagery in dismi$$ing 
the lesser cynic, Apemantus: 

Hadst thou like us from ou.r first swath proeffd«I 
The sv.·cct degree-! that this brief world affords 
To such 2$ may the pissivc drugs of it 
Freely oommand, thou ..,-ouJdst ha.\'C plung'd thyself 
In general riot, melttd down cby yovth 
In different beds of hlst, and ne,,.er leam'd 
'fhc icy proccpts of rC$pcct,, but follov.·ed 
The sugar· d game bt:forc thee. 

(IV.iii.2$4-261) 

In Thomas El)'ot's A Dialog"• bellveene Lucian ami Diogenes, Diogenes 
staunchly defends himself against those who accuse him of living like a beast. 
A much mllligncd, misunderstood philosopher, he praises the temperate man 
and attempts to prove that the beasts are more god-like in the simplicity of 
their existence than men. The less a creature needs, he argues, the less depen
dent it is. "Therefore the goddis nede nothingc and they that ore next unto 
the goddis, nede lcste."21 To Jive such a life ttquires great heroism, strength 
and constancy. Hercules and Theseus were such men, according to this 
Diogenes. Thesais, soo of the god Neptunus, went barefoot and naked. 
Hercules was "constant and stronge, and wolde lyve temperately, and not 
gyve hym to dclytes."., While Shakespeare's mis•nthrope displ•ys great cour
age and constancy in the face of misfortune, he obviously Jacks the temper
ance of such mythical heOOC$. Nevertheless, there are similarities between the 
two misanthropes. Elyot's Diogenes sums up his hatred of fortune and 
mutability in the following reply to his accusers, 

Aad you, byca~ of this blesKd.nes. ue 
contitnt •ic.h no fortune, but ye a.re wery of 
•ll things, and can not suffC'1' that tbit now 
i$ . . , . Whtrefore of trouth )'C differ 
nothinge from them that a.r caned with the 
:meme. f or they 1.r caried whither so C\'cr 
the Boud wolle, and you whither as Justis woll.JC'l 

Diogenes' disdain for thc>se who a.re "nricd with the strcme" is much like 
Timoo's and the flowing, or fluid, images here are also very similar to the 
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images Shakespeare use, to suggest the instability and impermanence of man's 
happiness in this world. 'l'imon's visitors come as • flood, his health flows, 
his estate ebbs, his fortune sinks and his wit> ue drowned." The contempt 
for worldly "blcsscdncs" is well expressed in the following exchange: 

Altib. J have heard io $00lC sort of thy mistr.ies. 
Tin,. Thou saw'st them whco [ bad prosperity. 
Akib. J sec thrm now; lhtn wu a ble»N time. 
Tim. As thioe i.s now, held with a brace of ha.riots. 

(IV.iu.78.SI) 

Of a.II the English Renaissaoce treatments of Diogenes, Thomas Lodge's 
Diogenes in His Sing11/ari1ie provides the mo,t (>2ntlle4 with Shakespeare's 
Timon of Alhens. In this tratisc Diogenes states his simple philosophy as 
follows: "I think it rather better to we,.re patches on my cloakc, than to ~re 
the patch on my head: rather to fccde on rootcs, than to be defiled with 
royot: to serve Nature in w::lnt, th.m Fortune in wickednes. "*' Timon, too, 
spcaks often of his diet of roots; he more fully expounds this ascetic 
philosophy, a reverence foe Nature and an abhorrence foe unnatural man, in 
his words to the Banditti: 

All. We ue not thit"Ves, but men that much do want. 
Tim. Your grettcst want is, )'OU want muc,h of meat. 
Why should you want? &bold the earth hath roots: 
Wjthin tbjs mile break forth a hundred springs; 
The oaks lxw mast, the briers scarlec. hips; 
The bounteous houSt"Wifc n1.ture on e2ch DUSh 
14)'$ hH full 1~ befo,~ you. Want ? Why ~ •nt? 

(IV.ii,.418424) 

Like Diogenes, 'rimon cxa.11$ this Spartan existence; he defends it ogai.n when 
he is visited by the Painter and the Poet: 

Pain. We are hither come to offtt you our ~i<e. 
Tim. Most honest men! Why, how shall I requite you? 
can you eat root, 1nd drin1c: cold w.iter, no? 

(V.i.71·7;) 

Lodge's Diogenes reserves his most bitter language for the two worldly 
Athenians who come to try their wits with him. These two, Philoplutos and 
Cosmosophus, arc similar to the false, Battering hypocrites in Shakespeare's 
play: 

C()Jm(): 0 bow well :spcaketh Diogenes ? 
Dio: 0, bow fondlf flatttttth C.Osmosophus? 
Sirt12, sha.11 I couos11.1le thtie? 
Cos,no: Doo, good Dio~cs. 
Dio: U1ese kind words require a curtcous 
r~uir:,1: harke tbff Cosmosophu.s, thou 
knowC"St Timoo·s fig tree. 
Cosmo: And what o( thtt? 
Dio: Why 8 .. h,og thtt lh«eo<1, lht wo<id hath 
too m,ny love worlds, but too few hate 
worlds.H 

This dialogue illustrates dearly the prcva.iling Renaissance concept of 
Diogenes as the arch-e>emy of hypoaisy and pretense. The allusion to Ttmon 
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shows ooce again bow natural it was for writers of this period to associate 
the two cynics. Flattery is justly repaid with hatred. Timon responds in much 
the same way to such practices, for be says to Apemantus: 

crv.m.210-212> 

Thy nature did commence in sufferance, time 
Hath made thee bud in ' t. Why shouldst thou bate men? 
They never fi.atter' d thee. 

Sign.incant also is the fact that this Diogenes refers to Timon's ng tree. It 
would seem that even the usually calm, philosophical Renaissance Diogenes 
could, on occasion, be as bitter and uncompromising as Timon. 

Like Shakespeare's play, Lodge's work attacks usury and usurers, as well 
as false friends, often in language similar to that of Shakespeare's play. 
Usury, for example, is called the "rotting sore" of Athens, "the venemoust 
poison among men" and a "malignant worm. " H For Shakespeare's Timon, 
gold is the earth's "most operant poison." the "yellow slave," always to be 
associated with "hoar leprosy" and "ulcerous sores" (IV.iii.34-40). Diogenes 
calls the plague down upon such a monster as usury, condemning it as a 
practice against all laws, both natural and divine. The usurer is, according 
to Diogenes, the best example of the false friend: "A true friend is known 
in a doubtful matter: and what is more doubtful!. than when in borrowing 
money a man nods no friends ?"•5 

Ia many of Diogenes' statements there is the further association of false 
friendship with inconstant Fortune: "For among all the uncertainties of 
this world friendship is least certain, apparailed (in these dayes) onely in 
good words, and fawning onely oo pcosperitie."se Shakespeare's Timon 
damns such mutable friendship: 

Live loatb'd, and long. 
Most smiling, smooth, detested parasites, 
Courteous destroyers, affable wolves, meek bears 
You fools of fortune, trencher-friends, time's Bies, 
Cap-and-knee slaves, vapoUIS, and minute-jacks! 
Of man and beast the infinite malady 
Crust you quite o· er! 

( III.vi.89·95) 

Later, in his self-imposed exile, the tone of his condemnation of the incon
stant Alcibiades is more in keeping with the philosophical sixteenth<entury 
Diogenes: 

Promise me friendship, but perform none. If 
thou wile not promise, the gods plague thee, 
for thou art a man! II thou dosl perform, 
confound thee, for thou art a man I 

(JV.iii.74-77) 

Timon's nnal act, the establishment of "his everlasting mansion / UPon 
the beached verge of the salt flood," is reminiscent of Diogenes' fable of the 
sea and the bank. The D iogenes of Lodge's treatise compares the bank to the 
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man of stout heart and const:ant mind who is not removed or swayed by the 
sea which, in tum, symbolizes madness (woodnes), muttbility, ind grief. 
A$ he says, "The sea baoke I told you of, should resemble you, if you di.,. 
semble not:·11 Shakespeare's T11'.!lon so oomplctcly frees hlmself from all 
dissembling that he refrains even from all further speaking: ··tips, Jet four 
words go by and language end" (V.i.219) . His grave-stooe, situated upon 
the bank or "very hem o· th. sea" (V.iv.66), becomes, as he says, the senators· 
"oracle" (V.i.218), a silent memorial to Timon's hatred of all hypocrisy and 
pretense and his Oiogenes•like disdain for ··riches, glorye, pleasures, and 
Jioally lyfe."n 

Timon's shunning of aU conversation (V.i.219), and his denial of the 
active world are typicnl of the extreme behaviour of the imprudent world
haters described by laurentius Grima.ldus in T ht Counullor, a sixteenth cen
tury guide.book for those JIClivdy engaged in the government of a commoo
weale.•• G,imaldus m>kes • clear distinction between "tbeorieall wisedome" 
;")d "Prudence," the lirst being "contemplative" and the second "wholly 
given to action and humaint business."•o Diogenes, Xenocrates, Democritus, 
among others, he insists, "with all the crew of naturaU and solitarie Phi
losophers are men learned, and skilful! but not prudent. ... but if those con
tempt.live Philosophers h:ad not estranged themselves from conversation 
and actions of men but been employed in the affayres of government ... 
they had (no doubt) becne men in wisedome most excellent."" A$ 
noted earlier, many Renaissance writers such as Mootaigne regarded Timon 
~s even Jess prudent and even more ectreme in his misanthropy than 
Diogen<S, It is this lack of prudence, this renunciation of .. humaine busi
ness," and this cnraogement, finally, from all convcrsatioo, which alienate 
Timon not only from the humtn community but also from human compas· 
sion. While Shakespeare's misanthrope is imbued with many of the positive 
characteristics of "Stoickes" or world-haters, he lacks the tempemnce so often 
att<ibuted to the Renaissance Diogenes. "Swoopst>ke, [he] will dnlw both 
friend and foe" (flam/et. IV.v.142). The rtjc:ctioo of his faithful stewird 
(IV.iii.475ff.) is certainly an inhuman as well as an imprudent act. He is 
an admirable figure, however, in his denunciation of all those who serve 
the "sovereign lady" (l.i.70). 

This ambivalence, which bcoomes more pronounced in the last act, is 
reinforced by the contrasts with Apemantus and Alcibiades. Both, in one 
,ense, a.re voices of prudence." Timoo's reply to Apemantus's charge of pride 
and hypocrisy is not a logic:al refut:atioo but, rather, an emotional justilication 
of his uncompromising hatred: 
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Who had the world as my oonfectiooa.ry, 
~ mouths, the tongu~ the t)'ts and hta.rt$ of men 
At duty, more than 1 could frame employment 

That numberless upOn me stuck, as lea'o'C$ 
Do on the OU, have with one winter', bru.sh 
Fell from their boughJ and left me open. bare, 
For ~cry storm that blows - J, to bt3r this, 
Tmt ~r knew but ~Utt, is some burl.Mn. 

(IV.Hi.l)2•269) 

There is little evidence of insight or regeneration in these word.s, but at the 
same time, the rememb,ancc of bettc,, happier times and the cxp«ssion of 
the resulting mental anguish a,c indicative of a suffering which the lcsm 
cynic, Apemantus, can nevCT unde[Stand. The epithet "dog,'· so frequently 
applied to Apemantus (I.i., II.ii., IV.iii.), strongly suggests that, unlike 
Timon, be never transcends the snuling Diogenes of those who took the 
"'I.ow View" of the famous philosopher. 

While Timon's final action is excessive and contraty to logic, it is con· 
sistcnt with the t,aditiooal misanthrope's philosophical defiance of Fort\lne. 
To take the prudent l'Ourse, to return to the world of men, would constitute, 
in his mind, a surn.'Dder to the whims of the fickle goddess. His dctc,mina
tion to defy Fortune, the world and "'finally lyfe'" is best expressed at tile 
conclusion of his lengthy confrontation with Apemantus : 

I am side. of this false world, a.nd will lo\'C' nought 
But even the mere necessities upon·c. 
Then. Timon, presently prepare thy grave; 
Lie where the Jight foam of the sea may beat 
Thy grave.,tone d.:iHy: ma.kc rhi.ne ~ititph1 
That death in me at ochers· liv~ may laugh. 

(IV.iii.}78-}8}) 

Timon's "thcoricall wisedome" is also a direct contrast to Alcibi,des' 
"prudence." Alcibiades app,oaches Timon in much the same manne, as 
Alex,nde, approaches Diogenes in some Renaissance treatises, as a man of 
action who connot understand the philosopher's contempt for military might. 
Anthony Stafford's Diogenes rebukes the world conqueror as follows: "How 
often bath that vaine desire of thine made the Earth dronkc with the blood 
of her owne Children? Thou act nothing dse but a great Thiele that hath 
robbed all Nations."" Alcibiades' chameleon-like adaptability, so well 
described by Plutarch, is also both admirable and contemptible. His t,iumph 
is somcwh•t qualified by the fact that he agree$ to abide by the counsel of 
the senators, his fonner cnemio, but we are Jed to believe that he will be 
hum ... e and "kill not all together" (V.iv.44). Timon's intransigence in his 
encounter with the senators is negative and dotructive but noble in the 
serise that it is rcpne,entative of his defiance of the goddcs. Fortuna and the 
temporal power she ,epre>ents. 
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The behaviour of Shakespeare's Timon in the final scene is the very 
opposite of the comic Timon's "sodeine change" in the academic play. The 
comic Timon relents at the last moment: 

... What's this? I feele throughout 
A sodeine change; my fury doth abate 
My heart growes milde, and laies aside its hate. 
Ile not affecte new titles in my roinde, 
Or yet bee called the hater of Mankinde.66 

The Painter in Shakespeare's play misunderstands Timon's .final transforma
tion when he says, "You shall see him a palm in Athens again, and flourish 
with the highest" (V.i:12). The second senator also seems unaware of the 
full import of his words when he tells the conquering Alcibiades how they 
wooed the "Transformed Timon to [their] city's love" (V.iv.19). The tragic 
Timon is no such changeling. Wrongly, imprudently perhaps, but nobly, too, 
he remains an exile. 

Because Timon and Diogenes were so often compared and contrasted 
in the Renaissance, it seems highly likely that Shakespeare also associated 
the two misanthropes. Shakespeare's Timon lacks the imperturbable calm of 
Montaigne's Diogenes and he is even more imprudent than the world-haters 
of Grimaldus. Unlike Diogenes, his hatred becomes excessive, all-consuming 
and therefore tragic. In the final scenes, he alienates himself from all men, 
honest and dishonest alike, and hence from human sympathy. Nevertheless, 
in his rejection of Fortune and her gifts he is as noble as any Diogenes in 
Renaissance literature. 
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"CHILDRE N OF DIVERS KIND": 
A READING OF 

ROMEO AND JULIET 
by John B. Harcourt 

It is generally a so,md strategy to insist upon the serial nature of d ramatic 
structure, to analyze :1 play as an experience in time, unfolding at its own 
tempo upon a stage. But there are some advantages in violating this principle 
in the C\\SC of Romeo aJ1d ft1lie1. To begin at the end staddy emphasizes a 
buic polarity of the play - the Verona of dead children and of living 
(X'rents. It also petmits us to give due attention to cettain anomalies most 
often unnoticed but important to the meaning of the work. 

Distancing ourselves from the play, we tend to remember it as tlte sto,y 
of Juliet and her Romeo, of two young lovers standing together against 
family, conununity, and the inauspicious stars. But the final tableau is mud, 
more than th,t: it is a veritable Slaughter of the Innocents. There in the 
chu.rchyard are not two but four young bodies - those of Romoo, Juliet, 
Paris (Shakespeare's addition to the scene), and of course Tybalt, as Romeo 
explicitly reminds us: "Tybalt, liest thou there in thy bloody sheet?" 
(Y.iii.97).1 We remember that Mercutio is also dead, and the 1597 Quarto 
curiously adds "and yong Benvolio is deceased too"' - somehow, the reporter 
has contrived a line to articulate his powerful impression that all the young 
people were dead by the ending of the pby. Conversely, the older generotion 
remains alive (with the single exception of lady Montague, to be considered 
in a moment). As Gun has observed, "Shakespeare proloogs the play for 
just a few moments while senility traops back upon the stage to view the 
havoc it has wrought out of its stupidity.''' Other Shokcspcarean tragedies 
are also structured obout the conBict of the generations, but in none of them 
is • whole generation destroyed while the surviving fathers vie with one 
another over the details of the monument and a prince assuages his own 
sense of guilt by vaguely threatening that "some will be pa,doned, others 
punished." Romeo a11d Juliet is concerned with something far more com
prehensive than the fate of a pair of love rs who by their deaths compose a 
feud. It virtually su88ests that the sacri6ce of youth to the enmity of age is 
a grim law of our existence. Limping Winter will, if it can. destroy well· 
apparelled April, and sometimes the young will even welcome that doom. 

But the odd detail of the demise of Lady Montague must give us pause: 

AJa.s, my liege, my wife is dead to-night! 
G·rid of my son's exik h~th stopped 00 breath. 

( V.iii.210.l l) 

Surely it will not do to maint,in, as docs Gr:uiville-Barl<er,' that Shakespeare 
was short of actors. In so crowded a scene, no one would notice whether 
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Romeo's mother was there or not. Rather than covering up for a casting prob
lem, Montague's lines conspicuously call our attention to his wife's absence 
and, by "dead to-night," invite us to consider why she should have expired 
at approximately the same time as Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare apparently 
felt that this touch was somehow right for the sort of play he was writing; 
any valid interpretation must take it into account. 

And, as we look backward from the vantage point of these .final 
moments, other odd details emerge - points neglected or inconclusively dis
cussed by the critics. But taken together, these unconsidered trifles may point 
to a new reading of the play. Let me briefly list what I see as the principal 
unresolved problems of Romeo and /uliet. 

68 

1) The reported death of Lady Montague (not unlike that of Bra· 
bantio in Othello, V.ii.205-10). 

2) The variant readings run/re.ft in Juliet's .final line "This is thy 
sheath; there rust, [or, with Ql and NCS, rest] and let me die." 

3) Romeo's taking the poison in a cup rather than from a far more 
convenient vial (or, as in Brooke, a box) :-s "What's here? A cup, 
dosed in my true love's hand?" (V.iii.161). 

4) Romeo's failure to check with Friar Lawrence upon his return to 
Verona. 

5) The curious reference to "holiday" as Romeo seeks out the servkes 
of the Apothecary: "Being holiday, the beggar's shop is shut" 
(V.i.56) . 

6) The family's failure to see Juliet's "death" as a suicide, despite 
the presence of the vial from which she had taken the potion. 

7) The ostentatious repetition of the words Wednesday and Thursday 
in the middle movement of the play (some sixteen times between 
III.iv.17 and IV.ii.36, to say nothing of nine to-morrows between 
IIl.iv.29 and IV.iii.22). 

8) The long-standing difficulty of how the Friar's explicit statement 
"Thou shalt continue two-and-forty hours, / And then awake as 
from a pleasant sleep" (IV.i.105-6) can be reconciled with the 
"actual" time between Juliet's taking the potion before dawn on 
Wednesday and her awakening in the vault, presumably between 
sunset on Wednesday and the earliest hours of Thursday morning. 

9) Shakespeare's suppression of an explanation readily available in 
his source6 as to why Juliet does not accompany Romeo into exile, 
despite her earlier statement "And all my fortunes at thy foot 
I'll lay / And follow thee my lord throughout the world" 
(Il.ii.147-48). 
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10) Mercutio's reference to a "truckle-bed" at 11.i.39. 
11) The Nurse's ~ociation of weaning, earthquake, and sex in her 

prattle at Liii.23-48. 
12) The fact that the too easily forgotten Rosaline was also a Capulet, 

as the invitation makes clear in its reference to "my fair niece 
Rosaline" (I.ii.70). 

13) The insistent use of food imagery, particularly by Romeo. 

These problematic aspects of the play point, I believe, to an essential 
difference between the two principal characters. Admittedly, they live and 
die as poor sacrifices to their parents' enmity. But in a play of polarized 
action, characters, imagery, and language, the lovers themselves constitute the 
most basic polarity of all. 

Romeo and Juliet are related to one another as death is related to life. 
Shakespeare first presents Romeo to us in the context of his family. 

After the Prince quells the street-brawl in Li, the Mootagues are left alone 
on stage with Benvolio, and the discussion almost immediately turns to 
Romeo: 

0, where is Romeo? Saw you him to-day? 
Right glad I am he was not at this fray. 

( I.i.114-lS ) 

Benvolio responds to Lady Montague's somewhat perfunctory couplet with a 
description of Romeo's solitary nocturnal meditations, which Montague con
fums and amplifies. Perhaps the significant point in all this is that there is no 
effective communication between child and parents) specifically, between 
son and father. Montague's lethal botanical image is curious, to say the 
least: he sees Romeo as 

to himself so secret and so dose, 
So far from sounding and discovery, 
As is the bud bit with an envious worro 
Ere he can spread his sweet leaves to the air 
Or dedicate his beauty to the sun. 

(I.i.147-Sl) 

The Montagues exit in perplexed concern, clearly anxious to avoid a meeting 
with their son. Benvolio must function as their go-between. 

Yet if Romeo cannot level with his fat.her, he suffers from no lack of 
father-substitutes. Although often presented as older than his friend, Mer
cutio is not one of these. The two compete with each other in brilliant, 
bawdy, adolescent wit, but 'Romeo never shares any of his real concerns with 
Mercutio, who at the start of the balcony scene is still conjuring "by 
Rosaline's bright eyes" (cf. II.iv.4-5 ) , who concludes in II.iv that Romeo 
has been cured of his drivelling love, and who apparently dies without an 
inkling of Romeo's new passion. In fact, Shakespeare seems to empbasi:ie 
Merrutio's self-deprecation; his pose as the cynically experienced member 
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of the peer g,roup may be merely verbal smut. We remember "a visor for a 
visor" at I.iv.30, and, perhaps even more significantly, 

ru to my truckle-bed; 
This field-bed is too cold for me tO sleep. 

( Il.i.39-40) 

The citations in O.E.D. suggest that a truckle-bed is ocaipied by a child, by 
a servant ( as with Sancho Panza), by a student in contrast to his tutor. The 
field-bed is an erotic pun derived from the Nurse in Brooke: 

Loe here a fielde ( she shewd a fieeld bed ready dight) 
Where you may, if you list, in armes, revenge your selfe by 

fight. • 
( LI. 897 ·98) 

Mercutio, equally bawdy, imagines Romeo engaged in solitary amorous fan
tasies under a medlar-tree in the orchard, while he himself must return to his 
child's bed at home. 

Leaving Mercutio to one side, the father-surrogates constitute an inter
esting grouping within the dramatis personre, so much so that perhaps Juliet 
was right in urging Romeo to deny bis father (II.ii.34) . There is no need to 
develop his dependence on Friar Lawrence, though it is important to note 
that despite a repeated enquiry about " letters from the fria.r" at V.i.1 3 and 31, 
be does not even consider a visit to his spiritual adviser once he bas determined 
upon death. Romeo's reaction to Prince Escalus' sentence of banishment in 
Ill.iii ("Father, what news? What is the Prince's doom?") is a helpless 
infantile rage against quasi-parental authority, after which he leaves Verona 
without so much as a thought of the Montagues. The Apothecary in V.i 
becomes a sinister substitute for Friar Lawrence, whose osier cage had also 
contained poisons. A death-giving father, he anticipates in his emaciated 
appearance Romeo's striking image of Death as Senex in his final speech: 

Shall I believe 
That unsubstantial Death is amorous, 
And that the lean abhorred monster keeps 
Thee here in dark to be his paramour? 

(V.iii.102-10~) 

But Romeo reacts to this threat, not so much by resolving to stand 
valiantly by her bier as by peering, like a curious child, into the dark from 
his "pallet of dim night'' (d. Mercutio's truckle-bed). More than that, he 
identifies himself not merely with worms but with worms-turoed-ladies-in
waiting: 

Herc, here will I remain 
With worms that arc thy chambermaids. 

(V.iii.108-9) 

Not one of Romeo's "fathers" really contributes to his maturation, and 
also, all his women are off-limits to him. Not only once but twice he falls 
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desperately in Jove with a Capulet; we are left to wonder whether so~ 
important part of Juliet's attuctivenes. lies in her being • member of the 
forbidden family and whether this possibility may not point to the ultimate 
tobooed love-Object, Romeo's mother. He greets Saith ... , with 

How doth my lady I I, my foher well I 
How fares my Juliet? That I ask agaio. 
for nothing can be ill if she be, well. 

(V.i.14-16) 

If "my lady" docs not refer ambiguously to Lady Montague a, well as to 
Juliet, the very abocnce of any enquiry after his mother is itself sigoi6.cant. 
Perlu.ps this association of Juliet with Lady Montague explains the latter's 
unexpected demise: identi6ed on so~ deep psychological level, both die 
for Romeo at almost the same hour. 

Forbidding or indl'ectual fathers, forbidden motlte,s - small wonder 
that Romeo is presented as 6e,,ing from insoluble conflict. True, we often think 
of him in teems of vivid ,ction - scaling the orchord wall, rushing off stage in 
frantic punuit of Tybalt, riding furiously b3ck to Verona, forcing his way into 
the vault with rn•ttock and wrenching iron. But these moments of intense activ
ity (more •pparent, incidentally, in modern film versions than in performance 
under Shakespearean conditions) erupt •gainst • bockg,ound of essential pas• 
sivity. We are first told thot Montague's "heavy son" walks alone by night 
among the sycamores, mopes all day in his chamber, Jocking fair daylight out. 
He stands apart from his fun-loving peers by resolving to accompany them to 
the boll only as • torch-bearer. In the Friar's cell, he throws himself upon the 
ground ("taking the ~asure of an unmade grave") in a sclf-dram,tizing 
infantile gesture that is worthy of Rid1ard II. Rosaline he regards as utterly 
inacccs-sible, a Diana who lives unharmed from Love's weak childish bow 
(I.i.209). On first seeing Juliet, he can only conclude tb.\l here is "B .. uty too 
rich for use, for earth too dear" (1.v.47). Juliet lint declares her love and must 
herself ask for marriage ofter Romeo all too hastily backs away from a tentative 
"O wilt thou leave me so unsatisfied?" Friar Lawrence and the Nurse combine 
their efforts to raise him from the Boor and send him on his way to Juliet's 
bed; then he will go into exile without even suggesting that she accompany 
b.im to Mantua. 

Physically a virgin in Juliet's eyes (III.ii.12-1}) , he is certainly that in 
f!Very emotional respect. Juliet, ind, in • different key, Mercutio and the Nurse 
can talk of the human realities of love and sex, but Romeo's chosen role is that 
of uo.sttn worshipper - lamenting his frustration but preferring the conven, 
tionol verbo.Jizations to the give 2nd take of real C'X}'Crience. Juliet stands :above 
him in the bolcony scene 20d in both her dream at Ill.v and his •t V.i; by the 
pl:iy's ending, Romeo's cup and Juliet's dagger, while rcminiKmt of the grail 
and lance symbolism, suggest at least a p>rtial revers,! of sexual roles. 
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For, as Juliet had playfully pointed out, Romeo kisses "by th' book" 
(l.v.110). The book, of course, is the book of courtly Jove, in which the lover 
is cast in a wholly submissive, even masochistic, role relatively to his goddess
mistress. Thus Romeo is the pilgrim humbly approachiftg the shrine of bis saint 
(l.v.93-109). In striking light-dark contrasts, Juliet is a rich jewel in an 

Ethiop's ear (1.v.46), a snowy dove trooping with crows (I.v.48), the sun in 
the Eastern sky (11.ii.3), her eyes stars dazzling enough to turn night to day 
(II.ii.20-22 ), a bright angel (II.ii.26). Romeo's rude hand is made blessed 
by touching hers (l.v.51) ; it profanes "this holy shrine" (l.v.93-94) ; most 
interestingly, he concludes his Petrarchan hymn in II.ii with 

0 that I were a glove upon that hand 
That I might touch that cheek! 

(II.ii.24-2)) 

Elsewhere, he describes himself as a sick man (I.i.200) , as a madman 
(I.ii.54-56), as a scboolboy7 (II.ii.157-58), as less than cats, dogs, little mice, 
and carrion flies (IIl.iii.30-41), as a dead man (V.i.6), as a desperate man 
armed against self (V.iii.59-65), as one with worms and chambermaids 
(V.iii.108-109). To bis father, he is a worm-bitten bud (I.i .149 ) ; to Mercutio, 
a dead ape (Il.i.16), a dead Jover (ll.iv.13) , a dried herring (ll.iv. 37); to the 
Nurse, a lamb (ll.v.44) and later a dishcJout (IIl.v.221); to Friar Lawrence, 
a beast (III.iii.111 ) , a miser-usurer (III.iii.123) , a form of wax (III.iii.126), 
powder in a skilless soldier's Bask (III.iii.132), a pouting, misbehaved and 
sullen wench (lll.iii.143-44). While he may appear as "the god of my idol
atry" to Juliet at ll.ii.144, she most often describes him in images that suggest 
his passivity: if he is a falcon, he is a tassel-gentle (II.i i.160) ; shortly there
after, he becomes a wanton's bird hopping like a poor prisoner in his twisted 
gyves and plucked back again with a silken thread (II.ii.178-182), to which 
Romeo acquiescingly responds "I would I were thy bird." Later, she sees him 
as new snow upon a raven's back (III.ii.19), as cut up into little stars 
(III.ii.22), as an unpossessed mansion (III.ii.26-7), or an unworn robe 
(III.ii.30-31). Her imagery darkens in III.v: he becomes a hunted animal 
(1. 34) and then one dead in the bottom of a tomb (1. 56). 

We further observe this passivity in Romeo's penchant for dreaming 
(I.iv.50ff, 11.ii.140, V.i.lff, V.iii.79). It is also defined by a recurrent image 
drawn from the sonnet tradition: that of the stoan-tossed ship with the blind 
boy-god Cupid at the helm.8 Romeo's surrender of personal responsibility 
comes early io the play: 

But he [i.e., Cupid] that hath the steerage of my course 
Direct my sail ! 

(J.iv.112-13) 

A subsequent reference to love brings in related nautical associations: "I am no 
pilot .... " at II. ii.82. At V.i.3, the god of Love is described as "my bosom's 
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lord," and tbe phrase "my betossed soul'.' (V.iii.76) likewise suggests the ship 
oo longer under human control This motif culminates in an image of 
shipwreck: 

.Thou desperate pilot, now at once run on 
The dashing rocks thy seasick weary bark! 

(V.iii.117-18) 

If Romeo's passivity is construed as regressive, it is hardly surprising that 
images of food and eating should abound in the play. Actual meals figure 
prominently, as in the Capulets' trifling small supper (of which the guests do 
not get to partake) and the wedding-funeral feast, complete with bustling 
kitchen preparations (see also l.iii.100-104 and the coda of the musicians' 
remarks in IV.v) . As the Nurse teases Juliet in 11.v, her digressions include 
two references to dinner (1. 45 and 1. 77). Even the Capulet servants bite 
their thumbs at their Montague counterparts io I.i. In general, the older gen
eration revds in food, the young hunger for it. Benvolio expresses the fear 
that "Supper is done, and we shall come too late" (liv.105), and Capulet 
threatens Juliet with starvation if she persists in thwarting his will (III.v.194). 

Romeo's third question io Li is "Where shall we dine?" Love, he tells 
Benvolio, is "a sea nourished with lovers' tears," "a choking gall, and a preserv
ing sweet" (l.i.190-92); he himself is "shut up in prison, kept without my 
food!" (l.ii.55). His riddling confession to Friar Lawrence states, "I have been 
feasting with my enemies" (Il.iii.49); death is "love-devouring" (II.vi.7); 
Mercutio will become worms' meat (Ill.i.105); the flies that approach Juliet 
are "carrion flies" (III.iii.35) ; Romeo is "with his own tears made drunk" 
(III.iii.83) ; the last line he speaks to Juliet is "Dry sorrow drinks our blood" 
(Ill.v.59). Poisons abound, in Friar Lawrence's collecting-basket, in Lady 
Capulet's plan of vengeance (IIl.v.89-92), in the Apothecary scene: pa.radoxi
cally, they become cordials to the life-weary taker (V.1.85) . Throughout, 
Romeo's sensuousness is mediated primarily through the lips (I.v.95ff, 
III.iii. 37, V.i.8, V.iii.113). 

In the graveyard scene the allusions to eating erupt with explosive 
violence. Romeo warns Balthasar not to return: 

By heaven, I will tear thee joint by joint 
And strew this hungry churchyard with thy limbs. 
The time and my intents are savage-wild, 
More fierce and more inexorable far 
Than empty tigers or the roaring sea. 

(V.ili.3:1·39) 

The Capulets' monument is a "detestable maw," "gorged with the dearest 
morsel of the earth." But Romeo will add to this glut by force-feeding: 

Thus I enforce thy rotten jaws to open, 
And in de$pite 1'11 cram thee with more food. 

(V.iii.4748) 
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Juliet's body makes the gloomy v•ult "• feasting presfflce"; Death, • (.,,.n 
monster, has sucked the honey of her breath and thus become "engrossing 
death." Cupid is now experienced in gustatory terms - a bitter conduct 3lld 
unsavo(f gu_ide; words like swcel, sour, bill,r, wonnwood, g"J/ have reso
nated throughout the play. Even the P,ince rC$0rlS to• concluding oml image: 
"Seal up the mouth of outrage for a while" (V.iii.216). 

Regression thus provides its own difficulties. Food may be bitter as well 
as sweet, choking as well as satisfying; when not too little, there is too much; 
as poison, it can destroy life rother than sustain it. Romc.-o must thcrefo,e 
move beyond infancy to the oblivion of death itself - "Would I were sl""P 
and peace, so sweet to rest!" (Il.ii.188). Thanatos presides over his death· 
marked love. 

lo describing Rosaline's obdu13Cf, be had characterized himself as a 
living dead man (I.i.222), "'1d in agreeing to accompany his friends to the 
Capulet,' ball, he foresaw the term of his despised life paying the forfeit of 
untimely death (l.iv.106-111). In the balcony scene, he balances the alterna
tives of life with love or death: 

My life were better ended with their hate 
Th.an death prorogu&I, wanting o( th1 love-. 

(ll.,i.77,78) 

At Ill.v.17·18, he welcomes the thought of death: 

Let me be t.a'cn, let me be put to death. 
r 2.m content, JO 1hou wjJt have it so. 

and Juliet responds to his mod,idity with a fatal vision of her own: 

Methinks l $CC thtt, now thou art $0 low, 
As one dtad in the bottom of a tomb . 

.(III.v.ll-l6) 

Even Capulet, in unconscious irony, will say, "Death is my son-in-law" 
(IV.v.38) . Romeo dreams that his lady c:amc and found him dead (V.i.6); 
the immediately sequent report of Juliet's death galvanize$ him into • pre
cipitate rush toward doom: "I will hence to-night" (V.i.26) . Buying the 
poison, he remades, appa,ently inconsequentially but in • way that exprC$SC$ 
his new exhilamtion, that it is "holiday" i.n Mantua. Avid for death, he can
not attend to Balthasor's words as the two post bock to Verona (V.iii.76-79), 
and he can give no further thought to Friar Lawttnce. "Well, Juliet, I will He 
with thee to-night'' modulates into the faintly necrophilic 

But chicBy to take tbeoce from her dead fingc:r 
A precious ring- a ring that I mu.st use 
ln <lca.r employment. 

Shakespeare contrive$. that he shall murder Paris in an episode that parallels 
the earlier slaying of Tybalt He then lays the·bo<ly in the tomb as ooc "by 
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a dead man interred" and, with the strange hilarity of those who welcome 
death, he shakes the yoke of inauspicious stars from his world-wearied flesh, 
begs Cupid to drive his bark upon the dashing rocks, and takes the drug 
which, in a penultimate pun, he can describe as "quick." And nothing cou.Id 
be more appropriate (however unrealistic and however difficult to manage 
on stage) than that he should take the poison-cordial in a cup- in an artifact 
that closely resembles, in shape and function, the maternal breast. 

Juliet's development, though more easily summarized, is far more com
plex: between Sunday and Thursday morning, she experiences every major 
aspect of an Elizabethan woman's life except child-bearing. We see her first as 
child, as dutiful daughter: 

I'll look to like, if looking liking move; 
But no more deep will I endart mine eye 
Thao your consent gives strength to make it fly. 

( I.iii.97 ·99) 

Yet within a few hours, she has given her heart irrevocably not to the County 
Paris but to a loathed enemy. Both playing the courtly-love game as saint in 
Romeo's pilgrim shrine and gently rebuking him for his erotic cliches, she 
moves into a world in which a new-found independence at first coexists with 
her role as Capu.Iet child. 

Fully in control of the situation in the balcony scene, she realistically 
appraises the dangers and then moves decisively beyond the stalemated role
playing of the sonnet tradition by proposing immediate marriage: "At what 
o'clock to-morrow/ Shall I send to thee?" (II.ii.168-69) . The tempo of her 
life accelerates from this point on. She is secretly married in Friar Lawrence's 
cell (where once again her forthright idiom rejects the overblown rhetoric of 
Romeo's protestations) ; within three hours she mangles the name of her new 
husband in grief over Tybalt's death. She then consummates her marriage in 
love-performing night and learns to play verbal games with her mother (IIl.v). 
But a new crisis emerges when she learns, on Monday, that she is to be mar
ried to Paris on Thursday (because "Wednesday is too soon" as Capulet had 
noted at III.iv.19). Now the days of the week begin to reverberate insistently: 
the repeated Wednesdays and Thursdays and to-morrows are unusually speci· 
fie, even for Shakespeare, who is characteristically (if sometimes confusingly) 
precise in dating significant action. 

Juliet, wife, still feels the tug of her earlier role within the family. She has 
taken Romeo to her bed, eagerly, in her own bedchamber at the very hour when 
her parents are arranging her marriage to Paris, yet for all the passion of her 
declaration that she is willing to follow her lord throughout the world, it does 
not occur to her that she might leave her home and accompany her husband 
into exile. Io Brooke's poem. as we have seen, the lovers discuss the pros and 
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coos of such a possibility in some detail, and Shakespeare's heroines are usually 
most resourceful in donning page-disguises to be near their men. 

Crumpling before the fury of her father's wrath when she refuses to be 
married on Thursday, her plea to Lady Capulet rejected, forced to repudiate the 
Nurse (her real mother-figure) , she turns in desperation to the Friar, who pro
vides the expedient of the sleeping potion. Returning home, she not only 
accepts the new role of deceitful child, she overplays it: 

Pardon, I beseech you! 
Henceforward I am ever ruled by you. 

(IV.ii.21-22 ) 

Capulet cannot believe his ears. Although he had earlier stated his belief that 
a wedding on Wednesday would be indecorous in view of Tybalt's death, he 
now seems unwilling to trust that Juliet's docility will last so long as 
Thursday: 

Send for the County. Go tell him of this. 
I'll have this knot knit up to-morrow morning. 

(IV.ii.23-24) 

Juliet, weakly, protests that she has just seen Paris at Friar Lawrence's cell, 
but after her "Henceforward I am ever ruled by you," she can hardly demur, 
and Lady Capulet's practical objections are brusquely overruled. 'Juliet's deci
sion to dramatize herself as wayward girl reclaimed has thus lost her and the 
Friar an urgently needed day. She must therefore proceed immediately to the 
potion (without opportunity to communicate with the Friar), quell her doubts 
concerning his integrity and her own physical horror of death and the terrors 
of the vault. Her last words in IV.iii crystalli2e her rejection of her identity as 
Capulet in exchange for that of Montague, as she rushes to defend Romeo from 
the imagined attack of Tybalt's vengeful ghost. 

Stay, Tybalt, stay! 
Romeo, I come! This do I drink to thee. 

(lV.iii.57-58) 

Two problems now appear. It is impossible to work the forty-two hours 
of Juliet's trance (not so specified, incidentally, in any of the sources) into a 
rational time-scheme, and we must wonder why no one interprets Juliet's 
"death" as a suicide, even though the vial is lying beside her. The answers to 
these questions lie, I think, not in any realistic appraisal of probabilities so 
much as in Shakespeare's grasp of the totality of Juliet's meaning- specifi
cally, in his presenting her, as over against Romeo, as an essentially life
affirming character. We observe Juliet in a "normal" (though tempestuous) 
family context: the Montagucs are the merest shadows in comparison with the 
Capulets and the Nurse. In contrast to Romeo's regressive orality, the play 
is concerned to stress Juliet's successful (and reassuringly·late) weaning, with 
attendant earthquake and shaken dovehousc imagery to underscore the inevi-
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tably traumatic nature of that milestone toward maturity. The Nurse's bawdy 
reminiscences in I.iii specifically link the event with a future acceptance of a 
sexual role ("The pretty wench left crying and said 'Ay' " ). The passage began 
with a reference to Lammas Eve (July 31, appropriately for Juliet's name) -
the ancient harvest festival deriving its name, loaf-Mass, from the custom of 
offering bread made from the newly ripened wheat. The Nurse further notes 
that at the time of the weaning, Juliet's parents were away- significantly, at 
Mantua. Birth, weaning, the innocence of doves and children, womanhood at 
fourteen, welcomed sexuality, harvest, the bread of Jif e are thus interwoven 
against a background of seismic violence and separation: the Nurse's associa
tions are only superficially random. And Capulet's unusual oath at IIl.v.177, 
"God's bread," which so exercised the earlier editors, is wholly congruent 
with the l ammastide context of the play. 9 

Unlike Romeo, Juliet has words to express honest feeling. Five times (at 
Il.ii.104, Il.vi.33, IIl.ii.16, IV.i.58, V.iii.161), she speaks of "true love" or 
its equivalent; Romeo does not employ this phrase and according to the Friar, 
' 'useth [neither love nor his farulties] in that true use indeed" (lll.ili.124). 
In her ' 'Gallop apace" soliloquy, she can look forward to sex with unabashed 
enthusiasm. And for her, death is not a goal but merely the only conceivable 
alternative to a life without Romeo: her drinking the potion is an affirmation 
not only of her husband against Tybalt's fury but of the larger possibilities of 
their life together in defiance of all the powers of darkness and evil. 

Hence the symbolic rather than "actual" time of her trance. Like Jesus, 
Juliet is engaged in a Harrowing of Hell, descending for forty-two hours into 
the grave in order that life and love may ultimately triumph over death.10 

She does not of course awaken to an Easter morn; she fails to reach Thursday 
night, her Lammastide birthday, her full maturity or motherhood. But these 
were nonetheless her goals, as Shakespeare indicates by his insistence on sacra
mental union, by his allusions to sacred time. 

For much the same reasons, the vial must be conveniently overlooked, 
just as the Capulets' mourning must be rhetorically false to the point of ludi
crousness. Shakespeare is looking past his actors to his audience: we must 
respond, in our superior awareness, to the divine comedy that Juliet is attempt
ing to enact. 

But everything goes wrong ( and we remember that not everything is 
fated - destiny, fortune, accident, character, and Juliet's free choices in her 
role-playing with her father conspire to bring about the downfall of the 
lovers). Only in his dream can Juliet kiss Romeo back into life; in reality, 
his kisses, bis character, will bring death to both of them. And as we have 
seen with Romeo, the mode of suicide is revelatory. There are no final words 
to be exchanged, even though two versions of the story bad allowed for thatu 
and Shakespeare was later to permit Desdemona a last commendation to he.r 
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lord after her apparent death. There is not even a shared cup, for Juliet's mis
carried plan falls short of Thursday evening and its eucha.ristic associations 
(we remember "Or shall I come to you at evening Mass" at IV.i.38). Romeo 
had drunk the poison from the cup- greedily, it would appear: 

0 churl! drunk all, and left no frien.dly drop 
To help me after? 

(V.iii .. 163-64) 

Juliet must snatch Romeo's dagger and proceed to her lonely Jiebestod, her 
second, and, this time, an enforcedly solitary, sexual act: 

0 happy dagger! 
This is thy sheath; there [rest], and let me die. 

(V.iii.169-70) 

Surely Ql's " rest" is preferable to " rust," as John Dover Wilson has con
cluded.12 "Rust" only seems to be the more vivid word; in fact, Shakespeare 
has carefully prepared us for " rest" by its earlier occurrences in the play. At 
II.ii.188, Romeo had said, "Would I were sleep and peace, so sweet to rest," 
and at 11.iii.43, he had punned, in his exchange with the Friar, "the sweeter 
rest was mine," which Lawrence construes in a sexual sense. The Nurse later 
clarifies the meaning: 

for the next night, I warrant, 
The County Paris hath set up his rest 
That you shall rest but little. 

(IV.v.5-7) 

Annotators generally refer us to the game of primero, but Eric Partridge's 
gloss is far more helpful: 

Cf. the origin, Jet lance in rest, 'to set one's lance against 
the check that holds the butt of a tilter's lance when it is 
couched for the charge against the tilter' s opponent.'18 

Romeo draws, again in pun, on the same phallic image just before his death: 

0, here 
Will I set up my everlasting rest 

(V.iii.109-110) 
and the word has one more faint echo, linked with up, as the Prince begins his 
summation: 

What misadventure is so early up, 
That calls our person from our morning rest? 

(V.iii.188-89) 

So Juliet must at the last manage for herself, Romeo's passivity now made 
permanent in death. Yet her final action is oo infantile regression, but rather 
a pathetic parody of that mature sexuality for which she had striven. As with 
Oeopatra, the life-affirming erotic images negate the grim reality of self
destruction. And in one important respect, Juliet transcends the apotheosis of 
Shakespeare's serpent of old Nile. Almost alone among the great lovers in the 
Western amatory tradition, from Dido and .IEneas through T ristan and Isolde 
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and Hcloise and Abelard down at least to Heathcliff and Cathy, Juliet had 
opted for marriage, foe that sacramental «cognition of a cclationship pointing 
toward in iotegr.ttion of love with the values of commwiity and asserting that 
life itself, in its ongoing fullness, outweighs both death and eros. 

She W2$ defeated, ultim•tcly, by her Romeo. Not until she awakens to 
lind him de.td is the pby irrevoc.bly committed to its tcagic dose. 

Ithaca College 
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1 Uolcss oth.erwise noted, Shakespeare is cited from William Shalcespeue, Th, 
Compl,1, W or.l:1, Alfred Harbage, general editor (Baltimore: Penguin Boob, 1969). 

2 See Horace Howard Furness, ed., A N,w Variorum Edition of Sha.l:1sptar1: 
Rom,o and )11/i,1 (1871; rpt. New York: Dover Publications, 1963), p. 362. 
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o Brooke, 11. 1576-1700. 
'See Irving Ribne.r, "Then I Denie You Starres: A Reading of Rom,o and 

f 11litl' in Josephine W. Bennett and others, eds., S111die1 in English Rmaiisan" Drama 
(New York: New York UP, 1959), p. 279, where the phrase "fortune's fool" is 
glossed both as "dupe" or "plaything" and u "chiJcl" 

• See Petrarch's Sonnet Q.XXXIX, best known in Wyatt's translation "My 
Galley Chug~ with Forgetfulness." 

11 Ia the Christian calendar. Lammas Day is the Feast of St. Peter in Chains 
(A.d VincuJa) , which may account for Sbuespeare·s changing the name of Verona's 
church from the SL Francis of the source (Brooke, l. 2006) to St. Peter's, less appro
pria.te for a FranciSOlll friar. The Church of St. Peter Ad Vinculai was located in 
Tower Green. 

10 The forty-two hours, th.ough not derived from the sources, are unmistakably 
Shakespearean, being found in the reported text as well as in Q2 and F. They cannot 
be construed literally: in V .i, Balthasar "presently took post"' after Juliet's funeral, 
and Romeo "will hence to-night" and "lie with thee to-night." Paris, whose presence 
in the churchy_a,rd is Shakespeare's invention, states " which with sweet water nightly 
I will dew" (V.iii.14, emphasis added), as though he were paying true love's rite to 
Juliet on her fust night beneath the canopy of dust and stones. Tbe Watchman's sub
sequent reference to Juliec as "this two days buried" (V.ill.176) creates no real 
problem since by then it is dearly after midnight, i.e., Thursday morning. 

The time-interval is therefore symbolic rather than literal. Shakespeare, lo an age 
of strikins clocks, consistendy interprets the "third hour," "sixth hous" divisions in a 
modem rather than a classical or Biblical<anonical sen.se. Tilis is explicit in U.L, J. 
i.228; H,, JV Cho.,16; /C, rI.iv.23 ; Ant, II .v.21; CJm, I.iv.31 and JV.ii.30; and 
Tmp, V.i.4. In thinking of the Passion narratives, Shakespeare may well have construed 
the Biblical "at the ninth hour" (Matt. 27:46; Mk. 15 :34; Lk. 23:44) as 9 A.M.
morning executions were normal in his England as with the hours set for Hastings in 
R3 and Claudio in MM; 9 A.M. is already associated lo the play with death-marked 
Romeo ( I.i.1~9. which contradicts 11. 132-BS, and Il.ii.169). If Shakespearean dawns 
occur about 3 A.M., as Capulet indicates in IV.iv.4 and 21 (cf. H'l IV Cho., 16 and 
JC, II.i.192), the total hours of Christ's entombment would equal orty,two. 

1'l Those of .Luigi da Porto and Bandello; sec Bullough, 1,271 and 2n. 
12 John Dover Wilson, ed., Rom,o and /11/itt (New Cambridge Sh:ilces~are. 

Cambrii3ge: Cambridge UP, 1971), p. 218. 
n Eric Pam:idgc, Shakespeare's Bawd1 (NC'W Yorlc: Dutton, 1960), p. 186. 
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TATE'S <;ORDELIA: 
BONDS BROKEN AND REJOINED 

by Robert F. Willson, Jr. 
Nahum Tate's Lear (1681) is demonstrably a tidier version of the play 

than Shakespeare's. Sloppy details are eliminated in order to achieve, as the 
last line announces, , the triumph of Truth and Virtue. Not only does the plot 
end happily, with· the marriage of Edgar and. Cordelia; it ends in such a way 
as to permit a recoveJed Lear to bestow the kingdom on the newlyweds and 
retire ·with Kent to the unburdened state that he longed for in the opening 
scene. The Fool and France have dutifully disappeared, thereby giving us a 
more tractable plot uncluttered by the Fool's cryptic aphorisms and by France's 
presence as a suitor for O>rdelia's hand. Speeches are Oit and reworded (with
out·' the Fool Lear is obliged to state: "-ha! here's Two of us are Sophisti
cated" ) , and some parts of them are reassigned in order to better motivate 
the romantic action.1 The gods above prove especially just, leaving no doubt 
in any character's mind about the ultimate victory. of. good over evil, of order 
over cha0&. In Maynard Mack's opinion Tate has fashioned both a tragicomedy 
and a melodrama (some may find the two synonymOl:1$), a work of dramatic 
art stripped of distressing ambiguities of both plot and character.2 Beaumont 
and .Fletcher, whos<; stock rose higher than Shakespeare's during the Restora
tion, would have been proud of the finished product. 
, Simply deploring the impact of Tate's cutting and pasting on the aesthetic 

quality of Shakespeare's tragedy is not the purpose of this essay, however. One 
need not belabor the point that this version is conventional and philosophically 
dead. Tate may have succeeded in rescuing all the good characters from 
terrifying deaths, but by that magnanimous · gesture he has not necessarily 
p.umped Hf e into a tired .format of romance. The more intriguing question is 
not one.of formula plotting~ it -concerns the recasting of Cordelia's character 
into that of a romantic heroine. In effecting this change-, Tate must take care 
to motivate a number .-of her actions that Shakespeare has chosen ( or failed) 
to motivate. For example, O>rdelia's refusal to enter into the praising game in 
Shakespeare's opening scene perplexes Lear but not us: she dearly states that 
her bond as a loving daughter is inviolable and cannot be strengthened by 
mere words. The choric repetition of "nothing" by both characters, culminat
ing in Lear's "Nothing can. come of ~othing," establishes a ritualistic mood 
that suits well with the fairy-tale structure of the scene. Tate, however, cannot 
accept either a daughter's(headstrong defiance of her father's w~es or a plot 
that depends chiefly upon the conflict between materialism and spiritual va-lues 
for its opening movement. His answer is to transform O>rdelia into a Juliet; 
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a youthful heroine who is forced by an angry father to, marry someone 
(Burgundy) her heart refuses to accept. It is Edgar she desires, but Lear, 

knowing of her perverse affection for Gloucester's son and of his suspected 
treasonous behavior toward his father, stands fum1y in the path of true love. 
In banishing his daughter, Tate's Lear acts more like Capulet, raging against 
a thankless child that has refused to play his game of vain praise. Both char
acters are thus reduced or refined, moving closer to their stereotypes instead of 
breaking away from them. 

The cutting of France's part also allows Tate to steer away from the 
movingly dramatic paradoxes spaken by the king as he takes up the rejected 
prize: "Fairest Cordelia, that art most rich being poor, Most choice forsaken, 
and most loved despised ... " ( 253-54). What results in Tate is the reduction 
of Cordelia's significance as a symbolic character, the figure whose name under
scores the image of cords that hold together bodies, families, and societies, 
as well as suggesting the musical chord whose pawer aw restore order out of 
chaos, or discord. None of these significances are felt in the words or actions 
of Tate's heroine. 

We realize the loss of this symbolic function as well through the elimina
tion of the Fool from the play. His choric remarks in the early scenes and 
throughout the storm sequence underscore Lea.r's tragic blindness to the quali
ties of loyalty and love that Cordelia stands for. It should also be recalled that 
in Shakespeare there are suggested parallels between the Fool and Cordelia: 
both are Lear's "favorites" until forced to leave him, both speak honestly, if 
somewhat cryptically, both are "most rich being poor." Indeed, Lear's line 
when he holds the dead Cordelia in his arms- "And my poor fool is 
hanged !" - seems intended to suggest similar fates for both characters. Cor
delia and the Fool are victims, sacrifices to the fury of the storm loosed upon 
England by Lear's blind rage. The Fool's absence from Tate's revision, then, 
all but eliminates the choric aspect of the play, especially as regards the image 
pattern of blindness,-s as well as jettisoning an important character parallel that 
enhances the theme of familial order and degree. This excision is particularly 
disturbing if we think of the Fool as Cordelia's surrogate during the storm 
scenes; be is the child watching over the parent as Edgar watches over 
Gloucester. 

As a character who symbolizes the invisible bonds of nature, Cordelia's 
presence is most deeply felt in her absence. More than once in the depth of 
his distraction, Lear is tortured by the thought that he has banished his most 
loving child. The impact of Lear's ~l,t is not as strongly felt by the audience 
of Tate's version because the Fool is not present to remind him of his mistake. 
In addition Cordelia has not left England. By dropping France from the play 
Tate has made sure that Edgar's role as suitor is secure, but in the process the 
political dimension of Shakespeare's tragedy has been obscured. One of the 
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main thtmatic points of Lear is that France, in metaphoric terms, has stolen 
away England's dearest prize. Cordelia's banishment not only precipitates 
civil war at home; it nearly leads to the victory of arch-enemy France over 
England. Such matters were apparently of little concern to Tate and his 
Restoration audience. 

Of greater interest was the love story of Edgar and Cordelia, which Tate 
hit upon as a happy solution to Cordelia's "indifference" to her father's wishes, 
and to the question of Edgar's disguise. It also struck Tate as an effective way 
of bringing together two characters who never exchanged a word in the 
original. After being denied by B,urgundy Cordelia graciously bears the 
impassioned pleadings of Edgar for her hand - and rejects him too. Her 
reason for turning him down is not that she doesn't love him; she simply 
desires to test his vows before giving him her heart. After all, Burgundy 
proved fickle and so may Edgar, for all his apparent zeal. She ondedines her 
concern in an aside: 

This Baseness of th' ignoble Burgundy 
Draws just suspicion on the Race of Men, 
His love was lnt'rest, so may Edgar's be 
And He but with more Complement dissemble: 
If so, I shall oblige him by Denying: 
But of his Love be fuct, such Constant flame 
As Warms our Breasts, if such I find his Passion, 
My Heart as gratefull to his Truth shall be, 
And Cold Cordelia prove as Kind as He.• 

With this speech, something quite significant has happened to Shake
speare's Cordelia. Her struggle is engaged not so much against Lear's pride 
or materialism, or her sisters' greed, but against the apparent inconstancy of 
men vying for her affections. As if to reassure us, moreover, that his Cordelia 
does have an affectionate side, Tate has her promise to thaw her heart should 
Edgar in fact prove honest. In the process of removing any taint of Isabella
like coldness from Cordelia, Tate has also tarnished the image of her as an 
unyielding opponent of hypocrisy. And when she dons a disguise later to find 
and protect her father, her professed devotion to him is not entirely convinc
ing. That disguise, we should see, gives her greater freedom to observe Edgar's 
behavior undetected. The reuniting of father and daughter, which is so 
crucial to the resolution of Shakespeare's Lear, is made secondary to the love 
story in Tate. 

In another modification, Tate manages to confound the two plots through 
the addition of a baldly melodramatic incident. He arranges for Edmund to 
overhear Cordelia's appeal to Gloucester for help in finding her father; the 
Bastard then gleefully promises to rape her on the heath during the storm. 
While this modification reinforces the portrait of Cordelia as a kind of 
Lavinia, it grossly oversimplifies Edmund's character. It is as if, Tate were not 
satisfied with Shakespeare's adequate depiction of Edmund as an ambitious 
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and unprincipled villain but instead assigns to him the unbounded appetitts 
of a demonic satyr. The resolt is to melodramatiu Edmund's villa.iny, $0me
th.ing Shakespeare carefully avoids e\'en when he gives him a.n anticlim11ctic 
confession speech. Edmund's order to kill Cordeli• and I.car should be under
stood as simply the final, M11.ChiavelJian step in his rise to pcwer, the calculat
ing elimination of two pitiful 6gu,es whose existence could 2rousc symP"thy 
and rebellion in the populoce. Instead of Sh2kcspca«'s plotter Tate has given 
us ao Iachimo whose J.ibidinous nature strives to create an ~sthctics of lust: be 
wiJJ play the "vig'rous Jove" :1nd enjoy "This Semele in a Storm ... " One 
can almost hear the goatish caclcJe and see the twirling of the moustache. 

But Edmund's ruffians sent to subdue Cordelia and Arrante (Tate has 
fittingly given his romantic heroine a maid and confidant) are themselves 
subdued by Edgar disguised as poor Tom. Edgar's actions here a,e apprO· 
priated from the scene in the o<iginal in which Edgar trips up and kiJJs 
Oswald as he tries to clairn blind Gloucester for his prize (IV.vi). Here is 
furtbe, illustration of the way in ,vhich Tate confounds elements of the two 
plots in order to enlarge and bring to a climax the love story. It is in this 
scone (III.iv) that the grateful Cordelia takes Edgar as her husband; the scene 
is also clearly the major climax of Tate's play. Cordelia's atecptllnce of Edgar 
is the occasion for her to enunciate her faith in the value of reality ove:r 
appearance. He proves more valuable to her precisely b=use he stands before 
her in rags. Tate has put into CordeLia's mouth words that echo those of 
F,ance (255·64) in Shakespeare's opening scene: 

By the dc.1r Vit,J Stmm that Baths my Hc,n. 
These hallow'd Rags of Thine, and naked Vcttue, 
Thcs<: .2.bj«t Tmels, these bntastick Shreds, 
(Ridiculous ev·n to the mnncn Clown) 
To me uc: dca.rcr than the richt$t Pomp 
Of purple .Moouchs. 

(lll.k29HOO) 

Not only do the lines recall Fra.ncc's trenchont paradoxes in the pseudo· 
marriage ceremony of the original, they point as well to I.ear's discovery of 
the value of un,ccommodated man, and of pomp's need to take physic. Cor
deli, has now assumed the role of choric speaker, subsuming in this speocb 
some of the ploy's major themes. The assignment of choric duties to Co,delia 
further enhances her part while it reduces Lear's; ironically, Tate gives her a 
range of rhetorical style that Shakespeare's Cordelia never achieves. But the 
"poetry" of such speocbes is so regularized and weighed down by poetic dic
tion that one v.·onders what has become of the heroine whose inability to 
"mend her speocb" was a major strength. 

This (.ordelia does retain her function as nurse to htr father's tortured 
mind and body. But while Shakespeare's Lear never completely recovers from 
his madness, Tate's hero miraculously escapes from the wheel of 6,c almo,t 
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entirely unscathed. Cordelia is seemingly granted angelic powers to effect the 
cure: she restores her father's health by calling upon the gods to def end his 
right to the kingship or suffer a tarnishing of their "image." Tate's Cordelia 
is no frail Bower, as the force of rhetoric in this prayer to the gods 
demonstrates: 

- You never-erring Gods 
Fight on his side, and Thunder on his Foes 
Such Tempest as his poor ag'd Head sustain'd; 
Your Image suffers when a Monarch bleeds. 
'Tis your own Cause, for that your Succours bring, 
Revenge your Selves, and right an iojur' d King. 

( IV.v.74-79) 

It is hard to imagine Shakespeare's Cordelia speaking these lines. "Revenge" 
is a word not to be found in her gentle lexicon. More important, she desires 
the healthful recovery of her father, not his return to the throne at all costs. 
Pity, not revenge or restoration, motivates her actions throughout the recon
ciliation scenes io Shakespeare's version. While Tate's Cordelia can be admired 
for her pluck and strong will, these qualities are better suited to someone like 
Edgar, who in the original and in Tate is given the task of fighting Edmund 
to the death. 

In Tate's recasting of the play's ending, Lear wakens from his sleep in 
Cordelia's arms, only to find the captain and officers Edmund has sent to hang 
him and Cordelia. The murderers bring "cords" along with them, thus estab
lishing a baldly symbolic suggestion of the heroine's name; with their cords 
they will seek to sever the cord, or bond, that has been reestablished between 
Lear and his favorite. But Lear kills two of the villains with his "biting 
Falchion" just before Albany and Edgar enter to save the day. Edgar's 
reward is Cordelia's hand and a share of the crown, which Lear has regained 
and is permitted according to law to bestow on his chosen successor. He and 
Kent will depart for a cool cell where they can exchange sad and happy tales 
in peace, while the battered but unbowed Gloucester, arriving late, is invited 
to join the retirees in their contemplative exercises. And, in her newly-won 
part as Queen, Cordelia has been translated into the Miranda or Perdita of 
Shakespeare's romances. Tate bas simply taken the romance elements of the 
original to their logical conclusion by designing an ending that not only 
pleases all concerned but also promises a fruitful issue to insure future peace 
and ordec.6 Edgar's final speech hints at the ultimate metamorphosis of Cor
delia's character - to the stature of goddess - as he disavows any earthly 
ambitions in his love for her: 

Divine Cordelia, all the Gods witness 
How much thy Love to Empire I prefer! 
Thy bright Example shall convince the World 
(Whatever Storms of Fortune are decreed) 
That Truth and V crtue shall at last succeed. 

(V.v.164-68) 
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In simplest terms the distinction between the Cordelias of Shakespeare 
and Tate can be traced to the style of the play - tragedy and romance, respec
tively - each chose to write. But Tate's heroine is more than the Fletcherian 
innocent whose function is to test the loyalty of the race of men. He uses her to 
play an active part in the restoration of Lear's kingship and, with Edgar, to 
establish a " bra..-e new world" of rule following Lear's retirement. She is also 
the central choric speaker, replacing the Fool, whose duty it is to underscore the 
play's main themes. In performing these various functions, however, Tate's 
Cordelia cannot sustain the symbolic identity of Shakespeare's heroine. That is, 
in the original she represents the cords or bonds of nature ( and possibly the 
healing power of music), but her presence is not required throughout to rein
force the symbolic point. The Gentleman's description of her reaction to the 
news of Lear's fate (IV.iii.18-26) is only one example of Cordelia's value as a 
model of virtue to whom others can refer for inspiration. Because the original 
is a tragedy, her death is a form of sacrifice, necessary to restore nature to 
health; paradoxically, the bond of reuniting with Lear must be broken before 
the storm within and without man can subside. To say that Cordelia's character 
is richer and more complex in Shakespeare than in Tate is also to suggest that 
tragedy touches deeper emotional chords than does melodrama or romance. 
Tate seems to have missed this point in his justification, arguing that it is 
more difficult to save than to kill the principals of a play: 

The Dagger and Cup of Poyson arc 
alwaies in Readiness; but to bring the 
Action to the last Extremity, and then 
by probable Means to recover All, will 
require the Art and Judgment of a Writer, 
an.d cost him many a Pang in the Performance.& 

What must be done to prepare for the miraculous recovery eventually means 
tampering with character and motivation, and Cordelia is a good illustration 
of the point. In order to save her Tate bas been forced to kill her, or if that 
is too strong, to reduce her to a stereotype. That which is lost cannot, I believe, 
be compensated for by a happy marriage and the title of Queen. While we may 
wish this reward for human Cordelias, we may not be so willing to suspend 
our judgement or sensibilities to grant it to fi'tional Cordelias. 

The University of Missouri at Kansas City 
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Notes 
1 JU.iv conti.W spc«bc-s a.nd p:UU of spc«he$ orig.in.ally spolc:ea by othcn. Ia 

commtnling on Edgar as poor Tom·s speech wMD he rescutd •htt, Cordelia speaks 
lfo« (237-239) th.at art given to Glouctsttr in Shalct1pt;tre ( IV.vi.6-8). Her Qutt· 
tioning o( identity htre 6LS ~ttcr with the di~cy scene·, romantic pur~. Lattt 
(294,,300), C.Ordtlia uses 'WOrds as.signed to Fran«: when he took her up in the optn· 
ing sctoe (2H·2))) ; btte she is taking up the "rejected" Edsa-r, 

1 Ki111 Liar in Our Tirttt (Berkeley: Unfrersity ol California Press. 1965), 
pp. 9· U. J •m indebted to PtofC'Ssor ?..UC:k for maoy o{ the p0ints l ma.kc heR: abo1.1t 
Tate's ,•ersioo. 

a For a full discussion of what he call.$ the "sight P."ttem" and the Fool's tole in 
pointing it, sec Robert Heilman, This Gr,t11 S1111•: Imai, and S 1r11t1ur1 in "Kh,g Ullf'' 
(Baton -aouge: Louisi1na Sb.te University PttU, 1948) . 

t N. Tate, The Hiw.,,, of Kin~ Lu, ( 1681), I .i.237-24). All references arc to 
the vers.ion rtprinted io G. B. Hamson o.nd Robert F. McDoand..l, MS., Kint U.u: 
T,xr,. S011,u.1, and Crilkism (New York a.nd Chicago: Harcourt, Brac:c and Wodd, 
lnc., 1962). 

6 For a full account of the mythic eJtmenl$ of roman«, ,ec Northrop Frye, A1111Jom1 
of Cri1iri1m (Princeton: Prin«ton Univt.rs.ity, l9S7) , pp, 186-206, 

• Harrison a.ad McDollfldJ, p. 67. 
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WILLIAM DUNBAR'S SULTRY 
PRE -SHAKESPEAREAN DARK LADY 

by Robert F. Fleissner 

When scholan speak of dialectal poetry oo a l,Jack woman by a talented, 
spiritually oriented - as well as spirited - poet, they are today most apt 
to think of Paul Laurence Dunbar, of such memorable lyrics of his as '"When 
M>lindy Sings .. or perhaps .. A Negro Love Song:· To be sure, Dunbar was 
hardly a singer given to religious orthodoxy or even .. Spirituals .. in the usual 
sense, but his poet()' is still uncommonly reverent. Tiic thought may remain 
dormant trult this Dayton-born bllli:k was ''anticipated'' ccnbJries earlier by 
another Dunbar, a sixtecnth<entu.cy poc.-t of religious le:tniogs who was also 
much concerned with the vernacular, who wrote in a diaJcrt (Old Scots), 3nd 
who likewise wrote some love poetry about black womanhood. My point in 
this paper is that the forerunner, William Dunbar, has hitherto been given 
short shrift. He has indeed an extremely important role in the Scottish literary 
tradition and is usually linked with Burns.' It is therefore of at least passing 
inte<est that Paul Laurence Dunbar has been dubbed the "Black Bums ... As 
Benjamin Brawley has written, "It has often bcco remarked that his chief 
qualities arc humor and pathos, and os a poet of the people he has been 
compa,c,d with Bums. The comparison is apt . . .. "• As late as 197), in a 
collection of reinterpretations of Dunbar's poct,y, the st•tcment was made that 
"Dunbar could draw ~assurance from the work of 'st•ndard' poets like 
Burns .. . . Bums had artfully combined the literary and the vernaculu ... :·• 
The Dunbar-Bums association was initi•lly spawned by William D•an 
Howells, in a review of Dunbar's work in Harptr's Wttkly as follows: "J 
shall not do this unknown but not ungiftod po<t the injury of comparing him 
with Bums; yet I do not think one can read his Negro pieces without fcding 
that they are of like impulse and inspiration with the work of Burns when 
he was most Burns, when he was most Scotch ... :·• Although I susp«t that 
at least Howells was also aware of William Dunbar, it is ironic that Burns 
should now be thought of as having been superseded in litenuy importance 
by his Scottish predecessor, one who like his American namesake put into 
poct,y his exuberant re8ections on the charm of the blade lady. Indeed, 
William Dunbar's "Of Ane Blak-noir, .. however minor it may !«m, lays 
claim to being the most important lyric about a blade in British literature 
before, Shakc,peare.• 

William Dunbar wu cert•inly the most significant of the well-known 
Scottish O,auccrians, even if his work i• too dialectal to be much read and 
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pondered today except by linguists - a daim, incidentally, also staked against 
Paul Laurence Dunbar by some blacks. The Old Scots lyric "Of Ane Blak
moir," which we may better know by its refrain, "My Lady with the Mickle 
Lip" ("Mickle" meaning plentiful), is well worth studying, however, from 
both a historical and critical perspective. It has been considered a major 
enough item in Dunbar's oeuvre to have been in.eluded in the recent compila
tion of twenty-two of Dunbar's poems edited by Hugh MacDiarmid, who is 
one of the modern critics who finds Dunbar superior to Burns. In his preface 
he notes, "A quarter of a century ago, in starting the literary movement which 
has since reached considerable proportions in Scotland, I gave the slogan 
'Not B.urns - Dunbar!' as the signal for the reorientation it was desired to 
encompass, and said 'Dunbar is singularly modern.' "e It is this manifestly 
"modern" quality in Dunbar which is notably present in "My Lady With the 
Mickle Lip," which is a pre-Shakespearean Dark Lady lyric, even to the point 
of having two pale-faced lovers after one dark damsel. In yet another respect, 
she is well appointed both fore and aft because she not only looks ahead to 
Shakespeare but back to Olaucer. First let us look at the poem in a modern 
translation: 

My Lady With the Plentiful Lips 

I have written long of white ladies; 
Now will I tell of a black one 
Who disembarked from ooe of the last ships. 
How gladly would I describe to pc.rfection 
My lady with the plentiful lips. 

How she has a prognathous profile 
And is like a baby beginning to grope, 
And how her little cat-like oose perks up, 
And how she shines like any soap, 
My lady with the plentiful lips. 

When she is dressed in rich clothes, 
She glances about as brightly as any tar barrel; 
When she was born, the sun was under eclipse; 
The night would gladly enlist in her defense _1 
My lady with the plentiful lips. 

Who, for her sake, with spear and shield, 
Proves most mighty in the field 
Shall kiss and hug her in his arms 
And from thenceforth shall bold her love -
My lady with the plentiful lips. 

And who in tbe field acquires shame 
And forleits there his knightly name 
Shall come behind and tilt with her hips-' 
And never other comfon claim -
My b.dy with the plen1if 11L,pps.9 

Now most likely the immediate reaction the modem reader would have 
to such a folk-poem is that its grace is complemented by its final humorous, 
even bathetic, effect The humor is on a different kind of earthy level as that 
found in Burns or Paul Laurence Dunbar because it is Cbaucecian, obviously 
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influenced by "The Miller's Tale." The similar scurrilous effect in Chaucer 
involves the osculation of the backside also as a tokeo of loss. Thus it is odd 
that Kurt Wittig, in The Scottish Tradition in Literature, writes, "Nor does 
Chaucer's well-told lascivious anecdote 'The Miller's Tale' have any close 
paraJJel in Dunbar's Poetry."10 Physically, how much closer can one get? 
Nonetheless, in a more formal sense "My Lady With the Mickle Lip" relates 
to Chaucer's "Tale of Sir Thopas," in that both these paems are first and 
foremost burlesques of knight-errantry. From a critical rather than merely 
historical perspective, the question may next arise of whether Dunbar's work 
is prurient, but Chaucer has been similarly upbraided, notably by the Victorian 
critic Matthew Arnold, who found him deficient in "high seriousness." The 
point then is that if we take Dunbar, as well as Chaucer, too seriously, we 
could become perturbed by the ending; consequently it is important always 
to judge each writer in the same spirit "in which he writ." Let us consider 
modern criticism of the poem. 

A recent Dunbar scholar, Thomas Scott, 11 has found the _poem offensive, 
even racist; his argument is that the subject is unduly perverse for a love 
poem; in this respect he has been influenced by his own translation, which 
differs in some key respects from others (including my own). His prob· 
lematical assessment that the poem is degrading for a black woman does not 
take into account that there was little or no hostility toward members of a 
different race in those days (though there was some xenophobia) and that, if 
the poem's conclusion is degrading, it was surely meant that way for the 
loser of the tournament, hardly for the lady herself who wins the love of 
the other knight. Io other words, the knight obliged to "tilt with her hips" 
rather than with her lips is, in effect, getting his booby prize, even if in so 
doing the lady has to "turn the other cheek." From a physical point of view, 
one humorous to be sure, it might even be argued that the loser gets ( or at 
least knows) more of her than the winner does. Scott, however, deplores the 
ending because he finds it vulgar. H e cavalierly translates the verb form 
"clips" to mean more than "embraces," but there is no reference to con
cupiscence in the Poem. The chief element of burlesque is cleady directed 
not against any woman, but the overdone formalities of courtly love, whereby 
a blonde lady was de rigueur; Dunbar had a precedent in Chaucer and looked 
ahead to Cervantes, not to mention Shakespeare's sonnet no. 130. It will not 
do to say that Dunbar deliberately Portrayed the lady as ugly by relating her 
to various animals, as Scott's translation assumes: True, her facial structure 
is described as simian, but that need not be taken very literally; it was difficult 
in those days to ftnd proper anatomical terms to describe the shape of a prog
nathous face. 12 In itself, animal imagery has its amusing moments; Scott 
goes much too far. in ftnding that this "lady" "gapes like a toad." Such. a 
reptilian image is not extant in the Poem, is too grotesque even for Dunbar; 
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to get the word gapes, Scott has to emend the manuscript, which contains 
the word "graep." &:rupper, in a nineteenth-century view I chanced upon in 
The National Library of Scotland, translates the line much more sensitively: 
"She was like a little child to grope, to touch, i.e., having flesh as weak as a 
little child."1-s Indeed, Scott himself then realizes that the word he translates 
"toad" might also mean "beggar" or "vagrant."14 He finally half-way apolo
gizes for suggesting a racist reading by claiming that Dunbar's "conscio11s pur
pose of course is to burlesque the romance tradition tournament. "15 But would 
Dunbar have been an 11nconscious racist ? The unconscious, by Jungian defini
tion, is not given to racial distinctions but rather to the archetypes in the his
tory of the human race at large. Prom that perspective, basic unconscious 
symbols (as found in taboos, for example) often have a black or African 
origin. It is, however, hard to dispute Scott's contention that the poem lacks 
the highest fonn of humor if "real humor is laughter at one's self and not 
at others" ; but in Oiaucer' s and Dunbar's cases, at least, I should rather say 
that although laughter should better not be at others, it still has virtues in 
being with others - not everyone takes himself so seriously as to need to 
laugh at himself. In its own way Dunbar's slapstick is on a high enough level. 
Scott is thus over-reacting when he contends that the poem tells of "the cruel 
enslaving of a negress as an object of amusement." For there is really nothing 
sadistic about the poem, and in point of fact the lady was "enslaved" before 
the tournament in her honor ever started, if only because that was how blacks 
got to Britain at that time. Scott also ignores the natural possibility that the 
lady herself enjoyed the tournament and its outcome, not to mention the more 
liberal heritage among black people favoring the less strained expression of 
the body. Moreover, the poet's dubbing the black woman "My lady" through
out implies a certain veneration, not sarcasm, because Dunbar's Catholic or 
clerical background would have made him think of the Virgin Mary a., the 
Mother of all mankind. "My Lady With the Mickle Lip" may suggest Mother 
Earth more than Mary the Mother of Christ, but scarcely in an irreverently 
parodic manner. (Compare how in Pt111st this Erdgeist sign derives from 
Nostra-damus.) No doubt Scott is sincere enough in his criticisms, if also 
somewhat self-righteous ; my main criticism of his criticism is that he makes 
the poem too neatly fit his Procrustean Bed by deliberatdy opting for trans
lations which lend themselves to vulgar interpretation. 

Dunbar's poem is relevant to the scholarly problem of the identity of 
Shakespeare's Dark Lady. Earlier I have been taken to task for speculating 
that a black woman could have been Shakespeare's mistres.$ and also at Queen 
Elizabeth's court as an attendant on the Queen, but my stance is herewith 
vindicated. With Dunbar we have an explicit example of a black lady in an 
early Renaissance court in Britain. According to one of Dunbar's biographers, 
"In 1504, two blackamoor girls arrived and were educated at court, where 
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they waited on the queen. They were baptized Eleo and Margaret."18 Schipper 
(citing Laing) 17 tells of the arrival of yet another "African beauty ... 
brought to Scotland about the year 1506 . .. .''18 The leading candidate for 
"My Lady With the Mickle Lip" is Elen More, also called Black Elen, even 
though Paterson disagrees, finding the poem rather about "a fully-matured 
and genuine specimen of African produce. "19 Still, Elen made the greatest 
sensation, and as critics like John Small believe,20 was the most likely model. 
H er surname More was a cognate of Moor,' the name is striking if for no 
other reason than that one of the most famous candidates for the role of 
Shakespeare's Black Lady of the Sonnets has Mor as the .first syllable of her 
surname: Lucy Morgan, also known as Black Luce or Negra Lucia. Her name 
was initially proposed by the venerable G. B. H arrisoo21 and her identification 
endorsed by the literary detective Leslie Hotson, who unfortunately claimed, 
however, that Harrison was bemused in finding Lucy a black. In a biased 
turn of phrase, H otsoo remarked that whereas Harrison deserved credit for 
discovering Lucy, be earned discredit for daring to dub her black. To H otsoo, 
her court name was Lucy Morgan, but she was called Lucy N egro because of 
her later association with the O erkenweJI brothel H is main contentfoo, for 
which be supplies not a whit of proof, and which I have now shown to be 
inaccurate, appears to be that a black would hardly have been an attendant 
upon a British Queen.22 For why should there not also have been a black lady 
in Elizabeth's court -especially when Ben Jonson wrote his Masque of Blttck
ness, a piece of pageantry which Queen Anoe then wished to have played by 
blacks from the start rather than by whites who, merely blackened their faces? 
H otsoo argues that Morgan was a gentlewoman born as evidenced by her 
receiving a gift of black velvet from the Queen (but Elen More was also 
dressed in finery) , by her having a servant herself (but Elen in the tourna
ment was accompanied by not one but two women ) , and by her Welsh 
name (but many blacks down through the years have taken Welsh names, 
including such popular names as Hughes and Jones). Lucy had married 
someone called Parker but always was known by the name of Morgan, 
possibly at least in part because of wordplay on Moor (or the variants More, 
Mor-) in the surname. Indeed, Hotson himself sees wordplay on her name 
throughout the Sonnets - the precedent for which can be traced back to 
Sir Thomas More, whose wit influenced Erasmus to pun on the surname in 
the Moriae Encomium (The Praise of Folly). As the "Abbess of Clerkeowell," 
Lucy must have been associated with bonafide blacks, if we can believe 
Anthony Burgess who argues that non-Caucasian women did extend favors 
to men of prominence in Clerkenwell ; he cites not only the phrase "secure 
my negrcss" as used in a letter to a certain Thomas Lankford with specific 
reference to Oerkenwell, but he cites "the Moor discussed by the Gobbos in 
The Merchant of Venice,"23 one impregnated out of wedlock. Not to be out-
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done, as it were, Hocson points to one "black Madge" as "a professional suc
cessor of Black Luce's," arbitrarily designating her white. 

But can we rc:o.Uy know whether Black Lucy Morgan was of Af,kan 
origin? There is not enough evidence to know, only enough to show how 
daoge,ous it is to be as dogmatic as Hotson. If the name Morgan involved 
wordplay, certainly there were other words do.sely associated with Moor or 
Mor, which would have come into linguistic play: Alorian (with the variant 
Alor7an- see the OED) meant a black moor (as in "blak and Moriane of 
hew" - 1570 in the OED); Mor71>1 was the name of a Moor do.se to the 
Scottish King in Dunbar's time." Conjectures m•y be rampant on how such 
punning came about, such as the fact that Bristol (close to Wales) was the 
second most important seaport for the importatioo of blacks, who might have 
assumed Welsh names (the Welsh being darker than the English). Hotsoo 
Jinds the Welsh etymology "Mo,-" rne.oing se• signilico.nt in Morga", 
citing Shakespeare's refere11ce to the Dork Lady as "the bay where all men 
ride." Yet although this phme is evidence for her being a Oerkenwell cour
tesan o, rn•dam, the wordplay involved, as I have suggested briefiy else
where,•• is just as plawibly on Mar, (Latin for sea, English for a "bay'' 
female horse). On the whole, Hotson's attempts to find puns on the name 
Morgan in the sonnets sc<:m overly ingcniow, though they are not so far-fetched 
as his similar endeavors to find the name William Hatdiffe throughout. In 
sum, it is not so extraordinary to believe that a black woman would have 
assumed the name of Morgan in court, when the simple name of More or her 
later n•me Negro would not have been accepted as genteel enough, and when, 
for what it is worth, certain distinguished black institutions of higher learn· 
ing have names (like Morgan State Univenity or Morehou.<e College) which 
originally were not Moorish in origin or meaning but have acquired new con· 
notations. If it is argued that Queen Elizabeth would ha,dly have had a black 
lady-in-wait ing when she issued a decree to have blacks transported from tbc 
country, two answers should serve: first, her decree occurred some years after 
Lucy Morgan had been at court and had been ousted in disgrace; secondly, 
the promiscuity which led to Lucy's demotion could easily h>vc turned the 
Virgin Queen off toward black people in general (at least such a hurn2n 
explanation is plausible, if not justifi•blc). Wben Lucy then became the he~d 
or "Abbess" of the Clerkenwcll brothel, nicknamed a "Nunnery" in the Ges/a 
Grayo,um (1594) , the very reason why such terminology was used was that 
nuns were traditionally associated with their black garments and apparently 
a number of the Clerkenwcll inh,bitants were blacks. It would have been most 
odd if Lucy Negro had been sO<>llcd for reasons other than her color; even 
the we of black imagery to describe brunettes in Shakespeare's plays does not 
detract from such a verdict, for U,ere surely was a world of d.ilferencc in refer· 
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ring to a woman as blad<-haire'd or even black-browcd and caWng her 
" Negro." 

In previous studies" I have dealt with the D1rk Lady both in terms of 
Shakespeare's sonnets and in terms of George Herbert's use of them in his 
nco-Latin poctry about an Ethiopian lady, but I have hitherto not considered 
how both Shakespeare and Herbert were "anti<.·ipatc..-d'' by not onJy Moorish 
influences upon courtly love poetry from southem Fr,nce and Spain (m,ioly 
of Arabic origin) , but Dunbar's contribution. The existence of such a tradi· 
tion means that views toward blacks in those days need to be reassessed. For 
example, ,vhat about Will Kemp's reference to white-black ttlations in his 
Nine Dai11 IWonder," a treatise which alludes to Shakespeare, as well, as "J\{y 
notable Sbakerngs"? The work is dedicated to "Mistris Anne Fitton, Maydc of 
Honour to the most sacred Mayde, Royall Queen Elizabeth'·; Kemp described 
himself as "merrily dispos"d in a Morrice" (Moorish Dance) and ,ati• 
rizcd those who "bepainted'· him in print and would even downplay 
"beauty in a Jllackamoo«.'·2• Thus Dunbar's Da,k lady, when undc1Stood in 
the larger conltxt of later times. deserves far more credit as a literary harbinger 
than she has been given. • 
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Notes 

1 But D unbar is nowadays often rated more highly than Burns in the Scottish 
literary tradition. 

2 Paul Laurence Dunbar: Poet of HiJ People (Chapel Hill: Univ. of North 
Carolina Press, 1936), p. 123. 

3 Myron Simon, "Dunbar and Dialect Poetry," in A Singer in the Dawn: Reint8f· 
pretationJ of Pa11l 1Aurence Dunbar, ed. Jay Martin (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1975), 
p. 115. 

• Rev. of Mairm and Mino,-, in the "Life and Letters" section of Harper'J Weekly, 
40 (1896) , 630-as cited by Brawley, pp. 49-50. 

5 A good summary of blacks in European belles lettres of this era is bx Eldred 
J ones, Othello's Countrymen: The A/ricrm in English Re11,1issance D,.ama ( London: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1965 ), but he does not mention Dunbar. Paul Edwards and James 
Walvin do, in "Africans in Britain, 1500-1800," 1'he African Diaspora, ed. Martin L. 
Kilson and Robert I. Rotberg (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1976)1 
pp. 172-204. They find that the subject of his poem "and another black lady h:1<1 
positions of some respect at court" (p. 173 ) and notcc that " 'negras,' Clar, Maria, and 
Marea" (p. 177) resided in London. Eliz3beth I had several blacks io her court 
(p. 177). 

6 Selections from the Poems of William Dunbar, ed. H ugh MacD iatmid (Edin
burgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1952), p. l. 

7 "We may detect a pun in 'the [k]nycht' who fought for her" (John Small, ed., 
The Poems of Willimn D1mbar, 3 Vols., [Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1893), I.ciii). 

8 That is, kiss her bottom, the expression "tilt with lips" having been used by 
Shakespeare in reference to kissing in l Henry JV, II.iii. A freer or more poetic trans
lation Records with the tournament imagery pattern throughout. Cf. n. 7 above. 

ij I have translated the poem from the Old Scots text in W. MacKay MacKenzie's 
edition of The Poems of William Dunbar (London: Faber and Faber, 1932), pp. 66-67; 
in only one instance (where I prefer ''graep" to "gaep"), I have had to accept the 
manuscript reading instead. 

10 Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1958, p. 69. Wittig lamely argues instead that 
the hip/ lip "rhyme was too good to miss" (p. 70). 

u Dunbar: A Critical Exposition of His Poems (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 
1966), pp. 67-68. 

l2 The "prognathous" image, incidentally, is used rather admiringly in Ogden 
Nash's a.musing poem "The Toucan." See Sele~ted Poems of Ogden Nash, int rod. 
Archibald MacLeish (Boston: Little, Brown, 1972), p. 267. T he prognathous reference 
has been conventional for blacks. 

l'3 J. Schipper, ed., The Poems of William Dunbar (Vienna: Kaiserliche Akademie 
dee Wissenschaften, 1894), pp. 206-207. 

14 Scott, Ice. cit. MacKenzie translates the Old Scots lyk a gangarall "like a 
'gangrel' " or ··wanderer." The phrase is in dispute. 

16 Ibid. (italics mine). 
10 James Paterson, ed., The Life and Poems of William Dunbar (Edinburgh: 

Nimmo, 1860), p. 275. 
11 Laing's edition (to which I have not had access) is The Poems of IJVillittm 

Dunbar, Now First Collected, 2 Vols. (1834). 
is Schipper, p. 206. MacKenz.ie tells of "elaborate a.ad costly provision ... made 

in 1506-7 for the spectacle of 'the justing of the wild knycht for the blak lady' (Treas. 
Acm. [i.e./ 1'reamrer's A.counts], iii, pp. 365, 2~8 . .. ) . This may have been the 
occasion o the poem. In 1512, however, clothing was being supplied for 'the twa 
blak ladeis' ... . There were Moors at Court (Ibid., iii, p. 94) ... " (pp. 211-12). 

io Paterson, p. 275. Apparently he found Elen coo young. 
20 Small, pp. cii-ciii. Some critics question whether the tournament actually took 

place, but according to the records King James IV sent a challenge in Elen's honor 
to the Court of France, whereupon the challenge was accepted by Sir Anthony d'Ascy 
de la Bastie. The Scottish champ defending her is not known. 
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21 Sh,1'1pwe U•dtr EJ;,-b,il, (N.,. Yorlt: Hol~ 19H), p. 64. 
221'1r. IP. /'I. (London: Ruptrt Hatt-Oavis, 1964), p. 244. 
u ShR!u1pt11u (Nt'l'V York: Kr.op(, 1970), p. 146. But Bu.rgcs.s also t:ngaged 

in fictiv~ advC"Oturism by creating a non,Caucasian Dark Lady for Sh.akcsprue in a 
no .. ·d appropriately entitled No,hing lit, 1h1 Sun. For this ~son his credentiils J.S 
a historian have been q u~stfontd, but unjustif'iably, hi$ "sens:nionalis.m" notwithstanding. 

u "Mr. l..~iog obst-rv6 that in lS-01, one of the kiog's minsuels was 'Peter lM 
Mory-en; or Moor'" ( P:ttcl"$0n, p. 27S) . 

n "Sbalces~re·s Sonntt 137." The ExplitdlOr, }) (Spring 1977), 21,22. 
" "That 'Ch« k of Night': Toward the Da.rk Lody," ClA. Jo.-n,I, 16 (19?;), 

3,12,23,; "Herbert', Aethiopeu J.nd the Dark Lady: A Manneris.t Parallel," ihid., 19 
(1976), 458·67. 

21 KNnps Niwt Dai,, Wonder: Pr,formtd in a DaNnu from I.Andon ID Norwith, 
ed. Alcx1nd<:r Dyce (London: The Camden Societ)', 1840 ) , sig. li1r. 

•This 5»per w1-.s rt-ad at tht annu~I cooventioo c,( The College Laoguase Asso-
cia1ion in W:1$hington., 0. C., 1979, The the~ of the meeting 'WiS .. The BJac,k 
Woman: National aod lntcrnationlt.l Pctspe<tives," For a r«mt study of the pOCm 
whkh di{lcrs substanti;ally £rom miac, see Jae lhmwtU, "A Footnote to Whi1, r;t1t'r 
BUek/ 1 Sou1hu-11 Qp4111rl1, U (1977 ), 193•97. 
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HAMLET AND PATERNITY 
by Rupin W. Desai 

Reasons for H amlet's delaying his revenge are plentiful as blackberries, 
as Falstaff might have said. One more berry on the branch will not bend it, 
let alone break it. Though there arc three specific occasions when Hamlet 
draws attention to his tardiness,1 Horatio, to whom Hamlet has imparted the 
secret of the murder (IIl.ii.79) , never upbraids the Prince for delaying. 2 This 
seems to suggest that while Horatio recognizes the presence of external bar
riers in the way of Hamlet's taking instant revenge, Hamlet himself feels an 
inner resistance to his obeying the Ghost's implied command of killing 
Claudius. 

I 

How can Hamlet be sure that he is not the natural son of Claudius? I 
begin my paper with a question to which, I shall argue, no definite answer is 
possible. Given the promiscuity of Gertrude that Hamlet finds so abhorrent, 
it would be reasonable to suppose that any son with such a woman as mother 
would have good reason for doubting his paternity. Surely Hamlet, in terms of 
his own logic, would be quite right in assuming that if "rebellious hell" could 
"routine in a matron's bones," in his mother's "flaming youth" her virtue must 
indeed have been "as wax" (IU.iv.83-8.5). Eliot's famous declaration that 
Hamlet's "disgust is occasioned by his mother, but that his mother is not an 
adequate equivalent for it"3 is correct, but only if the question of her infidelity 
in the conception of her son is not raised. Once this possibility is admitted, 
Hamlet's disgust would seem to be well-founded. Gertrude, Hamlet recalls 
early in the play, would hang on her first husband "as if increase of appetite 
had grown / By what it fed on" (I.ii.144-14.5 ). Throughout the play Ham
let's tone and the play's imagery suggest the presence of an element of uncer
tainty as to his paternity, a factor that if granted would inevitably play its 
part in acting as a restraining force on his taking swift revenge on Claudius 
for the murder of King H amlet, who would then be his uncle. 

Hamlet never openly expresses the fear that he may be Claudius's son, 
but the insecurity of the marriage bond is a subject he often dwells upon. His 
mother, a "most pernicious woman" ( I.v.105 ) , has proved disloyal to her 
marriage vows (11.47-50). H e "will have no moe marriage" (111.i.149) , he 
declares. That King Hamlet was given to frequent absences from home is 
clear from Horatio's lines to Marcellus regarding his campaigns against "the 
ambitious Norway" and "the sledded Polacks" (I.i.61 ,63). More recently, he 
has successfully concluded a campaign against England, one of the fruits of 
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which Claudius hopes to reap by having Hamlet ex~1ted the moment he sets 
foot on English soil (JV.iii.58,65). Yet, as Erlich hos argued, despite his 
prowess on the battlefield he is a feeble and pathetic figure at home, unable to 
defend himself against Claudius and having to •ppeal to H omlet to get 
revenge for him. "Hamlet unconsciously hates the father who allowed himself 
to be killed.''' 

Claudius of course is the enemy within the gates. Being the King's 
brother he has access to the royal orchard (l.v.39) and, presumably, to the 
l(jng's bedchamber as well when h< is away from horn<. When Hamlet m•kes 
a pass through the arras in his morhcr's "closet" he thinks his victim to be 
Claudius (IU.iii.27 •nd Il l. iv. 28), an error indic.,ting a pattern of association 
in Hamlet's mind, a pattern which includes Claudius hid ing behind the arras 
in h is mother's closet, this being perhaJl" one of Hamlet's earliest childhood 
recollections. That Hamlet suspects his mother of being oo abettor to, if not 
an aidcc in, the murder is dear from his categoric C<JUatfon of his shiyjog of 
Polonius with her murdering of l(jng Hamlet: "A bloody deed - almost as 
bad, good Mother, / As kill a king, and marry with his brother" 
(111.iv.29-30) .• 

If Hamlet has subconscioos fears that he may be the son of Claudius, 
then he is inherently though not tcchn.ically a bastard and therefore not tiuly 
the heir to the Danish throne. "\'Qisc men koov.• well enough what mon$lCC$ 

you make of them" (IJl.i.1 40), he tel4 Ophelia, a statement implying that the 
legitimacy of the child is a secret known only to the mother, the father 
having to accept the child on trust. When he ends his catcd1ism of Ophelia 
with the question "Where's your father?" the innuendo could well be 
that she docs not really know that Polonius is her fothcr.• The character 
;n the play who comes closest to knowing the truth of Hamlet's paternity is 
of course Gertrude - though even she cannot be absolutely certain. That she 
is genuinely fond of Hamlet seems indisputable (e.g., IV.vii.11-12), yet, 
strangely enough, she never speaks of her son having lx:en bypassed in the 
succession. This ceases to be surprisiog. however, if we grant the possibility 
of her considering Hamlet to be her and Claudius's son, for, as such, 
Claudius's public declaration that H amlet is his successor (I.ii.109) satisfies 
her. Further, tbis <.-xplains the cursory manner in which she dismisses HamJt't's 
deep sense of bereavement: "Thou know'st 'tis common; aU that Jives must 
die" (l.ii.72). Unkss we grant to her this ulterior knowledge of what she 
thinks may be Hamk1's true paternity, her indifference to Hamlet's grief 
paints her out to be a monster, which she is not. Unable to tell her son the 
likely trutl1, she docs nevertheless betray it when off her guard: immediately 
after the stress and strain of Th, M11rder of Gom:ago she utters what may 
well be the truth, "Hamlet, thou hast thy father much offended" (Ill.iv.JO). 
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The uncertainty of paternity is a recurring subject in Shakespeare: "Thou 
dost suspect / That J have been disloyal to thy bed, / And that he is a bas
tard, not thy son" (Rz.V.ii. 104-106), the Duchess of York says to her hus, 
band: and in Ha111/ei itself Lacrtes cries out, "That drop of blood that's calm 
proclaims me bastard, / Cries cuckold to my father" (IV.v.117-118) . In 
Shakespeare paternity is often establislwd by phi~ical resemblance: l eontes, 
scanning his son's features. is tclievcd that his nose "is a copy out of mine," 
and Paulina has no doubt as to Perdit1's being the King's daughter for she 
is a "copy of the father" (WT. I.ii.122; IJ.iii.99) .• 

Hamlet, it is true, does not hunt for points of physical similarity between 
himself and King Hamlet, but his tendency to identify himself morally with 
Cla\1dius rather tJ111.n with King Hamlet may give us some indication of the 
direction his suspicion, perhaps too subterranean to find articulation, takes. 
" l am myself indifferent honest," he informs Ophelia, and goes on to speak 
of himself as "crawling" (!ll.i.122,128). a reptili>n image that accords with 
that of Claudius as "the serpent" (l.,•.39). Hamlet's most vehement self
castigation occurs in the soliloquy "O what a rogue and peasant slave am l !" 
(ll.ii.560) . Herc he depicts himself as utterly base - tl1e epithets he uses 
ate "rogue," "slave," "rascal," "coward.'' and "villain"; later he desctibes 
Claudius as "a murderer •n<l a villain, / A slave" ( lll.iv.97-98), the opposite 
of 1he irn•ge of King Hamlet th•t he cherishes. So great is his estimate of the 
gulf between himself and King Hamlet that he can say, "This is most 
brave, / That I, the son of a dear father murdered / .. . , / Must, like a 
whore, unp1ck 1ny htlrt with words." It is bot a short step from viewing 
h.imsdf u a shrill tongued whore to cooside1 ing himself as the son of a whore. 

Hamlet m,ms to oscillate between the possibility of either King Ham.let 
or Claudius being his father. Unable to establish his identity with either of 
the two men, he sees himself as one "between heaven and earth" ( lll .i.128) 
or, in other words, as one who could pa.ssibly be linked to earth (Claudiu,) 
or to heaven (King Hamlet) . To Hamlet, Oaudius appears as a "s.,.tyr/' :i 

"beast," as "garbage,"'"' a " mildewed ear," a "moor" (" A tract of unenclosed 
waste ground," OED), a pig (I.ii.140, l .v.42,H, Jll.iv.6,,61,95) . On the 
other hand King Hamlet is a "Hyperion," "a radiant nngcl," "a heaven-kiss
iog hill," a "fair mountain" (l.ii.140, l.v.5,, lll.iv.60,67). Other contrasts too 
surface: whereas Claudius bestows his smiles freely on all, King Hamlet's 
countenance in the memories of both Hamlet and Horatio is a frowning one 
(l.v.106-108, l.i.62, l.ii.231); whereas Claudius is "the bloat King," King 
Homlet's bearing is described by Hamlet as "my noble father's person" 
(lll.iv.183, l.ii.244) . Claudius is "no more like my father / Than I to Her
cules" (l.ii.1'2·153) , Hamlc..-t asserts. or, in other terms, rhe equation 

King Hamlet - Claudius = Hercules - Hamlet, 
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when reduced, yields: Claudius = Hamlet, if, as seems manifest, King 
H amlet's equivalent is Hercules in the eyes of Hamlet.8 

If Hamlet has even the most fleeting of misgivings as to his paternity, 
then Claudius has, to that extent, a prior claim to the throne than has Hamlet. 
This, significantly, is precisely the pasitioo that Claudius defines in his first 
appearance: "for let the world take note / You are the most immediate to our 
throne" (1.ii.108-109. See also III. ii. 348-350) . ls Claudius in fact presenting 
us with the truth without being sure of it himself? In a play in which appear
ance and reality can change places imperceptibly, the truth could well be 
finding expression in the words of the most unlikely candidate. Two other 
examples come to mind: Claudius's .first words to Hamlet are "But now, my 
cousin Hamlet, and my son" (I.ii.64) ; and Polonius, sure that he has 
found "tl1e very cause of Hamlet's lunacy," can boast that he "will 
find / Where truth is hid, though it were hid indeed / Within the center" 
(II.ii.1 58-160) , an utterance that is in a sense true, for the Ghost which is 
the cause of Hamlet's lunacy has indeed come up to the earth's surface from 
its center. 

As supporting evidence for the validity of the possibility that Hamlet 
at times refers obliquely to the question of his paternity, I turn to his brief 
exchange with Polonius before the staging of The Murder of Gonzaga: "My 
lord, you played once i' th' university, you say?" (III.ii.101). Here Hamlet is 
staging an instant play with Polonius an unsuspecting actor and Oaudius an 
uneasy spectator for, as Wilson rightly points out, "Hamlet is repeating some 
garrulity of Polonius ( cf. 'you say'), and knows very well the answer to his 
question. "9 The import of H amlet having steered Polonius in the direction 
of Cesar's slaying by Brutus should be sought for in te:cms of Claudius as the 
audience. Brutus was supposedly the bastard son of Julius Cesar, a belief to 
which Shakespeare subscribed (see 2H6.IV.i. l 36). Using Polonius as his 
stooge, H amlet is adumbrating the killing of the King (Cesar/ Polon
ius/CJaudius) by his bastard son (Brutus/Hamlet) .10 

Joyce's Stephen, contemplating the mystery of Hamlet, is right when he 
muses, "Fatherhood in the sense of conscious begetting, is unknown to man . 
. . . Upon incertitude, upon unlikelihood .... Paternity may be a legal fiction. 
Who is the father of any son that any son should love him or he any son ?"11 

n 
Hamlet, perhaps more tl1an any other play by Shakespeare, is steeped in 

the past: King Hamlet's victory over Fortinbras, Horatio's having seen the 
King once, Hrunlet's association with Wittenberg, the exact day of his birth, 
his wooing of Ophelia with rich gifts - these are only some of the glimpses 
we have of events preceding the play. The imaginative reader (or viewer) 
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seems to be urged by the deep rootedness of the play in the past to see the 
past as immanent in the present. Despite the spate of critical writing that, 
taking its cue from L. C Knights and others, disdains the conventional view 
of character as the representation of real people, I here approach the play as 
if its characters were a part of a continuum, as if they had a past out of which 
the present action has materialized. 

Critics like Knights and Steiner ridicule the endeavor to reconstruct events 
before the play begins or to postulate what happens after it is over.12 Steiner 
wryly observes, "To speak of H amlet before the play, to evoke Falstaff in the 
Jean sundown of his days, is mere verbiage: no character is 'real ' in any 

exterior sense. " 13 Such an uncompromising critical posture does not take into 
account the dramatist's inner visualizing of the character's past which imparts 
to it a human identity. Human beings, as we all know, exist to one another 

within the time framework of past, present, and future, and though we may 

know nothing of one another's pasts, interactioo between us is only possible 
when the past is pooited, even though it be on a speculative !eve~ either 

imaginatively or intuitively.14 

If we grant that in Hamlet the present often lights up the past, 15 H amlet's 
pointing out to Horatio that Claudius had "popped in between the election 

and my hopes" (V.ii65) can carry us back into the past to a time when a 

younger and yet more vigorous Claudius could have popped into King 

H amlet's bed. Is there a clue worth following up that may lead to some indi
cation whether Hamlet suspects Claudius of being responsible for his con

ception? In the play within the play the Player King and Queen have been 
married thirty years - Hamlet's age. Here there is no suggestion of the 

Queen being guilty of illicit sex, but if Hamlet is regarded as one of the 

actors in the play ("You are as good as a chorus, my lord," Ophelia says, 

III.ii. 251), then his performance assumes considerable importance. 

Immediately before and after the dumb show H amlet berates Ophelia 
in a manne.r similar to his earlier catechism of her (IIl.i.103-152) which, in 
turn, recalls what he had said to Polooius: "Conception is a blessing, but as 
your daughter may conceive, friend, look to't" (ILii.185). Though it is true 

H amlet is here giving Polooius the same medicine he had forced upon his 

daughter (I.iii.90ff), the impression one gets is that what preys upon Hamlet's 

mind is illicit sex. When Ophelia, before the play begins, speaks of the pro· 
logue as being "brief" to which Hamlet replies "As woman's love" 
( Ill.ii.159) , the brevity he has in mind here surely does not refer to a re

marriage after thirty years but to the betrayal of a partner's trust shortly after 

betrothal or marriage ( cf. Ado.N.i.32-43) . 
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As corroborative evidence the Ghost's lines recounting to Hamlet the 
process whereby Gertrude proved false to him merit a dose look: 

Ay, that incestuous, that adulterm beast, 
With witchcraft of his wits, with traitorous gifts-
0 wicked wit and guts, tbat bave the power 
So to seduce! - won to his shameful lust 
TI1e will of my most seeming-virtuous queen. 
0 Hamlet, what a falling off was there, 
From me, whose love was of that dignity 
That it went hand in band even with the vow 
I made to her in marriage. 

(l.v.42-50 ) 

The atmosphere these lines evoke seems to be of a time shortly after the King's 
marriage with Gertrude, Claudius having been perhaps a rival for Gertrude's 
hand. The ''gifts" the Ghost mentions are akin to the "rich gifts" and "remem
brances" with which Hamlet bas been wooing Ophelia (III.i.93, 10 l). A 
queen long married would hardly be tempted by the lure of gifts as instru
ments of seduction. The opprobrious epithets the Ghost uses to describe his 
brother - "beast," "wretch," and "garbage" (11.42,51,57) - would seem to 
confirm the feeling one has of the two brothers having been rivals in love, 
Gertrude choosing to marry the elder because unable to resist the prospect of 
becoming queen, but secretly in love with the younger who possessed "wit" 
in abundance, the ability to charm her with bewitching smiles, gifts, and 
blandishments. 

The tone of the passage rings correct when we visualize a time in the 
distant past dose to the marriage of King Hamlet and Gertrude, for phrases 
like "falling off" and "the vow I made to her in marriage" would seem to 
hark back to an early phase of married !if e. It is in keeping with this evocation 
of the past when King Hamlet, Gertrude, and Claudius were young that the 
Ghost should show himself on the battlements not as he looked at the time 
of his death - an old man - but rather, as in the prime of life, dad in "the 
very armor he had on / When he the ambitious Norway combated" 
(I.i.60-61 ). To Hamlet's inquiry "His beard was grizzled, no?" Horatio 
replies, "It was as I have seen it in his life, / A sable silvered" (I.ii.240-242). 
We know from Horatio's own statement ("I saw him once," I.ii.186) that 
the only occasion when he saw the King was during the campaign agajnst 
Norway (I.i.61) thirty years earlier on the day Hamlet was born 
(V.i.147,164). The grave-digger's recollection of Hamlet's birth is combined, 
as has been recently pointed out,u with two other events: the vanquishing of 
old Fortinbras by King Hamlet, and the grave-digger's adoption of his pro
fession. In reply to Hamlet's query he says, ' 'Of all the days i' th' year, I came 
to't that day that our last king Hamlet overcame Fortinbras" (V.i.146) . His 
use of "came" with reference to his own embarking on his profession, and 
his use of "overcame" with reference to King Hamlet's conquest of Norway's 
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territory would seem to signify appropriation by force. When asked by Hamlet 
"Whose grave's this, sirrab ?" he curtly replies "Mine, sir" (11.120-121) . King 
Hamlet took possession of "all those his lands" belonging to old Fortinbras 
(l.i.88) ; the grave-digger took possession of the "gmund" "here in Denmark" 
where be has been sexton (V.i.162-163) ; while Hamlet, born on the same 
day has been unable to defend his rights. Without being stated expressly, 
Hamlet's inability to assert his claim conveys the impression of a prince 
unsure of his status, thus diminishing in our minds his identity as the son 
of the King. 

As long as Hamlet is caught between the pull of two fathers, his sword 
raised against Claudius (III.iii.74,88) seems "i' th' air to stick" (II,ii.490) 
like the sword of Pyrrhus.17 In the concluding section of this paper I shall try 
to show that when he finally frees himself from the uncertainty of paternity 
that these two fathers occasion, the spring of action within him is released 
aod he is able to act. 

III 

Hamlet's fierce antagonism toward Polonius who is garrulous, amusing 
and, on the surface at least, far from sinister, seems to feed on a hatred more 
far-reaching than the too simplistic explanation often given of its being the 
consequence of his having ordered Ophelia to "repel" Hamlet's letters 
(II.i.109). A more convincing reason for Hamlet's vituperative attitude to 
Polonius could be his suspicion that Polonius was the go-between used by 
Claudius to gain favor with Gertrude.18 How, we may well wonder, does 
Oaudius who bas been king for less than two months know that Polonius is 
"a man faithful and honorable" (II.ii.130), unless it be that he has proved 
his loyalty in some capacity other than that of lord chamberlain? Hamlet 
claims to know Polonius "excellent well" as a ".fishmonger" (II.ii.178) which 
means a "procurer," "a fleshmonger, bawd ... a seller of woman's chastity."19 

Sustaining this odious image, Hamlet informs Claudius (in the context of the 
quest for Polooius's body) that "a man may fish with the worm that hath 
eat of a king, aod eat of the fish that hath fed of that worm" (IV.iii.27). The 
innuendo here seems to be that fish and worm (Polonius and Claudius) are 
partners in feeding upon a king. 

Polonius, surprisingly, never mentions the old King; though, as Howard 
Johnson plausibly speculates, King Hamlet "has obviously, in bis time, enjoyed 
long and windy deliberations with Polooius over this or that affair of court 
rnanagement.''20 To Polonius Hamlet at least twice gives barbed replies that 
would seem to spring from some deep-seated conviction that Polonius poses 
a threat to his life. "Will you walk out of the air, my lord?" Polonius asks, 
to which Hamlet replies, "Into my grave"; and later when Polonius is about 
to leave him Hamlet says, "You cannot take· from me anything that I will 
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more willingly part withal - except my life, except my life, except my life" 
(ll.ii.209,217-219). Why, we may ask, does Hamlet associate Polonius with 
his own death, unless it be that he sees him as one who was instrumental 
in establishing Claudius on the throne. Claudius himself early in the play 
acknowledges, in terms of the indispensability of each organ of the body to 
the functioning of the other organs, Polonius's vital role in the bestowal of 
the Danish throne: "The bead is not more native to the heart, / The hand 
more instrumental to the mouth, / Than is the throne of Denmark to thy 
father" (I.ii.47-49). Echoing the Pauline doctrine of the Church, like the 
body, having many members all functioning in harmony with one another 
(I Cor. 12:12-25), the imagery here anticipates Hamlet's observation to 
Claudius on Polonius's dead body: "The body is with the King, but the King 
is not with the body" (IV.ii.27). Polonius has made Claudius king, but 
Claudius is not the real king - he is only "a thing" (1.28). That the Danish 
crowd can proclaim the son of Polonius king (IV.v.108) is a pointer in the 
direction of the status Polonius enjoyed as uncrowned king of Denmark. 

Following up Polonius's possible role in the Oaudius-Gertrude relation
ship, we should note that his behavior in the presence of Gertrude displays 
some curious elements. Consider, for example, his concept of "duty." In a 
speech remarkable for its succinctness he defines what his daughter's "duty" 
toward him is: "I have a daughter: have, while she is mine, / Who in her 
duty and obedience, mark, / Hath given me this" (11.ii.106- l08) . Contrast
ing with this clearheadedness is his muddled attempt to define Gertrude's 
"duty" which, to him, is divided between King Hamlet and Claudius: 

My liege and madam, to expostulate 
What majesty should be, what duty is, 
Why day is day, night night, and time is time, 
Were nothing but to waste night, day, and time. 
Therefore, since brevity is the soul of wit, 
And tediousness the limbs and outward flourishes, 
I will be brief. 

(II.ii.86-92) 

On one level Polonius is displaying signs of scn.ility, but on another his train 
of thought is remarkably logical. Day, night, and time are distinct stages for 
him when he thinks of Gertrude's duty, for he seems to have translated the 
Gertrude-Oaudius relationship into day (something that is now going on), 
the Gertrude-King Hamlet relationship into night (something that is over), 
and the royal marriage into time, for it was solemnized within a month of the 
old king's death. Inevitably, the current of his thought moves on to "brevity," 
and though compelling himself to commend this quality while in the royal 
presence, his innate sense of decorum refuses to approve the audacious brevity 
Gertrude has displayed, and the only way to "expostulate" with her is by being 
prolix, by protracting time. 
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A few lines later, his question to the King "What do you think of me?" 
(1.129) betrays his uneasy feeling of guilt, further emphasized by his triple 
repetition of the same question within the next ten lines. Vehemently denying 
his connivance at the sight of " this hot love on the wing," Polonius seems to 
protest too much against the self-inflicted charge of encouraging the Hamlet
Ophelia affair. Perhaps this is an attempt to erase the guilt he feels for having 
been involved in a much earlier "affair" (I.ii.16) in which he "had played 
the desk or table book." The feeling one has is that Polonius's over-reacting 
to the imaginary possibility of his concea.ling from the King and Queen his 
daughter's liaison with the Prince has its roots embedded in his having con
cealed from King Hamlet, and also perhaps ~ponsored, the clandestine affair 
between Gertrude and Oaudius. The savagery of Hamlet's gibes at Polonius, 
many of them sexual, reflect Hamlet's deepest suspicions as to the nefarious 
role Polonius might have played in the past. 

In the last scene of the play we encounter a Hamlet freed from the uncer
tainties of his paternity. If the burden of wreaking vengeance on Claudius was 
insupportable because the victim may have been his father, after he knows 
that Oaudius has given "an exact command" to his English counterpart that 
"his head should be struck off" (V.ii.19,25) , his inhibitions are dissolved. 
Hamlet can now view Oaudius's crime in its true perspective- not pre
eminently as the murder of a father but as the murder of a king. On each of 
the earlier occasions when Hamlet remembered the old king's murder he had 
spoken of him as a father, u but in his last reference to King Hamlet he speaks 
of him as "my king" - Claudius "hath killed my king" (V.ii.64), he tells 
Horatio. Hamlet has transcended the complications imposed by the father-son 
consideration and can go on to view Oaudius's crime as a moral sacrilege. 
Whereas Claudius in his prayer shows that his comprehension of the crime 
is restricted to fratricide (III.ili.38,44), Hamlet can assess the murder in terms 
of its wider implications, as the crime of regicide. Hamlet has gone beyond 
the confines of a family feud. 

At the play's end when Hamlet .finally kills Claudius, he makes no men
tion of the old king's murder being avenged but rather bids Claudius "follow 
my mother," suggesting that he sees Claudius and Gertrude inseparable in 
death.21 Since he believes Oaudius to be "damned," the "union" between 
Oaudius and Gertrude ensures that she accompany him to " th' other place" 
(IV.iii.35). His farewell to Gertrude is not in terms of "Mother" but 
"Queen": "Wretched Queen, adieu!" - a contrast to his earlier reiteration of 
"Mother" (III.iv.6,29,145,218). The impression we get is that the dying 
Hamlet, instead of looking back at the past, now thinks of his future which is 
bound up with Horatio - "Horatio, I am dead ; / Thou livest; report me and 
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my e>we aright." Freed from the sentimenllll ti<$ of patemity and maternity, 
Hamlet is now in an existcntla.l state in which the integrity of his own 
identity, prestrved through his friendship with Horatio ( "If thou didst cv<r 
hold me in thy heart") is •II that m•tters. 
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Notes 

1 "O, what a rogue and peasant slave am I !" ( ll .. ii.560) ; "Do you not come your 
tardy son to chide" (lll.iv.107 ); and "How all occasions do inform against me" 
(IV.iv.32 ). References to Hamiel are £rom the Signet edition edited by Edward Hubler 
(New York, 1963), and those to the other plays of Shakespeare from T he CompleJe 
WorkJ, ed. G. B. Harrison (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1968). 

2 For a useful survey of critical views on the "delay" element see A. J. A. Waldock, 
Hamiel, A Study in Cri1ical Me1hod (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1931 ) , 
pp. 76-95. Since then there have of course been several other theories. The most recent 
psychoanalytical one is that by Avi Erlich, Hamlet's Absenl Fa1her (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 1977). Erlich's third chapter, "The Problem of Delay," contains 
a good summary of some of the more persuasive explanations that have appea.red 
within the last forty years or so. See also Norman Holland, Psychoanalysi1 and Shake· 
spear, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966) , pp. 166-185. 

s T. S. Eliot, Selected Prou, ed. John Hayward (Harmoodsworth: Penguin, 1953) , 
p. 108. Eliot goes on to say of Hamlet, "'It is thus a feeling which he cannot understand; 
he cannot objectify it, and it therefore remains to poison life and obstruct action." Eliot 
is oo the threshold of the truth, but he sidesteps the issue by saying, "We must simply 
admit that here Shakespeare tadded a problem which proved too much for him" 
(p. 109 ). 

• Erlich, p. 58. 
5 Richard Flatter suggests that Hamlet's problem is not so much the killing of 

Claudius as the "question he does not dare to ask" concerning his mother"s com
plicity in the murder (Hamlet's Father, London: Heinemann, 1949, p. 62). 

8 It is worth recalling that Jephthah, whom Hamlet invokes as Polonius's spiritual 
ancestor (II.ii.412), sprang from doubtful parentage: "and he was the son of an 
harlot'" (Judges 11: 1). 

7 See also 1H4.II.iv.443-447 where Falstaff mocks Hal for his resemblance to his 
father. Sonnets 1-4 have for their theme the transmission of beauty to posterity through 
breeding. 

a Though Hamlet does not say so specifically, the implication that King 
Hamlet = Hercules is present, for Hamlet does equate King Hamlet with Hyperion, 
Jove, Mars, and Mercury (lll.iv.57-59). 

9 John Dover Wilson, ed. Hamle1 (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1971 ) , 
p. 199. 

10 According to 'Plutarch, "Brutus himself gave him one wound about his privities" 
(Shakespeare's J>lutaffh, ed. T. J. B. Spencer, Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1968, p. 94). 

11 James Joyce, Ulysses (New York: Random House, 1961), p. 207. 
12 Two of the most refreshing books on Hamle1 to appear in recent times are: 

Alethea Hayter, Horatio's Version (London: Faber, 1972 ) and D. K. C. Todd, I Am 
Not Prince Hamlet (London: Univ. of London Press, 1974). 

1a George Steiner, Language 1U1d Silence (New York: Atheneum, 1970), p. 206. 
u As does Yeats in "Among School Children": "She stands before me as a living 

child." 
15 For a good analysis of the role of memory in t'he play, see James P. Hammer

smith, "Hamlet and the Myth of Memory," ELH, 45, No. 4 (Winter 1978). 
ie Vincent F. Petronella, "Shakespeare's Hamle1," Th.e Exp/i(aJor, 25, No. 7 

(March 1967), Item 56. 
17 For an analysis of the parallels between the two, see Alvin B. Kernan, "Politics 

and Theatre in Hamiel," Hamlet Studie.t., 1, No. 1 (April 1979) , 2-3, and Harry Levin, 
The Question of Hamiel (London: Oxtord Univ. Press, 1970), p. 151. 

1s For a well reasoned psychoanalytic view of Hamlet's loathing for, and killing 
of, Polonius as projections of self-loathing and self-purgation respectively, see Mythili 
Kaul, "'Hamlet and Polonius," Ham/e, S111dies, 2, No. l (Summer 1980). 

1e Hubler, p. 76; Wilson, pp. 170-171. 
20 Wilbur Sanders and Howard Jacobson, Shakerpeare's Magnanimity: Pour Tragic 

Heroes, Their Friends and Families (London: Chatto and Windus, 1978), p. 36. 
2 1 JI.ii.595,607; III.ii.79; IJI.iii.77-80; IV.iv.57. 
22 Brent M. Cohen in a stimulating essay states that "'when Hamlet makes Claudius 

drink the poison, he appears to be more the avenger of his mother's death than of his 
father's" ("Hamlet and the Conscience of the Theatre," ELH, 44, No. 2, Summer 1977, 
241). But in the light of Hamlet's association of Gertrude with Claudius, this view 
seems doubtful. 
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THE 1980 ALABAMA SHAKESPEARE 
FESTIVAL 

by Craig Wallace B arrow 

Although Shakespeare scholars first recognized the quality of the Alabama 
Shakespeare Festival in 1976 when its production of King Lear attracted 
favorable notice in The Shakespeare Q11arterty, it might be useful to discuss 
the Festival's history briefly for those unfamiliar with it. The Festival was 
founded in 1972 in Anniston, Alabama, by Martin L. Platt, the Festival's 
Artistic Director. It produced three plays by Shakespeare as well as the play 
Hedda Gabler its first SP.asnn, and in this its ninth season it has produced 
Romeo a11d J11Jiet, Cymbetine, Tartuffe, The Importance of Being Earne1t, and 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona, with which it will tour this fall. While the 
entire Shakespeare canon eventually will be performed, twenty of Shakespeare's 
plays have been produced so far. Though the Festival began with only $8,000 
of local support and an audience of 3,000, the budget this season is over 
$500,000 and the 1979 fall tour of Twelfth Night attracted audiences of over 
30,000 people in eleven states. The quality of the productions is high, com
paring favorably to regional theaters such as the Colorado Shakespeare Festival 
and even Stratford in Ontario. 

Russell Treyz, who directed Tartuffe and The Two Gentlemen of V erona, 
deserves credit for the quality of both productions. 

Treyz' The Two Gentlemen of V erona was marvelous. I expected it to 
be the worst of the five plays because of difficulties in the play itself. As 
Oifford Leech summarizes in his introduction to his Arden edition of the 
comedy, "Julia has a father who disappears; the name Eglamour is used for 
two very different persons; Proteus seems to forget he has a servant of his 
own; Speed's evidence about the letter in l.i,ii conflicts with Lucetta's; Silvia 
docs not appear to have a ducal father on her first appearance; Proteus' jour
ney to the court is presented as both direct and circuitous; Thurio's wealth 
(perhaps) comes and goes; Valentine can change his mind within a few lines; 
the two soliloquies of Proteus in ll.iv and II.vi present a strange repetition, 
the mystery being increased by the Folio's unique use of solus in II.vi; time 
may be telescoped and a character may acquire information without our being 
told how or behave in a way apparently contrary to our justified expectation; 
the attempt to give Crab to Silvia is first presented as if Proteus had ordered 
it; a clumsy plot-device is almost exactly repeated." As a reader, one might 
worry about the foolishness of Valentine's betrayal of his plot to elope to the 
Duke of Milan and his offer, following Proteus' confession and contrition, of 
the nearly-raped Silvia. Instead of seeing the two gentlemen as heroes or even 
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gentlemen, one is likely to think Valentine a fool and Proteus a worthless 
betrayer and scamp. 

The play in Treyz' han.ds, however, is rescued a.ad made entirely enjoy
able to the audience. Part of the reason for this is in Treyz' interpretation of 
the play's genre. Like E. M. W. Tillyard in Shakespeare's 'Early Comedie1, 
Treyz sees the play as a romance. Once this genre's conventions begin to shape 
audience expectations, logical truth and character consistency are less impor
tant than they would be in a tragedy or melodrama. As Northrop Frye says in 
A Natural Per1pective1 "In comedy and romance we surrender ourselves to 
the story and accept its conventions; the residual comparison of those con
ventions to truth or likelihood that remains in our minds is at its least active." 

From the play's opening music, the gaiety of its Venetian ice cream pastel 
sets, and its gorgeous costumes of light yellow, green, white, and rose, the 
world of comic romance engulfs us. Logic is as important as it would be to 
children playing in a sunny park. Set transition and character entrance are 
combined so that the mechanics of convention become part of the game. Mon
tage juxtapositions of Julia and Silvia during Proteus' soliloquies invoke the 
teasing of love conventions rather than painful choice. 

Launce and Speed, ably played by James Donadio and Peter Jack. domi
nate the play; the two gentlemen do not Consequently, the Duke's discovery 
of Valentine's plot from Valentine is influenced by the clowning of Launce 
and Speed and not by the intelligence and manners of gentlemen. Valentine's 
acceptance as leader of the outlaws after his banishment has all the concern 
with logic of Captain Hook dueling Peter Pan. But Treyz' greatest stroke is 
in handling Valentine's gift of Silvia at play's end. By having Proteus the vic
tor of a duel, Valentine's "All that was mine in Silvia I give thee" makes 
more sense. With power over Valentine, Proteus' contrition seems honest, 
and Valentine's offer of Silvia more reasonable. The audience was as delighted 
with this play as any in the Festival. The entire cast, particularly James 
Donadio as Launce, and the director deserve much credit. 

Martin Flatt's The Importance of Being Earnest was excellent; each 
character advanced his absurdity with vigor, causing the farce, and ultimately 
the social satire, to succeed admirably. Platt' s C ymbeline was another matter; 
the ending, with all of the plot strands coming together in endless revelation, 
caused the audience, sympathetic to the players' efforts., to scoff. But few 
directors have succeeded with Cymbeline because of contradictory intentions 
within the play itself. Parts of it would make an excellent melodrama or 
tragedy; parts are suitable for comedy or chronicle, but because of these 
parts the central intention of romance, with its attendant fantasy and allegory, 
are undone. The pathos and individualized characters of Iachimo, Posthumus, 
and Imogen are forever at war with romance elements in the play. Concerns 
for probability, consistency of character, passions such as jealousy and guilt, 
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induced by these characters and their plot situations, undo the allegorical 
reconciliation that the play aims at. The wager over Imogen's virtue, ca.using 
Iachimo to wrong Imogen and stir Posthumus' jealousy, could easily set up a 
plot similar to OtheJlo. Consequently, the wholesale forgiveness at the end 
of the play is like a Watergate pardon. For Cymbeline to be an effective 
romance, the parts of Imogen, Posthwnus, and Iachimo have to be undercut. 
But since Imogen and Iachimo have many good lines and some excellent 
poetry, it is difficult for a director, or an actress and actor, to do this. Each 
would justly feel that Shakespeare would be sacrificed, and to an extent, each 
would be right. 

Thus in evaluating the production, frequently something praiseworthy 
may also be a vice. While the shock of altar .fires and torches in the opening 
is stirring, one might wonder how effective this is in a romance. One might 
praise the costwrung for helping the audience identify place, but again wonder 
whether realism helps or hinders the play's intention. The chorus-like circle of 
warriors in the battle between Rome and Britain, with its slow motion combat 
of two representative soldiers, is well conceived and .fitting to romance, but 
one is puzzled then by the ugliness and barbarity of the killing of Cloten 
earlier. Michele Farr as the wise, gracious, and beautiful Imogen, Charles 
Antaslosky as Pisanio, the moral servant of Posthumus who has the sense to 
know when to disobey, and Terry Layman as the debauched Iachimo are excel
lent, but their very excellence warps the play. James Donadio is a fine, comic 
Cloten, but his cleverness only makes the audience feel his death too severe 
a penalty for boorishness and humor. To praise is to dispraise. 

Martin Platt, I think, would have had to be a genius to make Cymbeline 
work. His Romeo a11d f rtliet, however, was well done. The poignancy of 
adolescent love cut short is admirably handled. Following the lead of H. B. 
Charlton, Platt emphasized the critical role of time and Fate in his production 
rather than the conflict of the Montagues and Capulets. The feud only seems 
to justify the lovers' secrecy; it is not a cause of the catastrophe. The tragic 
agents seem to be Fate and the feverish haste of attempted solutions to love, 
Mercutio's death, Tybalt's death, and Romeo's banishment. Characters' actions 
and speeches emphasize haste and slowness. Lighting is used to emphasize the 
light/dark palarities in the play, almost as if Caroline Spurgeon were being 
invoked. It adds to the melodramatic patential of the play. 

Michele Farr, who looks much like OJivia Hussey in Zefferelli's film 
of the play, acts like her as well. She and Richard Levine as Romeo do a fine 
job as the young lovers, delivering Shakespeare's formal verse forms with 
naturalness and style. Of course the lyrical young love would not exist with
out the carefully juxtaposed framing that the Nurse, Mercutio, the Lord and 
Lady Capulet, and Friar Laurence provide. Mary Nell Santacroce is an older 
Wife of Bath as the Nurse; James Donadio an inspired, irreverent, slightly 
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mad Mercutio, and Philip Pl<aunts and Jane Moore a.re excellent as the hearty, 
hasty father and respectable mother of Juliet. O,arles Antaslosky does a mar· 
velous job as Friar l..aurencc, h:u\dling the awl-ward scene of unravelling to the 
characters on stage~ play's end with adroit care. 

Previous Festivals have given memorable performances of Othtllo, Afa,. 
beth, The Com,dy of Errors, and Ki11g L<ar. Wh,t I will remember the most 
from this yea.r's Festival ls The Two Ge111/eme11 of Vero11a1 a. play I had no 
expectation of enjoying. If your college, university, or town can book it for 
the Festivars fall tour, by all means do so. 

The Un.ivcrsity of Tenncoscc at Ou.tunooga 
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